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-Mr. James E. Gilchrist
Vice President
Environmental Affairs
American Mining Congress
1920 N Street N. W., Suite 300
Washington, DC 20036

Dear Mr. Gilchrist:

On January 24, 1994, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff met with
you, your associate K. Sweeney, and attorney T. Thompson of Perkins Coie.
Mr. R. Posner of COGEMA, Inc., also attended. The purpose of the meeting was
two fold:

1. to discuss the American Mining Congress's (AMC) suggestions
regarding the wording of the performance-based condition and
examples of the implementation of this condition, as provided by
Rio Algom; and,

2. to discuss AMC's proposed agenda and possible dates for the upcoming
meeting between the NRC and uranium recovery licensees. The purpose
of this meeting is to provide an opportunity for information
exchange in order to smooth the transition of licensing actions from
NRC's Uranium Recovery Field Office to headquarters.

In accordance with agency procedures, the NRC staff has prepared a meeting
summary, which is provided as Enclosure 1. As requested by AMC at the
meeting, a copy of a recent uranium recovery license is provided as
Enclosure 2. If you have any comments or questions concerning the summary,
please contact Sandra Wastler of my staff at (301) 504-2582.

Sincerely,
DT!IE;$ 2 0 3 07

Joseph J. Holonich, Acting Chief ,

Uranium Recovery Branch
Division of Low-Level Waste Management

ard Decommissioning
Office of Nuclear Material Safety

and Safeguards
Enclosures: As stated '

cc: T. Thompson, Perkins Coie
,

R. Posner, COGEMA
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JANUARY 24. 1994 MEETING SUMMARY
,

s

ATTENDEES 1

MLC AtiQ COGEMA Perkins Coie

J. Greeves J. Gilchrist R. Posner T. Thompson
M. Bell K. Sweeney
J. Holonich
M. Fliegel
S. Wastler

PURPOSE: The purpose of the meeting was two fold:

1. to discuss the American Mining Congress's (AMC) suggestions
regarding the wording of the performance-based license condition and
examples of the implementation of this condition, as provided by Rio
Algom; and,

2. to discuss AMC's proposed agenda and possible dates for the upcoming
meeting between the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and uranium
recovery licensee's. The purpose of this meeting is to provide an
opportunity for information exchange in order to smooth the
transition of licensing actions from URF0 to headquarters.

COMMENTS: Each of the items listed in the purpose above was discussed individually at
the meeting. The major points of the discussions for each item are presented below:

Performance-based License Condition

AMC indicated that it had not completed a full review of the performance-based license
condition, a copy of which is provided as Attachment 1, but its basic comment was that
the condition needed to have adequate flexibility in sections (b)(2) and (3) that the
wording "...no degradation in..." does not provide. This wording was viewed as too
strict by AMC because it did not allow licensees to make judgements on the impact of
the change to their facilities. The staff suggested that the condition be reworded so
that these sections read "...no significant degradation...."

A second concern raised regarded the Safety and Environmental Review Panel (SERP)
contained in provision (3) of the condition. Specifically, AMC indicated that
considering the fact that many mills were in the final stages of reclamation, some
companies may not be able to come up with three members for the SERP because one person
may cover several positions. AMC also suggested that the licensees should be able to
send proposed changes, approved by the SERP as not requiring an amendment, to the NRC,
and if NRC doesn't respond negatively to the proposed change in a set number of days
the licensee can consider this tacit agreement by the NRC.

The NRC staff stated the rationale behind the number for the SERP was a concern that
one person could make these decisions, which was unacceptable. The NRC wanted the
opportunity for broader review. In companies where a lean staff could not accommodate
a SERP, then it may not be prudent to implement a performance-based condition, and
maybe these companies should submit their proposed changes for NRC review. Another
possibility would be to let ear.h licensee justify their SERP as necessary, but still
have a minimum number of members. *

As a side issue, AMC questioned the status of the revised policy statement on open
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meetings. The concern is that if the policy states that drop-in meetings are not
allowed, a question is raised on the appropriateness of telephbne calls. This policy
could impact the informal nature of the review process under discussion. The NRC staff
indicated that it would have to check on the current status of this policy.

Rio Algom Criteria Based License Conditions

The document, provided as Attachment 2, contains examples of conditions and situations
that will eventually be provided to licensee's as guidance on the types of changes to
a licensee's operation that can be implemented through the performance-based condition.
There were three categories of amendments identified; License Amendments, Conditional
Amendments, and NRC Amendments. Each of the examples were discussed individually and
the major points of the discussion follows:

1. License Amendments - Examples of changes identified by Rio Algom that can be
accomplished through a performance-based condition and do not need to go to the
NRC for review and approval prior to implementation, j

|A. Changing the Radiation Safety Officer (RS0) and Radiation Safety
Technician (RST) was considered a good example of where the regulatory
burden could be reduced by specifying the qualifications of the RSO and
RST rather than named individuals. NRC indicated that this type of
condition for the RSO and RST already exists in some of the newer
licenses.

B. Changing the corporate organization, where there is no affect on the
licensee's surety or its arrangement, was considered another good example
of the type of change that could be made with a performance-based .

condition that would reduce a licensee's regulatory burden. NRC indicated '

that this type of condition already exists in some of the newer licenses
and could be combined with 1A into one condition. NRC noted, however,
that the condition is not applicable to a " change of ownership," which
requires an NRC license amendment.

C. Changing facility processes that do not have a significant affect upon the
environment or occupational health was another type of change that could
be accomplished with the performance-based condition. The following two
examples were discussed: '

'

Process Modification Example: AMC and NRC considered the implementation
of significant changes to the process circuit that are determined not to
have an adverse environmental or public safety impact, to be a good
example. COGEMA, however, indicated that there have been situations at
some of its sites where this type of change did not work. In more than
one case, COGEMA tried to modify its process based on a determination that ;

the change had no impact on the environment or occupational health (Part
20 requirements), but NRC disagreed. COGEMA was asked to provide the NRC
with specific information on these cases for NRC review. -

COGEMA raised the additional question of what happens if a company goes
forward with a change after making a determination that the change would
not impact the environment or occupational health, then upon reporting the
change in the annual report the NRC disagrees with the company's analysis. :
If this is the case, COGEMA wanted to know if this places the company in '

violation of its license and possibly civil penalties. The NRC indicated
that the company would be in violation of its license. Although the NRC
felt this potential could not be entirely eliminated from happening, it
could be minimized. ,

2
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AMC indicated that this cay be an example of a situation where a licensee
would benefit by sending proposed changes, approved by the SERP as not
requiring an amendment, to the NRC, and if NRC did not respond negatively
to the proposed change in a set number of days the licensee can consider
this tacit agreement by the NRC. NRC indicated that this approach would
not be a part of the performance-based condition, but something that AMC
could propose for its members. NRC suggested that this approach is
similar to that used by DOE for changes to the Remedial Action Inspection
Plans in the UMTRCA Title I program. 00E provides the NRC with a Project
Interface Document that describes the proposed change and categorizes it
as Category I, II, or III. Category I is a change that clearly has health
and safety . implications and requires NRC concurrence. Category II is a
changa that has been determined by DOE not to have health and safety
i.aplications, but the change is significant enough that NRC should review
the change. Category III is a change that is clearly insignificant with
regard to health and safety impacts and is provided for information
purposes, not NRC review.

Yellowcake Circuit Example: AMC and NRC both indicated that the example
provided by Rio Algom was unclear, but appeared to be proposing a
condition that would allow a change to the yellowcake process circuits as
long as the 10 CFR Part 20 effluent standards were met; the emission
control equipment for the yellowcake drying or packaging are operating
within design specifications; operating procedures are documented; and all
gauges, alarms, or sensors are maintained and operated to design levels.
NRC indicated that additional examples are needed because this example is
only acceptable if the proposed change is within the design specifications
of the license application. Where the specification in the license
application are exceeded, a license amendment is required. If a different
type of chemical process than originally licensed is proposed, a license -
amendment would also be required.

D. Changing of the byproduct disposal condition to allow disposal on a
criteria condition / site-specific basis was an example considered by AMC
and the NRC to need additional work. The example was aimed at in situ
facilities and would allow them to ship their wastes to any facility
licensed to receive and dispose of it without NRC approval. AMC felt the
example provided the licensee more flexibility than the current type of
condition which required the licensee to have a contract in place with a
specific NRC disposal site. AMC suggested that the waste disposal issue
should be covered in the surety. The NRC expressed the need for having a
contract in place at all times, which the Rio Algom example did not
provide. NRC indicated that the following example, proposed by Power .

Resources Inc. in its letter of October 25, 1993 without the 180 day grace
period, was an acceptable form of that type of license condition:

"The licensee is authorized to dispose of byproduct material at a site
licensed by the NRC to receive byproduct material. The licensee shall
identify the disposal facility to the NRC and maintain a copy of the
agreement onsite for inspection by the NRC. Should the agreement be
terminated for any reason, the NRC shall be notified within 7 working days
t.nd a new agreement put in place within 180 days from the date of
termination or the licensee will be prohibited from further lixiviant
injection. The licensee shall identify the new disposal facility to the .

NRC in writing and maintain a copy of the agreement onsite for NRC
inspectors."

E. Changing retention pond construction to a criteria based condition as an

3
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example of way to reduce the licensee's regulatory burden, as proposed by 4

Rio Algom, was considered unclear by both AMC and NRC. All parties
actually felt that the example provided was a change that would require a
license amendment submitted to the NRC for review and approval.

F. Changing environmental monitoring and radiological / bioassay monitoring to
a criteria-based condition as an example of a means to reduce the
licensee's regulatory burden was proposed by Rio Algom. The following
specific examples were discussed:

Environmental Monitorina Example: AMC and NRC both agreed that Rio
Algom's example, which requires the licensee to implement and maintain an
effluent and environmental monitoring program to assure compliance with
10 CFR Part 20, needed additional discussion with input from staff
experienced in well field operation. Specifically, the discussion of
wells raised the larger issue of a licensee's need for flexibility in
managing the on-site wells due to changes in a wellfield or overall
prodoction operations. As a result of this discussion, it was agreed that
the applicability of a performance-based condition to wellfield wells and
pumpback wells needs to be assessed, in addition to the monitoring wells.
Everyone did agree however, that the addition of environmental monitoring
stations and wells could be accomplished without a license amendment.

Occupational Radioloaical/ Bioassay Monitorina Example: AMC and NRC agreed
that the occupational radiological / bioassay monitoring criteria based
condition example was acceptable as written.

G. Changing the Facility Decommissioning Plan to a criteria based condition,
as proposed by Rio Algom, is not an example where the performance-based
condition would be applicable. A license amendment would be required to
make changes to the Decommissioning Plan. AMC and COGEMA, however,
indicated that there needs to be some flexibility to allow a licensee to
proceed in a timely manner, if the NRC has not completed its
Decommissioning Plan review.

2. Conditional Amendments - Examples from Rio Algom of changes that sometimes could
be accomplished by the performance-based condition, and other times would require
a license amendment (the " grey area" type of changes). AMC once again suggested
that for these types of changes its members should notify the NRC by letter and
if NRC doesn't respond negatively to the proposed change in a set number of days
the licensee can consider this tacit agreement by the NRC.

A. Changing an approved reclamation plan, provided the change does not lessen
or otherwise degrade the approved reclamation protection or milestone
dates was considered an acceptable example.

B. Changes to the groundwater Corrective Action Plan _ to reflect actual site
conditions was considered an example that should be included in the broad
discussion recommended under 1. F Environmental Monitoring.

3. NRC Amendments - Examples from Rio Algom of changes that would require a license
amendment. All parties agreed that the following were good examples of such
changes:

A. Changing an approved financial surety regardless of whether the change is
to the surety instrument or the amount.

B. Changing or applying an Alternate Concentration Limit.

4
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'#

C. Changing any aspect of the facility or site that impacts compliance with fthe National Historic Preservation Act. s 1

D. Changing the licensee's reclamation milestone dates.

AMC indicated that one fact became clear as a result of the discussion; the licensee's
conception that the addition of the performance-based condition would, by itself, give
the licensees the ability to determine the need to comply with or change existing
license conditions is incorrect. Therefore, as part of any amendment application for i

the general performance-based condition, each licensee should review its license to
determine what specific conditions could be changed to criteria-based conditions like
1 A or 18. AMC asked that the NRC provide a copy of a current or "mndern" type license
to use an example.

NRC/ Industry WorkshoD Acenda and Date

Other than minor changes to the proposed agenda, provided as Attachment 3, all parties
agreed with the workshop agenda. With regard the actual meeting, the NRC noted that
DOE would like to participate in the workshop, since it will be taking title to these
sites for the long term. Regarding the length of the workshop, AMC indicated that it
should know the actual number of companies that will participate in approximately a
week, but it looked as if the workshop will take two days. It was agreed that the
workshop would be in a hotel conference center in Denver, the week of March 7 or March
14. AMC agreed to get with the NRC on the preferred week by the week of January 31,
1994. NRC also provided AMC representatives a copy of the Questions and Answers from
all categories of NRC licensees on the recent revisions to 10 CFR Part 20 (see
attachment 4).

ACTIONS TO BE TAKEN:

1. The NRC indicated that it would check on the current status of the revision to
the policy statement on open meetings.

2. COGEMA was asked to provide the NRC with specific information on the cases where
NRC disagreed with its attempt to change the process circuit after determining
that no safety or environmental impact.

3. The NRC indicated that it would provide a copy of a more current or " modern"
license to AMC.

4. AMC proposed to expand and better focus the examples. This will include
transition issues, " grey area" recommendations, and the use of "significant"
degradation. This revision is to be provided by three weeks before the workshop
for NRC review. The objective is to have a revised strawman document to hand out
for comment at the workshop.

5. AMC will get back to NRC with a proposed workshop date the week of January 31,
1994.

5
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Performance Based Condition

(a) The licensee may, without prior NRC approval and subject to the
conditions specified in Part B. of this condition:

(1) Make changes in the facility or process as presented in the
application.

(2) Make changes in the procedures presented in the application.

(3) Conduct tests or experiments not presented in the application.

(b) The licensee must file an application for an amendment to the license
unless the following conditions are satisfied.

(1) The change does not conflict with any other requirement of this
license, with the exception of the license application, as discussed
in (2) and (3) below.

(2) There is no ch=gc todegradatiiiri in the essential safety or
environmental commitments in the' license application.

(3) There is no change-t+degradatiWin the safety or environmental
protection provided by the approved reclamation plan, or to its cost
basis.

(4) There is no impact in the licensee's ability to meet all applicable
NRC regulations.

(5) The change falls within the alternatives analyzed and selected in
the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) dated Xxxxxx 19XX (NUREG-
XXXX).

(6) There is no reduction in the margin of safety or environmental
protection, including design bases, operating limits, and the
results of analyses, from that presented in the license application.

(c) The licensee's determinations concerning section (b) above sh.ll be made
by a " Safety and Environmental Review Panel (SERP)." The SERP shall
consist of a minimum of three individuals. One member of the SERP shall
have expertise in management and shall be responsible for managerial and
financial approval changes; one member shall have expertise in
operations and/or construction and shall have expertise in
implementation of any changes; and, one member shall be the Corporate
Radiation Safety Officer (CRS0) or equivalent. It may be necessary to
have one or more temporary members of the SERP to address technical
aspects or a) and b) above in several areas, such as Health Physics,
Groundwater Hydrology, Surface Water Hydrology, Specific Earth Sciences
and others. Temporary members, or permanent members other than the 3
identified above, may be consultants.

(d) The licensee shall maintain records of any changes made pursuant to this
condition These records shall include written safety and environmental
evaluations made by the SERP which provide the basis for the
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determination that the change is in compliance with the requirements
referred to in Condition (b) above. The licensee shall furnish in an
annual report to the NRC a description of such changes, tests, or
experiments, including a summary of the safety and environmental
evaluation of each.
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hee provided pursuant to Regulatory Guides and position papero guldence on its
construcson, mahtenance, and tapestlon.

Eker@le:

nessunarende
Prior to aanstructing any retention pond, a esfety deelen entlyela wil be -

performed to meet the requiremente of ReOulatory 0 Ado 8.11 and 9tudi peellion
Paper him. WM.a101. All esfoty design analyene emes tse maingsinaci en ses for
NRC inopoetion, The relandon pond wE be inspected et a hquency

;
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GNDmeneurste with the type and ut||lge||on or the s!fuCluft. AR innf**one WW i
;

be maintehed on she fer NRC reWow. '
,

F. Environmartel and redolo0 ice #binessey montering should be e enterie based
4

condition as it h ooassioneer recessary to change monitonng ecocons beasuas
or preseen eheness, opereelonel made, an$or easety considerssona.

example:
1

.......;.
-|

-........ ..

The Boonses shall implement and maintah an esluent and erwironmemat |
montoring proenem to escurs compienne wth 10 0FR 600. The reconeee's j

'
program shot be anmmeneurene nem the procese aceuty one operemonal mode, i

The results of eNiuent and andronrrental monitorin0 ehof be sported to the NRC
, ,

h encorelance with 10 CFR 640.es.
'

|
Onnunational Redlaiminal/Womeeny Mar $who !
The saansee ehes enplomory and malmsen a resongest/binessey program |
consiment with the fedu/s process one operstlanel mode. The monitoring i

mal be consistent with McGulekry Guide &31. The Iconses shot '

a blosesty program conslebertt whi Re0Jetary Guide 8.22. ' The l
renJin of the remolog-S r ; program shed be reponed to ttw NRC in the
annual ALARA report enrdread by tne RSO.

G. Feellity Deoomrrieelonhg Plane should be a artieris bened lloones condtilon. The
feday developed and menuisd e-& .. w plan would inci.de ttw -

'Guineense For Decomamineson of Footitles and Equipment. Prior To Reisses For -

Unreericted Use Or Terminellon of Uoeness For Broroduct or Source Materior. -'

amp =eanel esposure montortne requeements, asfaty considerndens, and
-

documentation requiremente.

Esemple-
asoomminaionha Plan

.

rner is escommismoning ecowress, me imenese ches propero a de:ened
decommissioning plan oudining the twesenery requirements w maintelning

|
aampadons agosures, montonng regaremems, som:y conskwagone, eno '

eneumentseon. The plan Wu p;swide and be consistent wth " Guidelines For
Decontamindian of Feeci and Eoiemert. Prior To Release por Unmetrioled ,

use Or Terminanon at Ucenses Por typrocket or Souros Meterist dated
Gestember 1984, '

.
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t!. CondMonal Amendmente

'

A. ModNicetions to the soproved rec:emedan pian may be insteuted provided they on
not inesen or otherwise degrade the approved reelemation praisadon and do not.

change the estabnehad milestone deten. TNs proWelon would allow for suon thbgs
,

i

se; e dIlerent souros of rock provided te queirty le not lese man em
i

approved: and wodd skwe he lionnees to uso d#forent cover bomm :

mmertal fmm onceher loostion provided e meses me approved specmestions. |
Marni, some loaneese ere approved for only a spectic bor*ow ersa retner t' ion |muung galay chumteriguas.

Examples: i

.

Realemalian Plan 14aeffloations
The lloonoce may make medlReedons to the approvedinTe plan prtn4ded.

The Ibensee performs en snelysis to determine there we be no sigrecam ;
- a.

impact reeudng from ihe modPoetion to the em4ronment or public sainty.
'

b. The nnodmonton prm..ies at a minimum. the equivalent protection er servse
.e e.n. - . .e - ap n ;

8. CorreatheActionplan( modliestionearec+ ^ 2;noosenerytocopewhh--

and refied motual ede conddone. For exermis, e soones condtion mw
require e lleensee to pump and outreet from a well at a presortbed flow rete.
However, Deceues of me chen0inD concteon et the alte, the wed may not be able

to makilain itis adrection ras because of the lack of suflolent f>0herDe to tne
.

'

groundweler system. The licensee ahodd be able to melee the necessary cheness :

acknowled0in0 the dynamic site speoNic to allow the CAP to condition its funchon. ,

,

i
-

Enemsdes: i.

.. r

Carremhu Anden P!an Masloetone
'

The Boonoce shal implement and meinteln the tecIlt/s appioved groundwater ;

correcWWe Andon Phn MocStication may De bestuted bened on ette spe20 :

oondNone provided k afords tie some protecten and serves the some funaden
3

m the original approval. *
;

1

i

1
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18. feC Amendments

" A. to the approved financial surely wheiher it be the type of surety
instrumorit or tw amourd.

B. Atemens Concentradon Lavoia (ACQ need to be approved.aolely by the NRC to
assurs It has olliclafy recogntes met he ho5ty has compEed with the requirertonts
ter eineining Act.a.

C. NRC noods to roetntain its " Session 10er revow mal agnuvel of Neuenal Historic
,

Preservation Act requiremerns to asase ins aosness has compted win ins
recpJremerns of tne Act. o

.

D. Mod 60suon d the toense's redamstion m'lastone dames.
.

. .

!

i
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;

i

,
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UR&MIUM R300FERY FACILITY WORESN09
.1

CO-SPONSORID BY TRS~NDCLRhk mESULhToaY

COMMIs510M (Mac) AND TEE
:

anualcAu urwIwo comannse (nuo)
~:

.

DhWE

,

TIME AMD LOO & TION
.,

;

I. Welcome and Introduction--John Greeves, Nuclear
Regulatory Commission and James E. Gilchrist, American

;wining congrees.
'
.

.

II. NRC Presentatient

statue of headquarters licensing organisation,a.

personnel, training, contractors, workload, etc. ,

i

b. ;

Status of Region IV enforcement organisation, ipersonnsi, training, workload, etc. '

(mete: It woule be netprul te have handout !

antarials re baekground sad responsibilities
or mac personnel). .

*

III. ANC/ Licensee Presentation: 5

a. Historical perspective.
,

:

2

* NRC v. EPA
..

|-

Headquarters n URFC*

.Nb. Identification of critical issues.
:

Stabilisation*
_ t,-

3

e Groundwater
' corrective Action--

ACL's-
,

nos acceptance or title to sitese

:

[

!

1

[7MM00WDAM0100.040] |
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|
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Duplicative regulation !
*

Mill Tailings-
!I8L wellfields-

c.- Licensen presentations rs: individual sites. !

* Handouts

Questions and answers*

IV. Wrap up session.

Identify and discuss problems, questions,.

potential solutions, and additional joint
activities, if any

Note: A seeial hour at the end of the first day
woule allev participants to get to know eaoh other
in an informal, unstructured enviroament. '
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PREFACE TO QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS FROM SEVEN SETS OF QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON
THE NEW PART 20

Following are questions and answers concerning the new 10 rFR Part 20 (10 CFR
Part 20 Sections 20.1001 - 20.2401) and its implementation. These questions
and answers include all of the questions and answers that previously were made
publicly available in seven separate sets af questions and answers.

The questions and answers in this compilation include corrections that were
issued with sets 2-7, inclusive, and other corrections of typographical
errors.

P

Appendix A contains tables that list all of the questions in order of
increasing question number. For each question, the number of the set of Qs
and As in which the question appeared, and the location within the set (i.e.,
the heading of the section in which the question appeared, such as "10 CFR
20.1502..." or "10 CFR Part 50"), are given.

These questions and answers have been compiled primarily for use in training
NRC regional inspection staff members, but they have been made publicly ,

available for information of interested organizations and to encourage
communications between the pubite and the NRC staff concerning this new rule.

The questions included here were provided by individuals and organization
outside the NRC and by NRC staff members. Answers to these questions have
been prepared by, and reviewed by NRC staff members in the NRC Offices of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards, Nuclear
Regulatory Research, Office of State Programs, and the five NRC Regional
Offices. The questions and answers also have been reviewed by attorneys in
the NRC Office of the General Counsel.

The answers to questions do not constitute official legal interpretations,
which can only be provided by the General Counsel, and they do not reflect
official NRC policy as approved by the Commission. The answers do reflect NRC
staff decisions and technical opinions on specific aspects of regulatory
requirements.

Additional information about the questions and answers follows:

o Questions and answers are arranged in the order of appearance in
Part 20 of the section of Part 20 to which the question appears to
be most closely related. Questions on Part 20 itself are followed
by related questions concerning 10 CFR Part 19, reactor technical
specifications, and regulatory guides.

o The questions are not in numerical order. The number-assigned to.
each question is merely a unique identification number. This
identification number has no relationship to the subject of the
question.

o Unless otherwise indicated in an answer, a reference to a Federal
Register volume and page number (e.g., 56 FR 23377) refers to a
page number in the May 21, 1991 edition of the Federal Reoister,
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which contained the new Part 20 and related information, on pages
23360-23474.

o The seven sets of questions and answers are identified by their
dates of issuance and their NRC accession numbers in the following
table. The accession numbers can be used by the NRC staff to
retrieve these documents from the NUDOCS system and by members of
the public to obtain the documents from the NRC Public Document
Room.

111 Q11g Accession No.

First 12/06/91 9112190258
Second 04/17/92 9205010117
Third 07/23/92 9207300261
Fourth 09/14/92 9209230012
Fifth 06/08/93 9306110303
Sixth 09/28/93 9310070005
Seven 10/29/93 9311050284

i

i

- - - - . - - _ _ _ - _ - _ - - _ - _ _ - - - _ . - - - - _
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UPDATED INFORMATION CONCERNING SOME ANSWERS IN THE FIRST THREE SETS OF
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS :

:

1. New Part 20 Regulatory Guides
.
'Answers to many questions in the earlier sets of questions and answers

on new Part 20 referred to draft Regulatory Guides by identification '
.

numbers assigned to these drafts. The table on the next page lists the
status of the Part 20 guides and includes the identification numbers !
used for the draft guides. ;

2. Assignment of Internal Dose Received by Personnel at DOE Facilities
|

With issuance of the U.S. DOE Radiological Control Manual (DOE /EH-0256T) !
in June 1992, the committed effective dose equivalent (rather than the .|
" annual effective dose equivalent") is used to assign internal' dose
received by personnel at DOE facilities. This information updates the r

information previously provided in the answer to Questions 76 and 83
(under 10 CFR 20.1204) and to Question 113 (under 10 CFR'20.2104).

3. 10 CFR 20.1603, " Control of Access to Very High Radiation Areas - i
Irradiators," was deleted from Part 20 effective 7/1/93. '

e

,

i

i

.

!

i

!

!
)

}

|

1

.!
!
.

>

!

!

!
?

?
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Status of Part 20 Reculatory Guides

Draft Earlier Regulatory Title
Issued As Draft No. Guide Number

DG-8002 Appendix X Guidance on Complying with New Part
to Reg. 20 Requirements (for medical use
Guide 10.8 programs)
Rev. 2

DG-8003 8.N4 8.25 Air Sampling in the Workplace
Rev. 1

DG-8007 8.7 Rev. 1 Instructions for Recording and
Reporting Occupational Exposure Data

DG-8008 8.N6 8.35 Planned Special Exposures

DG-8010 8.N5 8.34 Monitoring Criteria and Methods to
Calculate Occupational Radiation
Exposure

DG-8011 8.N7 8.36 Radiation Dose to the Embryo / Fetus

DG-8006 8.N10 8.38 Control of Access to High and Very
High Radiation Areas in Nuclear Power
Plants

DG-8009 8.9 Rev. 1 Interpretation of Bioassay
Measurements

DS-8013 8.37 ALARA Levels for Effluents from
Materials Facilities

DG-8004 8.N1 Cancelled Radiation Protection Program for
Nuclear Power Plants

DG-8005 8.N8 Withdrawn Assessing External Doses from
Airborne Radioactive Material

Notes: The telephone numbers given in some of these guides for the
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, are
incorrect. The correct numbers are (202) 512-2249 or (202) 512-
2171.

_ _ _ _ . _ _
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS FROM THE SEVEN SETS OF QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON THE NEW
PART 20

i

A - GENERAL PROVISIONS j

10 CFR 20.1001 Puroose

OVESTION 407: (a) Does Part 20 apply to emergency response personnel such as
city fire fighters? (b) If Part 20 does apply, would the radiation dose
received by the workers be considered to be an occupational oose or a public
dose?

ANSWER: (a) No. As stated in 10 CFR 20.1001, " Purpose," Part 20 applies to
activities conducted under licenses issued by the NRC. Emergency response
activities such as fire fighting by employees of a city fire department are
not conducted under a license issued by the NRC (even when the fire being
fought is in a facility of an NRC licensee). Furthermore, as stated in 10 CFR
21.1001, nothing in Part 20 shall be construed as limiting actions to protect
health and safety. Thus, Part 20 does not apply to emergency response
activities and workers such as fire fighting by employees of a city fire
department.

For NRC licensees, it is the Commission's intent that the regulations be
observed to the extent practicable during emergencies, but that conformance
with the regulations should not hinder any actions that are necessary to
protect public health and safety such as lifesaving or maintaining confinement
of radioactive materials (56 FR 23365). Also, for nuclear power reactor
licensees, a different part of the regulations,10 CFR Part 50, includes a
requirement, in 10 CFR 50.47(b)(ll), that the offsite emergency response plans
must include means for controlling radiological exposure of emergency workers
in an emergency. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1001)

10 CFR 20.1002 Scooe

OVESTION 5: Who is responsible for regulating radium - the State or NRC?

ANSWER: The NRC regulates radium when it is in NRC-licensed uranium or
thorium ores (source material, as defined in Part 20) or in tailings or wastes
from processing these ores (byproduct material, as defined in Part 20). The
control of radium that may be incidental to NRC-licensed operations is evalu-
ated by NRC as required by NEPA. Releases of radium from a site, other than
from NRC-licensed material (ores or tailings), may be required to meet State
release limits. Also, an NRC licensee may be required to get a State license.
for the radium in naturally-occurring radioactive material (NORH) if the State
requires a license for the use and possession of this material.
(References: 10 CFR 20.1001, 20.1002, 20.1003)

10 CFR 20.1003 Definitions

.- __ - _ - -__ -_ _ - _ -__ _ _-
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IOVESTION 1: If,a licensee decides to implement Part 20 in mid-year, how does
the licensee treat the annual dose limiti? Prorated? Add contributions from |
beginning of year before the new Part 20 was adopted?

ANSWER: The licensee must define the " year" consistent with the definition in
4

10 CFR 20.1003. If a licensee intends to implement the revised Part 20 at any |
time other than the beginning of the year, the licensee must subtract the dose I

received for the current year prior to the revised Part 20 dose being adopted ,

from the revised Part 20 dose limit. The difference need not be prorated. '

For example, assume a licensee adopts the new Part 20 on July 1,1992, and
uefines its dose year as January 1 - December 31. If the worker had received
1.5 rems between January 1 and June 30, 1992, he or she would have (5 - 1.5) -
3.5 rems available for the remainder of the year. If the worker already has
more than 5 rem (e.g., two 3-rem quarters), the licensee must shift the worker
to tasks in which the worker will receive no occupational radiation exposure.

(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1003)

OVESTION 40: Assume a licensee has defined its compliance year as January 1,
1993 to December 31, 1993. What is the mechaaism to change its definition of
year? For example, the licensee wants to monitor from January 31, 1994 to
January 30, 1995, how should it account for the lost days January 1 - 30,
19947 Is it acceptable to prorate the doses?

ANSWER: No. The question refers to the definition of " year" in 10 CFR
20.1003. The licensee is not allowed to make the one-step change as postu-
lated in the example in the question because, as indicated in the question,
that change involves omitting certain days. Omitting days, even with dose
proration, is not allowed. However, the license could accomplish the desired
change in two steps, one step in each of two consecutive years, that would
give a " year" beginning 1/31 of one calendar year and ending 1/30 of the
following year. The first step, using the example, would be a change, at the
beginning of 1993, to a " year" of 1/1/93 to 1/30/94 (13 months). The second
step would be a change, at the beginning of 1994, to a " year" of 1/31/94 to
1/30/95. This two-step change meets the requirement of " years" that begin in
January with no day omitted or duplicated in consecutive years.
(Reference: .10 CFR 20.1003)

OVESTION 4: How is the dose from radon considered? What about technologi-
cally enhanced radon at a licensed facility? (Note: Technologically enhanced
natural radiation sources have been defined as "truly natural sources of
radiation... which would not occur without (or would be increased by) some
technological activity not expressly designed to produce radiation."
Reference: T.F. Gesell and H.H. Prichard, Health Physics 23, 361-366, April
1975.]

ANSWER: How the dose from radon is treated depends upon the source of the
radon. If the source is NRC-licensed material (mill tailings, which are
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byproduct material, and ores that are source matarial), then the dose from
radon and its particulate daughters should be included in estimates of doses
to workers or to members of the general public (except for 40 CFR Part 190
evaluations which exclude radon). If the source of the radon is from radium
that is not licensed or controlled by any agency, then the dose from radon and
its daughters is considered background radiation and may be excluded from
occupational or public dose estimates, whether there is any technological
enhancement of the concentrations or not. Many states are working toward
licensing certain materials containing radium and these sources will need to
be known to licensees even if they are not the persons licensed by the States.
(See definitions of " background radiation," " source material," and " byproduct -

material" in 10 CFR 20.1003).
(References: 10 CFR 20.1001, 20.1002, 20.1003)

OVESTION 25: Does the definition of a " member of the public" mean "all"
individuals? If so why is the exception statement added to the definition?

MSE8: No. A particular individual can be a " member of the public" at some
times and not at others. For example an individual who works at a nuclear
power plant and receives an " occupational dose" is not a member of the public
while at work, but is a " member of the public" during off-hours at home.
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1003)

OVESTION 57: The definition of a very high radiation area (10 CFR 20.1003)
and the requirement for control of access to very high radiation areas specify
an absorbed dose of 500 rads in an hour. Is this a deep dose, a shallow dose,
or an eye dose?

,

ANSWER: The 500-rad dose is intended to be a deep dose, evaluated at a tissue
2depth of I cm (1000 mg/cm ),

(References: 10 CFR 20.1003, 20.1602)
i

!
1

OVESTION 66: This question concerns restricted area limitations. At some
sites for nuclear power plants the restricted area has been defined as the
site boundary. In some areas routine public access was available with the
understanding that, should the need arise, public use of these areas could be
prohibited. Examples of this type of access include fishing, visitor centers, 1

'and farming. This type of use now appears to fall within the intent of the
definition of controlled area and therefore, a new restricted area boundary
located somewhat nearer the plant must be defined, in places where such uses ,

exist, j
!

The next physical boundary is a single fenced area, roughly corresponding to
the security definition of owner controlled area. Station parking is
routinely within this area and access is provided through openings in the

|
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single fence which are not continuously guarded. These openings are posted,
"No Trespassing." The direct questions involved are:

a. Can this area (single fenced area) qualify as the restricted area
boundary?

b. If so, are postings sufficient or would guards be required?

c. If postings are sufficient, what is the acceptable wording for
such a posting?

ANSWER:
a. Yes, access to this area could be limited so as to meet the
definition of a restricted area. However, it should be recognized that
the dose received by an individual in a restricted area is an
occupational dose that is subject to the occupational dose limits in
Subpart C of the new Part 20 (or to the occupational dose limits of 10
CFR 20.101 in the old Part 20) and the requirements in 10 CFR 19.12 on
instructions to workers. (See defini.;3ns of " restricted area" and
"occurmonal dose.")

b. Although neither posting nor guards are required specifically,
access to a restricted area must, by definition, be controlled. In the
situation described in the question, access control could be
accomplished by posting or use of guards

c. See answer to b. above.

NOTE: This answer also applies to research and test reactors, fuel
fabrication plants, and major radioactive materials processors insofar as the
conditions described in the question for nuclear power plants apply to these
other facilities.

(References: 10 CFR 20.1003, 20.1201, 20.1206, 20.1207, 20.1208, 19.12)

00ESTION 67: This question concerns water approaches to nuclear sites. <

Several sites for nuclear power plants include portions of navigable lakes or
rivers within their licensed exclusion areas. Obviously, the utility does not
own these areas. Would such boundaries as defined in our licenses qualify as
restricted areas, controlled areas, or unrestricted areas?

ANSWER: The licensee cannot limit access to navigable lakes or rivers (that
the licensee does not own); therefore, these bodies of water cannot be part of
a restricted area or controlled area and must be considered to be unrestricted
ar:as. However, for the dose calculations for airborne effluents that are
required by reactor technical specifications and that are related to 10 CFR 50 t

Appendix I, doses are not required to be calculated over such bodies of water.
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1003)

.

&
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OVESTION 74: Dose rates are used to establish posting requirements for
radiation areas, high radiation areas, and very high radiation areas. 10 CFR
20.1601(a)(1), " control of access to high radiation areas," refers to a " deep-
dose equivalent" in describing when a control device should be provided to
reduce radiation doses below 0.1 rem in one hour, thus implying that the " dose
equivalent" in the definition of a "high radiation area" is the " deep dose
equivalent" [at a tissue depth of I cm (1000 mg/cm2)]. Are the " dose
equivalent" in the definitions of " radiation area" and "high radiation area" '

and the " dose" in the definition of "very high radiation area" all considered
to be at a tissue depth of I cm (1000 ng/cm )7a

,

ANSWER: Yes. See question 57, also.
(References: 10 CFR 20.1003, 20.1601)

,

0VESTION 93: In the definition of individual monitoring devices, is there
any reason electronic monitoring devices are not mentioned?

ANSWER: No. The particular devices included in this definition are a few
,

examples, not a comprehensive listing, of such devices. (Reference: 10 CFR
20.1003).

OVESTION 94: Why was the " controlled area" defined?

ANSWER: The " controlled area," which is not defined or used in the old Part
20, was defined and used in the new Part 20 to provide regulatory recognition
of the existence of such areas and to clarify their regulatory status within
the context of 10 CFR Part 20. In a related change, in new Part 20,
occupational dose limits no longer apply only in restricted areas, and lower
(public) dose limits no longer apply to everyone outside a restricted area.
Thus, under the old Part 20, an individual who receives an occupational dose
in a controlled area is subject to the same (low) dose limit as a member of
the public in that same area. Under the new Part 20, an individual who
receives an occupational dose in a controlled area is subject to the
occupational dose limits, but a member of the public in the same controlled
area is subject to the (lower) dose limits for members of the public.
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1003). ,

OUESTION 96: (a) The roentgen (R) is not defined or used in the new Part 20;
however, many survey instruments and computer records show dose rates in terms
of "mR/h" or "R/h." Will these survey instrument face pieces and computer
forms have to be changed when new Part 20 is implemented? (b) Most radiation
instrumentation is currently calibrated in units of roentgens rather than
rads. A roentgen of x- or gamma-radiation in the energy range of 0.1 - 3 MeV
produces 0.96 rad in tissue. Will these instruments need to be recalibrated
to account for this difference.

:
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ANSWER: (a) No. The survey instruments will not need to be changed. See
Question 428 (in the seventh set of questions and answers under section 10 CPR
20.2101) for additional information concerning the use of the unit " roentgen"
and its subunits. (b) No. It may be assumed.that one roentgen equals one rem
or a more accurate conversion factor may be used.
(References: 10 CFR 20.1003, 20.2101).

OVESTION 144: When will licensees be permitted to use weighting factors
other than one to determine and record external whole bcdy dose (effective
dose equivalent from external sources) as the occupational dose of record?

ANSWER: After the NRC has received, and approved, an application for the use
of weighting factors (W ) other than one for obtaining the effective dose
equivalent. See the dlscussion of the comment on the use of effective dose
equivalent for external exposure in the Statement of Considerations (56
FR 23368, third column and 23369, first column). The response to the comment
concludes with the statement that "The use of other weighting factors for
external exposure may be approved on a case-by-case basis upon request to the
NRC."
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1003).

OVESTION 26(a): There has been some confusion about the new Part 20
requirements with respect to controlled areas and when individuals are
receiving a public or an occupational dose. Before asking questions involving
specific exposure scenarios (in parts b, c, and d of this question), does the
NRC staff have any general guidance on these topics?

ANSWER: Anyone attempting to answer questions about which dose limits apply
in a particular situation should be familiar with the requirements of 10 CFR
20.1201, 20.1207, 20.1208, and 20.1301 and with the definitions of the
following terms in 10 CFR 20.1003: occupational dose, public dose, member of
the public, restricted area, controlled area, and unrestricted area.

OCCUPATIONAL DOSE VS. PUBLIC DOSE

By definition, and with the exceptions given in the definitions of
" occupational dose", any dose received by any individual in a " restricted
area" is an " occupational dose." No one in a restricted area is a " member of
the public." Outside " restricted areas" (i.e., in " controlled areas" or in
" unrestricted areas"), whether the dose to an individual is an " occupational
dose" or a "public dose" depends on whether or not the dose received by the
individual is (as specified in the definition of " occupational dose") a dose
received "in the course of employment in which the individual's assigned
duties involve exposure to radiation and to radioactive material from licensed
and unlicensed sources of radiation, whether in the possession of the licensee
or other person." In other words, outside " restricted areas", whether the
dose to an individual is an " occupational dose" or a "public dose" (and
whether the occupational dose limits or the public dose limits apply to the
individual) depends on what the individual is doing and ng1 on what area

l
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(controlled or unrestricted area) the individual is in when the dose is '

received. i

;

Different understandings of the meaning of the second part of the definition
of " occupational dose" (which begins "...or in the course of employment...")
has been a source of much of the confusion with respect to applicable dose
limits. Generally, this part of the definition does Epql mean that any dose
received by an individual while working, regardless of the type of work, is an
" occupational dose". Dose: received by an individual while working outside a
restricted area (in a controlled or unrestricted area) usually would be
categorized as public dose when the dose received is within the public dose
limit (and is not likely to exceed that limit) anA the work being done is not
closely connected (i.e., is only casually connected) to the licensed activity.

;

'
LICENSEE DISCRETION

The regulations (Part 20) allow licensees a certain amount of discretion in
developing a radiation protection program that is suitable and practical to
implement at the licensee's location and for the licensee's particular set of
working conditions. For example, licensees are permitted by the regulations to
select the boundaries for restricted areas and controlled areas. (Because
licensees are not required by 10 CFR Part 20 to have controlled areas they may
choose whether or not to have controlled areas). When an individual is to

.

'

work in a controlled area, or an unrestricted area, the licensee should
evaluate the individual's assigned duties and determine whether a dose would

1

be categorized as a public dose or an occupational dose in accordance with the !

definitions of these terms in 10 CFR 20.1003.

The following criteria that include both regulatory requirements and basic
radiation protection philosophy will be used in the NRC inspection program.

RESTRICTED AREA

When an area satisfies both the definition of a restricted area in Part*

20 and the definition of a protected area in Part 73, it is considered
to be a restricted area for purposes of compliance with 10 CFR Part 20.

,

Boundaries of restricted areas may be selected by licensees but after*

the boundaries have been selected they should be documented (recorded)
(good practice). '

Access to restricted areas must be controlled, e.g., by barriers, signs,*

or guards (f20.1003). Note: Areas that can have personnel access
controlled but that are not being controlled (e.g., because the

!

radiation source has been removed) are not restricted areas. j
<

Posting of a restricted area as a restricted area is not required*

although other posting may be required within the area ($20.1902).

!

)

|
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Doses received by All individuals in restricted areas are occupational |
*

doses (520.1003). ;
:

Individuals working in or frequenting a restricted area must be provided I*

training, as appropriate (519.12).

Individuals entering a restricted area must be informed that they are*

subject to occupational dose limits.

Effort must be made to maintain all doses ALARA (520.1101).*

A decision must be made as to whether monitoring is required (520.1502).*

.

CONTROLLED AREA

Controlled areas are not required (520.1003).*

;

As indicated in the preceding section, an area that satisfies both the i*

definition of a restricted area and the definition of a controlled area !

is considered to be a restricted area for purposes of compliance with 10 ,

CFR Part 20. ;

Boundaries of controlled areas may be selected by licensees but should i*

be documented (recorded) (good practice). ;

Posting of a controlled area as a controlled area is not' required |-*

(520.1902). {
Doses received in controlled areas may be occupational doses or public.*

doses. Generally doses will be.public doses except when the licensee
determines that an individual receives exposure to radiation "in the
course of employment..." [520.1003,5520.1301(b)].

t

Doses are to be categorized as public doses (i.e., public dose limits*

apply) whenever reasonable and practical (good practice) (except for :

occupational doses). ;

In determining whether an individual in a controlled area.is to be I*

categorized as an individual who receives an occupational dose, or as a
member of the general public, the more difficult decisions concern "

individuals who may be occasionally exposed or whose assigned duties are ;

not closely connected to the licensed activity. Such individuals include -

messengers, delivery men and women, custodial workers, secretaries,
clerical workers, hospital volunteers, etc.. Usually, such individuals !;
are considered to be members of the public and the doses they receive i

are well within the limits for members of the public. However, if.the i

assigned duties of these individuals are closely and frequently
connected to the licensed activity, and their doses may approach or

.

!
exceed the limits for members of the public, the doses such individuals :
receive are better treated as occupational doses. j

.

||

|

1
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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Only when doses are to be categorized as occupational doses (i.e.,
*

occupational dose limits apply) do the following conditions apply:

- A decision must be made as to whether monitoring is required
(520.1502).

- The licensee should have the ability to exercise positive
control over the individual's activities in the controlled area.
- The licensee should provide appropriate instructions.

- The licensee should inform the individual that he/she is subject
to occupational dose limits rather than public dose limits
( 19.12-this is an implied requirement).

INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC

Individuals in controlled areas and unrestricted areas are members of
*

the public unless they are receiving an occupational dose (620.1003 &
i

f20.1301).

Licensees should apply lower dose limits (public dose limits) to non-*

workers whenever possible and reasonable (good practice).

An individual is not a member of the public when he/she enters a
*

restricted area (520.1003).

Effort must be made to achieve doses that are ALARA (620.1101).
*

OVESTION 26(b): Do occupational dose limits or public dose limits apply to
the doses received by the individuals described in the following scenarios for
nuclear power plants?

1. Assume an individual employed by a licensee, working at a two-unit site
(one nuclear plant and one fossil plant), is permanently employed at the
fossil plant, which is inside the nuclear plant's controlled area. The
individual does not enter any restricted areas. What dose limits apply
to that individual while working at the fossil plant?

2. What dose limits apply to a pregnant taxi driver while she ir picking up
and discharging passengers within the controlled area (outside the |

restricted area) of a nuclear power plant? - '

3. What dose limits apply (a) to construction workers who are building a ;

second nuclear power plant within the controlled area (outside the ;

restricted area) of the first nuclear power plant at that site and (b)
to secretaries in the administrative building within the controlled area
(outside the restricted area)? '

I

|
;

1

i
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ANSWER: For scenarios #1, 2, and 3, the dose limits for members of the
public apply. However, if turbine shine from the nuclear plant is such that
the individuals in scenarios #1 (fossil plant workers) and #3 (construction
workers and secretaries) are likely to exceed the dose limits for members of
the public, the licensee should consider the individual doses to be
occupational doses and meet the requirements for individuals who receive
occupational doses.

OVESTION 26(c): Do occupational dose limits or public dose limits apply to
the doses received by the individuals described in the following scenarios for
a hospital? -

A hospital has defined a controlled area as all areas within the main ,

building. These areas can only be accessed by doors which open to the outside
environment. In addition, they have designated the hot lab as a restricted
area. The hot lab can only be accessed through the nuclear medicine
department.

1. Individual A is a maintenance worker. He is employed by the hospital.
He has been assigned to repair ventilation ducts in the nuclear medicine
(NM) department. The job must be performed during normal work hours;
patient procedures will not be rescheduled. The ducts are not used to
ventilate the hot lab.

2. Individual B is an emergency room nurse. She is employed by the
hospital. On frequent occasions she accompanies patients to the nuclear
medicine department for emergency lung scans.

3. Individual C is not employed by the hospital. He visits the hospital on
a weekly basis for the purpose of performing preventive maintenance on
the gamma cameras. He frequently observes the nuclear medicine
technologist during patient studies to verify equipment operation.

4. Individual D is employed by the hospital as a caretaker. During the
|

summer he routinely cuts the grass outside the hospital. Note: The hot
lab has at least one outside wall.,

ANSWER: Occupational dose limits apply to individuals B (emergency room
nurse) and C (who maintains gamma cameras). The assigned duties of
individuals B and C are closely and frequently connected to the licensed
activities. Limits for members of the public apply to Individuals A (who
repairs a ventilation duct) and D (caretaker who cuts grass). The assigned
duties of Individuals A and D are only remotely (and, in the case of
Individual A, infrequently), connected to the licensed activity and it is
reasonable and practical to apply the public dose limits.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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OVESTION 26(d): Do occupational doses limits or public dose limits apply to
the doses received by the individuals described in the following scenarios for
a radiography company?

A large radiography company performs radiography both in the field and in a
hot cell within its plant. The hot cell is located in the delivery bay. The
company shares its physical plant with an affiliated company. UPS deliveries
for both companies come to the same bay area. The radiography company has
defined its restricted area to be the hot cell and its controlled area to be
the delivery bay.

1. Individual E is a secretary employed by the radiography company. Her
desk, where she performs all administrative assignments, is located in
the delivery bay, adjacent to the hot cell.

2. Individual F is a data entry clerk at the affiliated company. He is
employed by a temporary agency on a 12-month assignment. He is
responsible for picking up all UPS shipments (within the controlled
area).

3. Individual G is a co-worker of Individual E. He frequently enters
Individual E's office to use the telephone to make personal calls during
the course of a normal work day.

ANSWER: Individual E (secretary): Assuming that the secretary's location
near a hot cell is essential, the occupational dose limits apply.

Individual F (clerk): Limits for the general public apply. There is only a
casual connection between the individual's assigned duties and the licensed |
activity that results in the individual's exposure.

Individual G (co-worker): This individual is subject to the dose limits for a
member of the general public. He has not entered a restricted area and his
assigned duties do not involve exposure to radiation and to radioactive
material from licensed and unlicensed sources of radiation.
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1003)

OVESTION 148: What is the dose limit for a member of the public in a i

restricted area?

ANSWER: By definition (10 CFR 20.1003), the dose received by an individual in
a restricted area is an occupational dose. Also, by definition, " member of
the public" means an individual in a controlled or unrestricted area (p_qi an
individual in a restricted area). Therefore, the occupational dose limits
(and not the dose limits for individual members of the public) apply to the
dose received by any individual in a restricted area. See related Question
26.
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1003).

|

._ _.
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OVESTION 149: 10 CFR 20.1003 defines the shallow-dose equivalent as the dose
equivalent at a tissue depth of 0.007 cm. (a) Does this mean that the dose to
the skin of the whole body is the sum of the non-penetrating dose equivalent
(beta and low energy photons) and the deep dose equivalent? (b) Is it proper ;

to calculate the extremity dose by summing the dose equivalent measured on an -

extremity dosimeter (which may only be worn for part of the monitoring period)
with the deep dose equivalent?

ANSWER: General response: 10 CFR 20.1502 requires monitoring of external
dose for individuals who are likely to receive, in a year, a dose in excess of
10% of the applicable limits. Requirements to measure / assess the dose
equivalent at depths of 0.007, 0.3, and 1 cm exist under old Part 20 as well
as the new Part 20. In old Part 20, these requirements are included in the
instructions for Item 5 of NRC Form 5. In the new Part 20, these requirements

; are in Part 20 itself, together with new dose limits and special names, in the
definitions for the dose equivalents at these three depths. The only expliciti

requirements concerning the precision and accuracy of personnel dosimetry are
the NVLAP accreditation requirements, which are the same in old Part 20 [10
CFR 20.202(c)] and new Part 20 [10 CFR 20.1501(c)]. Methods that have been
acceptable for measuring / assessing dose equivalent at these three depths in
the past should continue to be acceptable in the future.

Answers to the specific questions are as follows:

(a) No. The " dose to the skin of the whole body" is the shallow dose
equivalent. The phallow-dose equivalent is the dose equivalent at a depth of
0.007 cm (7 mg/cm ) from all types of radiation, whether " penetrating" (such
as gamma rays and neutrons) or "non-penetrating" (such as weak beta radiation
and lower energy x-rays).

(b) No, not in general. The question does not make it clear whether or not
the dose summing is for dose during the same time period. It is never proper

-

to calculate an extremity dose (shallow-dose equivalent) for a particular time
period by adding a deep dose equivalent to the shallow-dose equivalent. If

the question refers to a monitoring period during which an extremity dosimeter
(measuring shallow-dose equivalent) was used only part of the time, but during
which a whole-body dosimeter was used all of the time, the answer depends on
the circumstances of the individual's exposure. It would be acceptable to
assume, for the times during which the extremity dosimeter is not used, that
the extremity dose (shallow-dose equivalent) is equal to the shallow-dose
equivalent measured by the whole-body dosimeter. If only the deep-dose
equivalent is measured by the whole-body dosimeter, it would be acceptable to
assume, for times during which the extremity dosimeter is not used, that the
extremity dose is equal to the deep-dose equivalent (measured by the whole-
body dosimeter) if it can be shown that types and levels of radiation to which
the extremity was exposed would not have resulted in a significantly higher
shallow-dose equivalent to the extremity than the deep dose equivalent to the
whole body. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1003)

___ _ - _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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QUESTION 150: 10 CFR 20.1003 defines tissue monitoring depths of 0.007, 0.3,
and I cm for shallow, eye, and deep-dose, respectively; (a) Is it important to
measure at (or extrapolate the measurements to) these exact depths? (b) couldthe eye and deep-dose both be determined at 0.3 cm?

ANSWER: See the " general response" in the answer to Question 149.

(a) As under the old Part 20, it is important to measure (or to extrapolate
measurements to, or otherwise assess the dose equivalent) at a reasonable
approximation of these depths.

(b) No. The deep-dose equivalent is, by definition, the dose equivalent at a
depth of I cm, not 0.3 cm. However, the dose at 0.3 cm (eye dose) would
usually be a conservative approximation (overestimate) of the dose at I cm
(deep-dose). (References: 10 CFR 20.1003)

,

OVESTION 80: The revised Part 20 (620.1003) provides definitions of " member
of the public," "public dose," and " occupational dose." These definitions are
not consistent with the definition of " member (s) of the public" defined (for
nuclear power plants) in Generic Letter 89-01, Supplement 1 (NUREGs 1301 and
1302).

Consider that typically, one would expect any individual entering the
" restricted area" would be considered to be occupationally exposed and not
classified as a " member of the public." All individuals, including utility
employees, their contractors, and delivery people, outside the " restricted
area," in the " controlled area," would be considered as " members of the
public." The only exception is where a utility employee or its contractor are
performing work in a portion of the " controlled area" where public access has
been restricted due to radiological exposure considerations. This concept is
consistent with the revised rule.

Will the definitions of " member (s) of the public" in Generic Letter 89-01,
Supplement 1 (NUREGs 1301 and 1302) be changed to be consistent with.the
definition of " member of the public" in the new Part 207

ANSWER: Yes. The NUREGs themselves will not be changed; however, in a
forthcoming Generic Letter on model Technical Specifications that incorporate
provisions of new Part 20, the definition of " member (s) of the public" will be
changed to be consistent with new Part 20. See Question 26 and answer in the
fourth set of questions and answers for clarification of the definition of
" occupational dose." (References: 10 CFR 20.1003, NUREG-1301, NUREG-1302).

!

OVESTION 119: Is it permissible under 10 CFR Part 20 for a licensee to have a i

controlled area that is controlled for purposes of radiation protection but
that is not a restricted area?

|

|

l

|

|
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ANSWER: No. By definition, in Part 20, a " restricted area means an area,
access to which is limited by the licensee for the purpose of protecting
individuals against undue risks from exposure to radiation and radioactive
materials." As stated in the answer to Question 26(a) under the heading
" Controlled Area": ...an area that satisfies both the definition of a"

restricted area and the definition of a controlled area is considered to be a
restricted area for purposes of compliance with Part 20." (Reference: 10 CFR
20.1003)

OVESTION 412: This question refers to the answer to Question 26(b) in the
fourth set under 5 20.1003. What is the basis for using a dose threshold to
decide whether a person is categorized as a member of the public or as
occupationally exposed? The definitions do not specify a dose threshold.

ANSWER: Question 26(b) asked whether occupational or public dose limits apply
to individuals, described in three different scenarios, who are exposed within
controlled areas (outside any restricted areas) at a nuclear power plant.
These scenarios described (1) a fossil plant worker, (2) a pregnant taxi
driver, and (3) construction workers building a second nuclear power plant and
secretaries in the administrative building. The answer to Question 26(a)
states that the public dose limits apply to the individuals in all three
scenarios, but the answer also states that if turbine shine from the nuclear
plant is such that fossil plant workers, construction workers, or secretaries
(but agi the pregnant taxi driver) "...are likely to exceed the dose limits
for members of the public, the licensee should consider the individual doses
to be occupational doses and meet the requirements for individuals who receive
occupational doses." The basis for this answer is the NRC staff's
understanding of the intent of the definition of " occupational dose",
specifically, that portion which states that " occupational dose means the dose
received by an individual...in the course of employment in which the
individual's assigned duties involve exposure to radiation...." This
understanding of the definition is also expressed in more general terms in the
answer to Question 26(a). (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1003)

OVESTION 413: This question refers to the answers to Questions 66 and 31 in
the second set of questions and answers under i 20.1003 and 5 20.1201,
respectively, and to Question 26(d) in the fourth set of questions and answers
under f 20.1003. Simply designating an area as a restricted area so you can
control everyone at occupational dose limits is a perversion of every
radiation protection principle published. Of course, this is just my opinion.
I hope NRC will revise its interpretation of this definition.

For example, a secretary in a nuclear medicine clinic without any direct
person-to-person contact with patients should not be subject to occupational
limits just because she is in a restricted area. Many other examples could be
cited, and some that are more in the gray area should be examined carefully.

| Clearly, there is a significant population of exposed persons that are not
! being held to the proper standard. The following statement refers to the
|

l
'

_ - __ _ _ ___ _ _ - _ - ___ - - -_-_ _ ___ _ _ - .
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i
answer to Question 26(d) concerning " individual E." In spite of the
definition of occupational dose, mere geography is not justification for '

classifying a person as a radiation worker.

ANSWER: The questioner appears to object to the definition of " occupational
dose" that states that " occupational dose means the dose received by an
individual in a restricted area or ...." The NRC cannot change this .;
definition by revising its " interpretation of this definition." The

q
definition can only be changed by rulemaking. ~

While there may have been a lack of clarity in the referenced answers, our
intention is that licensees should not. engage in a practice of " simply
designating an area as a restricted area so you can control everyone at 1

occupational dose limits." Question 66 asks if a simple fenced area can
qualify as a restricted area and the answer is yes, provided it is the
licensee's purpose to limit access for the purpose of controlling radiation
exposures. Question 31 asks if students and volunteers (such as nuclear
medicine students and " candy stripers" who transport nuclear medicine patients :
or perform volunteer work in a nuclear medicine. department) are subject to
occupational dose limits. The answer to this question is that'these
individuals are subject to the occupational dose limits because, and provided
that (as the question implies),'the type of work they are assigned involves
exposure to radiation; it does not matter where (in which area) they-are-
working Question 26(d) asks if the occupational dose limits or public dose
limits apply to " Individual E," a secretary for a radiography company, who

1works in a " controlled area" next to a " restricted area" containing a hot
cell. The answer is that the occupational dose limits apply), again because
the type of work assigned presumably involves exposure to radiation since it ;
must be performed near the hot cell. (References: 10 CFR 20.1003, 20.1201).

;

,

OVESTION 434: How are occupational dose limits applied in regard to the 5

revised Part 20 definition of " year"? The purpose of this question is to
obtain additional clarification of the intent and application of the " year" as
it is defined in the revised Part 20 and discussed previously in Question 40
of the first set of Questions and Answers. Apparently, licensees may
establish a year that is other than January I through December 31 (e.g.,
Question 40 addresses a year that is from January 31 of one year through
January 30 ef the following year). In responding to the question, consider j
the following example. A worker receives dose sequentially at facilities of '

two different licensees, the first licensee using a year of January 1 -
December 31, and the second licensee using a year of January 31 - January 30.
The worker receives 4 rems total effective dose equivalent (TEDE) at the
facility of the first licensee during the period January 1 - January 30, and ;
then transfers to the second licensee's facility, arriving for work on
February 1. For work performed at the second licensee's facility, is the
individual's remaining available TEDE 1 rem or 5 rems?

ANSWER: Five rems. For a particular licensee, the relevant time period for
determining compliance with an annusi dose limit is the year beginning and

I

,

-
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ending on the dates specified by that licensee, providing that the time period
chosen by the licensee is consistent with the definition of " year" in 10 CFR
20.1003. In the example provided, the worker started work at the facility of
the second licensee at the beginning of that licensee's " year" and, therefore,
the worker had no prior occupational dose during that licensee's " year."
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1003).

10 CFR 20.1004 Units of Radiation Dose

OVESTION 73: Table 1004(b).2 does not include an entry for " cold" neutrons,
4

(e.g., 7 x 10 MeV neutrons) which are used in experiments at some research
reactor facilities. What values of the quality factor, Q, and the fluence per
unit dose equivalent should be used for " cold" neutrons?

ANSWER: The values for " thermal neutrons" should be used until the use of
other values is approved by the NRC.
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1004 Table 1004(b).2)

10 CFR 20.1008 Imolementation

QUESTION 30: If a license condition ties the licensee to a section in the old
Part 20 and there is no corresponding section in the new Part 20, does the
requirement in the old Part 20 stay in effect after implementation of the new
Part 20.

ANSWER: Yes. See 10 CFR 20.1008(e). The license condition that ties the
licensee to a section in the old Part 20 " remains in force until there is a
technical specification change, license amendment, or a license renewal that
modifies or removes this condition." (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1008(e))

OVESTION 58: Before implementing all of the provisions of the new Part 20,
would a licensee be in violation of 10 CFR 20.1008(a) if the licensee
voluntarily adopted the provisions of 10 CFR 20.1208 for protection of the
embryo / fetus?

ANSWER: No, licensees can voluntarily provide protection for the embryo / fetus
in accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 20.1208 before implementing all of
the provisions of the new Part 20. Howe u r, licensee would have to be clear
that they are ng1 " adopting Part 20" because that would require it to be
adopted in full. (References: 10 CFR 20.1008(a), 20.1208)

OVESTION 65: The following question concerns OMB approval of the information
collection requirements of the new Part 20. Section 20.1008 indicates that
licensees shall implement the provisions of all sections of new Part 20 on or
before January 1,1993 and that if a licensee chooses to implement new Part 20
before then, the licensee shall implement all provisions of new Part 20 not

- - _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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otherwise exempted by subsection 20.1008(d). However, section 20.1009 says
.

that the ;nformation collection requirements of the new Part 20_will not !

become effective until OMB approves. them.- Does this mean that before OMB
|approval is obtained, a licensee can implement all of the provisions of the i

new Part 20 except the information collection requirements? ,

|

ANSWER: OMB approval of the information collection requirements of new Part !
20 was obtained on January 24, 1992, with the exception of NRC Forms 4_and 5. !

OMB approval for these forms is expected in the future. (References: 10 CFR
.

20.1008,20.1009) i

,

B - RADIATION PROTECTION PROGRAMS [

10 CFR 20.1101 Radiation Protection Proarams

@ESTION 7: Relative to 20.1101, radiation protection programs, what would a
typical radiography licensee have to do beyond what that licensee is doing
now?

ANSWER: Ensure that the program was documented and_ review the program's
content and implementation periodically (at least annually).- (See Regulatory i

Guide 10.6 for additional information). If the licensee'does not have a- '

radiation protection program, then such a program must be developed.
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1101)

,

.

OVESTION 11: Should the Radiation Protection Program be a stand-alone
document or can it be the sum of many documents or manuals (e.g., a require- {
ment for HP audits included as part of a QA audit program document)? -

ANSWER: Section 20.1101 requires a documented radiation protection program. |
This documentation does not have'to be a stand-alone document but it must be
reviewed annually.
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1101) :

OVESTION 62: With 10 CFR 20.1101(b) making ALARA a requirement (a "shall" ,

instead of a "should"), does the NRC staff plan or anticipate any significant t

change in inspection program focus or in enforcement activity with respect to
ALARA for occupational exposure at nuclear power plants?

ANSWER: No. In general, the recent performance of the nuclear power reactor
industry has been good with respect to efforts to achieve occupational doses
that are ALARA. Collective doses (person-rem) for both PWRs and BWRs have
been declining since the early 1980s. The NRC staff is not planning.any sig- i
nificant change in the depth or scope of inspections with respect to ALARA )
and, therefore, no significant change in the inspection program and proce-
dures. NRC headquarters does plan to review all draft notices of violation of

!

.
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10 CFR 20.1101(b) in order to monitor proposed enforcement actions in this
area to ensure that a reasonably consistent approach is established. Consis-
tent with current and past policy, the NRC Regional Offices will continue to
allocate increased inspection resources (e.g., ALARA team inspections) to
inspections of poor ALARA performers.
(References: 10 CFR 20.1101(b))

OVESTION 99: The following questions concern the relationship of emergency
plans for nuclear power plants to 10 CFR 20.1001 (" Purpose") and 10 CFR
20.1101, " Radiation Protection Programs." (a) To what extent do the radiation
protection programs need to be established such that during emergency
conditions, the new 10 CFR 20 can be complied with? (b) For example, in order
to comply with the new EPA " Manual of Protective Actions For Nuclear
Incidents" October 15, 1991, do germanium counting systems need to be
established such as to be able to analyze air samples for iodines and
particulates, and computer programs to calculate CEDE, so that CEDE can be
added to external dose to get TEDE? (c) Do emergency survey / plume chase teams
need to wear breathing zone air samplers?

ANSWER: (a) In general, the new Part 20 contains no new requirements that
would make changes necessary in existing radiation protection programs as they
relate to emergency conditions. 10 CFR 20.1001 includes the sentence,
"However nothing in this part shall be construed as limiting actions that may
be necessary to protect public health and safety," and the intent of this
sentence is discussed in the statement of considerations (56 FR 23365, first
column). NRC requirements concerning emergencies at NRC-licensed facilities
(i.e., nuclear power plants and fuel-cycle licensees) are contained in 10 CFR
Parts 30, 40, 50, and 70, and no conforming changes to these requirements were
needed as a result of the new Part 20. (b) and (c) See answer to (a). With
regard to the offsite emergency workers such as fire fighters, law enforcement
officers, civil defense workers and environmental field team members, the EPA
manual provides guidance given in Table 2-2 titled " Guidance on Dose Limits
for Workers Performing Emergency Services." In addition to the refinements in
the dose limits, the revised EPA Manual uses the CEDE and the TEDE concept.
There are no changes necessary with respect to the monitoring of the external
exposure levels of these workers in the early phase of an accident except as
noted in the referenced table. The question is, therefore, how to account for
the inhalation dose of offsite emergency workers to prevent them from
exceeding their limits. Due to the urgency of offsite response in the early
phase of an accident, it will not be practical to set up air samplers at
numerous locations and analyze those samples in a timely manner. Air samples
and radiation measurements taken by the field monitoring teams will be
valuable to determine the dose to emergency workers after the fact, but will
be of little value during the actual performance of emergency tasks, since
some form of real time exposure rate indication is needed. To create this
real time indication, a correction factor can be developed that when
multiplied by the emergency worker's dosimeter reading can provide a
conservative estimate of the inhalation dose. The NRC and FEMA are currently
investigating this issue. After appropriate review the NRC and FEMA will

l

. . - - _ _ _ . _ _ - _ _ - _ _
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provide guidance for offsite agencies to use. (References: 10 CFR 20.1001,
20.1101)

OVESTION 118: 10 CFR 20.1101(c) requires that each licensee " periodically
'

(at least annually) review the radiation program content and implementation."
A nuclear power plant has many reviews and audits (including quality assurance
audits) of various aspects of their radiation protection programs during a
year and reviews are on a schedule that covers all phases of the program on a
2-3-year review cycle. Is this acceptable to the NRC?

ANSWER: Yes, provided that the combination of these reviews and audits covers
program content and implementation. Reviews and audits at nuclear power
plants should incorporate the following features to assess procedural
compliance, technical performance, implementation, and effectiveness of the
facility radiation protection program.

Radiation orotection supervisory reviews-

Onsite radiation protection supervisors should periodically
perform and document reviews of the effectiveness of the radiation
protection staff in such areas as radiological work practices,
work monitoring, procedural compliance, and survey adequacy.

Ouality assurance audits=

Quality assu ance audits should be performed by the onsite
auditing group. Personnel in the auditing group should have
sufficient radiation protection training or experience so they can 1

determine whether radiation protection functions are being
performed as required. The quality assurance program audits
should meet the requirements of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50.

Corporate or contract audits*

Offsite (corporate or contract) audits and evaluations should be '

performed to determine whether the radiation protection program
complies with the regulations and other requirements and whether
plant-wide objectives are being met as well as to identify needed
program improvements.

(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1101)

OVESTION 134: 10 CFR 20.1101(c) requires a periodic (at least annual) review
,

of the radiation protection program as defined in 20.1101(a). 10 CFR '

20.1101(a) refers to 10 CFR 20.2102 for recordkeeping requirements. (a) Does
the use of the word " audit" in 10 CFR 20.2102(a) require records for all
audits that are performed in addition to the periodic review? (b) Are the

|
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reviews required by 10 CFR 20.1101(c) also considered to be audits that are
subject to the quality assurance criteria specified in 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix B, XVIII?

ANSWER: (a) No. The recordkeeping requirements of 10 CFR 20.2102(a)(2) apply
only to audits and reviews performed by the licensee to comply with 10 CFR
20.1101. If the review is performed annually, then only the records of that
review are required. (b) No. The requirements of Parts 20 and 50 are
separate requirements. However, quality assurance audits of aspects of the
radiation protection program at nuclear power plants pursuant to the
requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, XVIII, may partially satisfy the
requirements of 10 CFR 20.1101(c). (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1101, 20.2102).

OVESTION 133: 10 CFR 20.1101(b) requires licensees to use, to the extent
" practicable," procedures and engineering controls based upon sound radiation
protection principles to achieve doses that are ALARA. The ALARA concept
emphasizes dose-reduction techniques that are reasonable considering costs.

However, " practicable" may imply something that has been proposed and seems
feasible but has not been actually tested in use. " Practical" is more
consistent with the ALARA concept because " practical" implies " sensible",
" involving good judgement" and " proven success in meeting the demands made by
actual living or use." In making decisions about ALARA procedures and
engineering controls, will licensees be permitted to interpret " practicable"
as " practical"?

ANSWER; In the context of this regulation, the word " practicable does not
have the connotations attributed to it in the question. 10 CFR 20.10C3 states
that "ALARA...means making every reasonable effort to maintain exposures to
radiation as far below the dose limits in this part as is oractical..."
(emphasis added). The discussion of 10 CFR 20.1101(b) in the preamble to new
Part 20 (56 FR 23367) includes the following statement: " Compliance with this
requirement [10 CFR 20.1101(b)] will be judged on whether the licensee has
incorporated measures to track and, if necessary, to reduce exposures and not
whether exposures and doses represent an absolute minimum or whether the
licensee has used all possible methods to reduce exposures." Thus the use of
the word " practicable" in 10 CFR 20.1101(b) does not imply procedures and

,

| engineering controls that are unproven. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1101)

OUESTION 380: Nuclear power plant licensees are required to meet the quality
assurance criteria in 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix B. Regulatory Guide 1.33
describes a program acceptable to the NRC staff to demonstrate compliance with
10 CFR 50 Appendix B requirements and includes guidance regarding the
documentation, use of procedures and periodic review of radiation protection
programs. Does commitment to and conformance with 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix B
and Regulatory Guide 1.33 fully meet the requirements of 20.1101(a) and (c)?
Note: The answer to Question 118 provided previously did not clarify if
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additional requirements are imposed on nuclear power plants by 20.1101(a) and
(c) that are new or different from the previously applicable requirements.

ANSWER: No. See related question 134 and answer in the fourth set of
questions and answers. 10 Cfn Part 50 Appendix B and 10 CFR 20.1101(a) and '

(c) are different requirements. 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix 8 establishes quality
assurance requirements for the operations of nuclear power plant safety-
related structures systems and components. 10 CFR 20.1101(a) requires each
license to develop, document, and implement a radiation protection program
commensurate with the scope and extent of licensed activities and sufficient
to ensure compliance with the provisions of Part 20. 10 CFR 20.1101(c)
requires periodic reviews of that radiation protection program. Although for
nuclear power plants, there is some overlap between the requirements of 10 CFR
50 Appendix B and the requirements of 10 CFR 20.1101(a) and (c), they clearly
are different requirements. For example, some aspects of the radiation
protection program established pursuant to 10 CFR 20.1101 (a) may not be
considered " safety related" within the meaning of this term in 10 CFR 50
Appendix 8. The reference to 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix B in the answer to
Question 118 (in the third set of questions and answers on new Part 20) was
provided in the context of a discussion of quality assurance audits and was |
not an indication that " commitment to and conformance with Appendix B and |

Regulatory Guide 1.33 fully meet the requirements of 920.1101(a) and (c)."
;

(References: 10 CFR 20.1101). '

00ESTION 381: (a) For nuclear power facilities does conformance with
Regulatory Guides 8.8 and 8.10 fully meet the requirements of 20.1101(b)
regarding ALARA programs? (b) If not, does the NRC plan to update these
Regulatory guides to conform to new requirements?

ANSWER: No, to both questions. (a) Regulatory Guide 8.8 Rev. 3 is now (in
1993) 15 years old, the second proposed revision to this guide is now 11 years
old, and Regulatory Guide 8.10 is 16 years old. These guides do not
adequately cover all the means that the nuclear power industry has developed
and shown to be practical and cost-effective for maintaining occupational
doses ALARA. For example, these guides do not recognize the importance of
water chemistry controls and radiation source and field controls for
maintaining doses that are ALARA. (b) The NRC staff has not yet established a
schedule for updating these guides. The staff did issue Draft Regulatory
Guide DG-8004, " Radiation Protection Programs for Nuclear Power Plants," to
provide guidance on compliance with 10 CFR 20.1101, " Radiation Protection
Programs," including guidance on the ALARA requirements of 10 CFR 20.1101(b).
However, representatives of the nuclear power industry stated that this guide
was not needed and it has been withdrawn. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1101).

- .
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C - OCCUPATIONAL DOSE LIMITS

10 CFR 20.1201 Occuoational Dose for Adults

OVESTION 2: What are the requirements for including dose from non-NRC-
licensed sources (x-rays, accelerators, NORM) as part of occupational dose?

ANSWER: The combined total of the doses from licensed and unlicensed sources
(other than b:ckground and medical radiation) must be below the Part 20 occu-
pational dose limits. The requirement for inclusion of doses from non-
licensed sources is intended to account for occupational doses received while
working for activities or with materials that are licensed or controlled by
organizations other than the NRC, e.g., states, DOE, etc.. Thus licensees
must record and add the doses from non-licensed sources to the doses from
licensed sources to obtain the total dose for comparison with the occupational
limit.

(References: 10 CFR 20.1001, 20.1002, 20.1003, 20.1201)

00ESTION 3: What do you do about hot particles?

ANSWER: Until changed by rulemaking, the dose limits in Part 20 (10 CFR
20.1201(a)(2)) apply. Special rulemaking on " hot particles" is still pending.
Until rulemaking is accomplished the NRC will continue handling hot particle
enforcement issues in accordance with the stated Enforcement Policy published
in the Federal Register (55 FR 31113, 7/31/90) and transmitted to nuclear
reactor licensees as Attachment 2 to NRC Information Notice 90-48 (8/2/90).
(References: 10 CFR 20.1201, U.S. NRC Enforcement Policy)

OVESTION 6: What if an NRC licensee hires a DOE employee who earlier in the
year received an internal exposure of less than 5 rems annual effective dose
equivalent, but greater than 5 rems comitted effective dose equivalent?

ANSWER: Previous occupational exposures, even those received at an unlicensed
DOE facility, count against the limit. The worker could not be allowed
further radiation exposure for the year (except a planned special exposure).
(Note: There are also licensed DOE facilities.) (References: 10 CFR 20.1201,
20.2104)

00ESTION 414: This question refers to the answer to Question 6 in the first
set of questions and answers under 5 20.1201. This answer does not directly
answer the implied question, which is, "if a person is assessed a history of 5
rem or more for the current year, is that person permitted to receive any
occupational dose?"

Implied in the answer is that if monitoring is not required, that person can
receive an occupational dose, presumably up to 500 mrem for an adult.

_ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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Conceptually, this is not consistent with normal protection standards, i.e.,
"if you don't measure it, it is not there" is not a normally accepted
practice. The Commission allowance for an explicit 100 mrem (SECY-90-387,
November 26, 1990) would seem a much more reasonable approach. Both of these
positions appear to conflict with the answer to Question 113 in the third set.
Hopefully, a position similar to that taken for the declared pregnant woman
with a pre-existing dose history will be taken. That is, an additional small
increment of exposure is not biologically significant.

ANSWE2: "If a person is assessed a history of 5 rem or more for the current
year", that individual is not permitted to receive any additional occupational
dose during that year (except a planned special exposure). The answer to
Question 6 does not imply that the individual can receive any additional
occupational dose (except in a planned special exposure). As noted in the
preamble to new Part 20 (56 FR 23369, second column), "the allowance of an
additional I rem per quarter following an exposure in excess of the limits has
been deleted" from the final rule published on May 21, 1991. The answer to ,

Question 6 is consistent with the rule and the answer to Question 113, which
states that "...if the 5 rem CEDE was received during the current year, this
individual would not be allowed any further exposure for the balance of the
year." (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1201, 20.2104).

OVESTION 33: What is the dose limit for visitors entering a restricted area
(e.g., visitors to a hospital, patients' relatives, escorted tourists)?

ANSWER: Occupational dose limits apply to all individuals who enter a
" restricted area." This is also the case under the old Part 20. " Visitors to
a hospital, patients' relatives, escorted tourists" who do not enter a
restricted area are not subject to the occupational dose limits. Therefore,
there is a need to clearly designate the particular areas in a hospital that
are " restricted areas." (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1201)

OVESTION 34: What are the applicable radiation limits in T controlled area if
the licensee does not allow members of the public to enter the area?

ANSWER: Occupational dose limits apply to individuals who receive an "occupa-
tional dose" in a " controlled area." (See definitions of " occupational dose"
and " controlled area" in 10 CFR 20.1003.) (References: 10 CFR 20.1003,
20.1201)

OVESTION 41: Licensee A questions a new employee about outside employment.
The employee states that he is only working at that facility. After 3 months,
the employee starts working, in the evenings, at another licensed facility
(Licensee B). The employee does not tell A about B; therefore, Licensee A
does not take the exposure received by the employee at facility B into account
when he calculates the employees annual total effective dose equivalent
(TEDE). Will Licensee A be in noncompliance for not knowing about the dose
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received by the employee at Licensee B? If licensee A was made aware of the '

exposure at Licensee B after-the-fact, must Licensee A go back and account for
this exposure when calculating TEDE7 If Licensee A finds out about the
worker's exposure at Licensee B after the year's end, and if the sum of the
exposures exceeded the annual limit, is Licensee A obligated to record and
report the overexposure and deduct it from the 25 rem lifetime PSE limit?

<

ANSWER: In order to meet the requirements of 10 CFR 20.1201(f), the licensee
must establish some means to have each employee inform the licensee when that >

employee is receiving occupational dose from sources outside the licensee's
control. It is not sufficient merely to ask each employee once (as in the
example), with no continuing provision for employee notification. Assuming
that Licensee A made no provision for learning of the new employees subsequent
concurrent employment in other jobs that resulted in occupational dose,
Licensee A would be in noncompliance for not determining the dose received on
the job at Licensee B. If Licensee A was made aware of the exposure at
Licensee B after-the-fact, Licensee A must go back and account for this expo-
sure when calculating TEDE. If Licensee A finds out about the worker's expo-
sure at Licensee B after year's end, and if the sum of the exposures exceeded
the annual limit, Licensee A is obligated to record and report the overexpo-
sure and to deduct it from the 25 rem lifetime PSE limit. Although the ques- -

tion and preceding answer are provided in terms of Licensee A's responsibili-
ties with respect to doses received at Licensee B's facility, Licensee B has
the same responsibilities with respect to doses received at licensee A's
facility.

(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1201)

OUESTION 415: This question refers to the answer to Question 41 in the first
set of questions and answers under 6 20.1201. This answer leaves open what is
an acceptable frequency for querying monitored workers. (This is only an i

issue of monitored workers, isn't it?) In the interest of workload
minimization, I suggest that an annual query / reminder along with the required
annual 10 CFR 19 dosimetry report is adequate.

ANSWER: The requirements of 10 CFR 20.1201(f) and the answer to Question 41
apply to any individual who will receive an occupational dose, not just those
individuals for whom individual monitoring is required. The frequency for
querying / reminding workers should be determined by the licensee; however,
given that the dose limit is annual, the frequency should be no less than
annually. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1201).

. QUESTION 45: In determining the " eye dose equivalent," can credit be taken
for shielding provided by eyeglasses / safety glasses?

ANSWER: Yes.
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1201(a)(i))

;
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QUESTION 46: Will determination of the " eye dose equivalent," at a tissue
2

depth of 300 mg/cm , be included in the NVLAP personnel dosimetry ;
accreditation program? '

ANSWER: Not until ANSI N13.11, which defines the testing program used in
NVLAP accreditation program, is revised to include tests for the 300 mg/cm}he
depth and this revised standard is adopted by the NVLAP program. (Note:
RequirementsundertheoldPart20inc]udethedeterminationofthedoseto
the eye at a tissue depth of 300 mg/cm . See Instructions for Preparation of
NRC Form 5, Item 5. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1201(a)(2)(i))

OVESTION 31: Are students and volunteers subject-to the occupational dose
limits? For example, nuclear medicine students, or " candy stripers" that
transport nuclear medicine patients or perform volunteer work in a nuclear
medicine department.

ANSWER: Occupational dose is defined in new Part 20 as "the dose received by
an individual in a restricted area or in the course of employment in which the
individual's assigned duties involve exposure to radiation..." In the
question above, the individual's assigned duties do involve exposure to
radiation as a necessary feature of those duties; therefore, the students and
volunteer are subject to the occupational dose limits.
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1003, 20.1201)

OVESTION 77: Representatives of the nuclear power industry are concerned
that the additional terms provided in the revised rule to describe the "real
estate" in and around commercial power plants seems to be overlapping. This
could lead to confusion. Access to these various areas may also affect the
category to which individuals working within these areas are assigned. At
nuclear power plants, either the " protected area" or " radiation controlled
area" may serve as the " restricted area." Although workers granted unescorted
access entering the " protected area" may not be directly monitored for
radiation exposure, they must be considered as " occupationally exposed." At
least minimal " radiation worker" training is required for these workers
consistent with the regulations. " Controlled areas" would typically extend to
the " site boundary" or " owner controlled area." Does the NRC staff have any
comments on'this matter?

ANSWER: Each licensee should carefully document how the licensees local
" area" terms correspond to the area terms in 10 CFR Part 20 (restricted,
controlled, and unrestricted areas). Under both old and new Part 20, anyone
who enters a restricted area is subject to the occupational dose limits and
must receive appropriate instructions in accordance with 10 CFR 19.12.
Workers can also be occupationally exposed (and, therefore, subject to the
occupational dose limits) in controlled and unrestricted areas (i.e., areas
outside restricted areas) depending (in accordance with the definition of ;

" occupational dose") on the nature of the work they are doing and regardless |of the area they are in outside a " restricted area." |
!

|

|
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(References: 10 CFR 20.1003, 20.1201).

OVESTION 97: 10 CFR 20.1201(b) refers to " doses received during accidents,
emergencies, and ..." Is there any difference between an " accident" and an
" emergency"?

ANSWER: Yes. An accident is an unexpected and undesirable event. An
emergency is a situation or occurrence of a serious nature, developing
suddenly and unexpectedly, and demanding immediate action. Thus an accident
usually results in an emergency, but it is possible to have an emergency
without an accident (e.g., action taken in an emergency may prevent an
accident). In either case, licensees must account for doses received in
excess of the annual limits in either an accident or an emergency, or both, in
accordance with 10 CFR 20.1201(b).
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1201(b)).

|- OVESTION 100: (a) Is any special TLD monitoring of eye dose equivalent
' required? (b) Do TLDs for eye dose measurement need to be physically located

near the eye?

ANSWER: (a) Individual monitoring of the dose equivalent to the lens of the
eye is required if the eye dose is likely to exceed, in a year,1.5 rem (10%
of 15 rem) for an adult or 0.15 rem (10% of 1.5 rem) for a minor. Licensees

.

'

may use any form of monitoring that is capable of measuring these doses. (b)
The answer to this question depends on the conditions of exposure. In most
cases a licensee will not have to physically place a TLD near the eye.
However, there may be unusual exposure situations (such as exposure of the eye
to a narrow beam of radiation) that would make it necessary to place a

,

dosimeter near the eye. [ Note: See answers to related questions 45 and 46.]
(References: 10 CFR 20.1003, 20.1201, 20.1502).

OVESTION 123: In 10 CFR 20.1201(a)(1) does " annual limit" for dose (s) mean
the limit on doses received in a " year" as defined in 10 CFR 20.10037

ANSWER: Yes.

| (References: 10 CFR 20.1201, 20.1003)
!

OVESTION 172: (a) If the annual limit to the head is five rem deep dose
equivalent, what is the purpose of the 15 rem eye dose equivalent? (b) How
can a person receive 15 rem eye dose equivalent without exceeding the annual
TEDE limit? -

ANSWER: (a) The purpose of the 15 rem non-stochastic limit to the lens of the
eye is to prevent lens opacities (cataracts). The dose limit to the head (a
stochastic limit) and the dose limit to the eye (non-stochastic limit) are

I measured at different depths in tissue, I cm tissue equivalent depth for deep
.

'

(
|
,
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dose and 0.3 cm for eye dose; and for low penetrating radiation (such as beta
or low-energy x-rays), doses at different tissue depths can be significantly
different.
(b) The 15 rem eye dose equivalent applies to the exposure to the lens of the
eye and is measured at a tissue depth of 0.3 cm. The 5 rem TEDE limit is the
sum of the deep dose equivalent at a tissue depth of I cm and the committed
effective dose equivalent. In general, a person can receive 15 rem to the eye
(measured at 0.3 cm) without exceeding the 5 rem limit on deep dose equivalent
when the head is exposed to beta or low-energy photon radiation, although it
would be rare. for an individual to receive 15 rem eye dose equivalent without
exceeding a deep dose equivalent of 5 rem. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1201)

OVESTION 175: A health care worker serves in a dual nuclear medicine and
radiology position. The worker wears a dosimeter on the waist and a dosimeter
at the collar. During fluoroscopy procedures, which is the primary source of
exposure, the worker wears a lead apron that covers the waist dosimeter, but
not the collar dosimeter. Over the course of a year, the worker receives a
dose of 5.2 rem as measured by the collar dosimeter and 1.7 rem as measured by
the waist dosimeter. (a) Has the individual been overexposed? (b) Can
licensees take credit for shielding while monitoring the external dose
component of the TEDE7

ANSWER: (a) Yes, the individual has received a dose in excess of 10 CFR
20.1201 limits. The head.and neck constitute part of the "whole body", and in
this case, received the highest exposure. The collar dosimeter measured a
dose of 5.2 rem over the course of a year. If the head and neck were not
shielded, and if the collar dosimeter was a measurement of the dose to the
head and neck, then the dose exceeded the limit of 5 rem TEDE.
(b) The licensee can only "take credit" for shielding if it can be shown that
the dose monitored behind the shielding is an accurate measurement of the
maximum deep dose equivalent to the individual. Many shields used for

,

radiation protection do not cover all of the upper legs, upper arms, and/or
i

neck, and few if any shields protect the head from external radiation. |Therofore, few shields would satisfy the conditions for credit. However, i

licensees should use shielding as necessary to minimize the area of exposure |
and keep doses ALARA. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1201)

|
1

OVESTION 176: 10 CFR 20.1201 (a)(2)(ii) states a limit of "A shallow-dose i
equivalent of 50 rem (0.50 Sv) to the skin or to any extremity." (a) Can a i
person receive 50 rem shallow dose equivalent to the skin of the lower arm |
(extremity) and 50 rem shallow dose equivalent to the upper arm (non- I

extremity), without having an overexposure? (b) Can a person receive 50 rem l

shallow dose equivalent to the left upper arm, then the same dose to the right
upper arm, without having an overexposure? (c) Can a person receive 50 rem
shallow dose equivalent to each extremity during one year?

,

ANSWER (a) Yes, as long as the total shallow dose equivalent does not exceed
50 rem in either position. The skin of the extremity is not considered in the

!
l

|
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shallow-dose equivalent limit to the skin of the whole body. The annual
limits are a shallow-dose equivalent of 50 rem (0.50 Sv) to the skin at to any
extremity.
(b) Again, as long as it can be shown that the total shallow dose equivalent
does not exceed 50 rem at any one location on the skin of the whole body,
there is no violation. If the two different areas of the skin of the whole
body each receives 50 rem total shallow dose equivalent during the year, then
the limit has not been exceeded.
(c) Yes. The regulation states "...or to any extremity;" therefore, a worker
may receive a shallow-dose equivalent of 50 rem to ush of the four
extremities. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1201, 20.1003, Reg Guide 8.34)

0VESTION 177: (a) If a worker is exposed to an external source such that his
head is the maximally exposed area of the body, are the doses to the head
limiting, since the head is not included under the definition of " extremity?"
(b) What is the annual dose limit to the head, assuming no other internal or
external dose?

ANSWER (a) Yes. The annual limit for the dose to the head is the same as the
annual limit to the trunk and other portions of the whole body, which, in the
absence of internal dose, is equivalent to 5 rem deep dose equivalent.
(b) The limit is 5 rem TEDE. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1201)

OVESTION 217: How will licensees handle cases where occupationally exposed
workers inform the licensee that they are concurrently being exposed (and/or
monitored) at another facility, but refuse to name the other facility? (Note
that if the worker is under contract, the other facilities may be competitors

'

of the licensee).

ANSWER: Without knowing the occupational dose received by the worker at the
other facility, the licensee cannot demonstrate compliance with the
occupational dose limits for the worker if it permits the worker to receive
concurrently an occupational dose. The licensee cannot allow the worker to
receive any occupational exposure after the licensee becomes aware the worker
is also receiving an occupational exposure at another facility which the
worker refuses to name. See 56 FR 23383, third column, and Question 41, first
Set, for additional information concerning concurrent employment. (Reference:
10 CFR 20.1201, 20.2106)

OVESTION 435: The rule requires that "the assigned deep-dose equivalent...
must be for the part of the body receiving the highest exposure. [The dose] |

may be assessed from surveys or other radiation measurements for the purpose
of demonstrating compliance with the occupational dose limits, if the
individual monitoring device was not in the region of highest potential
exposure." In the event of a hot particle exposure to a por ' 'on of the whole
body, it is unlikely that the associated deep dose equivalent (uDE) resulting
from the hot particle gamma radiation would be appropriately measured by an

|
1

;
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individual monitoring device due to the localized nature of the exposure. Is
it required that the DDE associated with a hot particle exposure be assessed
and added to the monitored DDE for the purpose of demonstrating compliance
with the occupational dose limits?

ANSWER: Yes. Although, for a hot particle on the skin, the deep dose
equivalent is generally a small fraction of the shallow dose equivalent, it-
does need to be assessed. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1201).

00ESTION 436: Licensees are required to " reduce the dose that an individual
may be allowed to receive in the current year by the amount of occupational
dose received while employed by any other person." How should this provision
be applied to dose categories that are required to be monitored by the current' i

licensee, for which the individual's dose report (e.g., NRC Form 5) from
previous employment during the current year at another licensee's facility
indicates "NR" (not required), "ND" (not detectable), or is left blank? May
the dose in categories denoted on the dose record as "NR", "ND", or left blank
be assumed to be zero, and therefore no reduction be made to the dose that the
individual may be allowed to receive in the current year?

ANSWER: Yes, for cases in which "NR" or "ND" have been recorded. However,
if there is no recorded dose for a dose category and no reason for this
omission has been provided (i.e., "NR" or "ND" have not been entered), the
licensee should determine if the dose value has been omitted erroneously
before assuming it to be zero (e.g., by checking with the licensee that
provided the Form 5 with a dose category left blank). If the licensee cannot
determine why there is no recorded dose for a dose category, the licensee has
been unable to obtain a complete record of the individual's dose history for
that dose category and the individual's exposure must be limited in accordance
with 10 CFR 20.2104(e)(1),
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1201, 20. 2104, Reg. Guide 8.7, Rev. 1).

10 CFR 20.1202 Compliance with the Reouirements

for Sumation of External and Internal Doses

OVESTION 9: A licensee monitors a worker for both external and internal
exposure under 520.1502, but the internal exposure for the year is less than
10% of the dose limit. Does the licensee add it to the external exposure?

ANSWER: If both internal and external doses were required to be monitored
(see 10 CFR 20.1502 for these requirements), then they must be summed. If ;

only the internal or external dose required monitoring, then they don't have !
to be summed. |

(References: 10 CFR 20.1202, 20.1502)

l
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OVESTION 38: Can the results of bioassays alone be used to determine if the
licensee must sum internal and external doses under Part 20?

ANSWER: No. Summation is required if the licensee is required to monitor for
both external and internal doses. The results of bioassays alone cannot be
used to determine if the licensee must monitor internal exposures or sum
internal and external dose under 10 CFR Part 20. Monitoring for internal is
required for adults "likely to receive" in a year an intake greater than 10%
of the limit. Determination of what an individual is likely to receive is a
prospective assessment of intake. Bioassay is a retrospective assessment of
intake. Future intakes are not necessarily the same as past intakes. How-
ever, bioassay data may be used together with other information as a basis for
the prospective intake assessment. For example, if the uses of radioactive
materials in a facility are not going to change significantly and bioassays of
individuals employed in the facility have shown that no one has ever received
an intake greater than 10%, then one might reasonably conclude that no one is
"likely to receive" an intake in excess of 10% of the limit.

(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1202)

OUESTION 86: Does the term "per unit intake" in Footnote 1 to 520.1202 refer
to one event, or to the entire monitoring period?

ANSWER: The term "per unit intake" does not, by itself, refer to any
particular time period. However, f20.1202, to which Footnote 1 refers,
provides a comparison to an annual limit, thus, in context, the time period of
concern in this footnote is the " year" as defined in 10 CFR 20.1003.
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1202 Footnote 1)

0VESTION 101: 10 CFR 20.1202(d) requires licensees to evaluate and, to the
extent practical, account for intakes through wounds or skin absorption. What
type of " evaluation" is appropriate for determining absorption through the
skin from skin contamination, and at what " practical level" should it be
accounted for? For what nuclides, using what criteria can absorption be
neglected under a certain threshold, such as less than 10K, 100K of skin
contamination?

ANSWER: The requirement to evaluate and account for intakes through wounds _ or
skin absorption is not new. The old Part 20 has a similar requirements [10
CFR 20.103(a)(1)]. Therefore, the " type of evaluation" that has been used
before, if adequate, can continue to be used. The statement in the old Part !

20 (10 CFR 20.103, footnote 4) that such intakes should "be evaluated and .

accounted for by techniques and procedures as may be appropriate to the i
'circumstances" continues to be appropriate guidance for the new Part 20.

(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1202(d)).

1
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OVESTION 179: If a licensee implements the revised Part 20 in July, 1993, is
the licensee required to go back and evaluate internal dose for the purpose of
determining total effective dose equivalent for the year?

ANSWER: No. The footnote to 10 CFR 20.2104(d), as amended in 57 FR 57877,
12/8/92, states, " Licensees are not required to partition historical dose
between the external dose equivalent (s) and the internal committed dose
equivalent (s)." As long as all of the licensee's worker's doses are below the
old limits and/or the workers will not participate in planned special
exposures, the licensee need not reevaluate prior doses before implementing
the revised Part 20. However, the licensee must subtract the dose already
received during the year from the new annual dose limits to find the limits
for the remainder of the year, as explained in Question 1, Set 1. (Reference:
20.1202, 20.2104)

OVESTION 180: Does the word "also" as used in 20.1202(c) mean intake by oral
ingestion and inhalation, or oral ingestion and external exposure?

ANSWER: In 10 CFR 20.1202(c), the words "...also receives an intake by oral
ingestion..." mean in addition to the ingestion associated with inhalation, as
discussed in 10 CFR 20.1202(b). All intakes by oral ingestion in excess of 10
percent of the applicable ALI must be accounted for, whether the dose from
oral ingestion is in conjunction with intakes by inhalation, external doses,
or both. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1202, Reg Guide 8.34)

,

0VESTION 438: In general, the nuclear power industry has concluded that
workers are not likely to exceed 10% of the annual limit on intake, and
therefore internal dose monitoring would not be required. However, some
nuclear power plant licensees plan to continut internal dose monitoring and

,

record and report monitoring results on a voluntary basis. (a) If the results |

of both voluntary monitoring of the committed effective dose equivalent (CEDE)
,

and required monitoring of the deep dose equivalent (DDE) are reported on an '

individual's NRC Form 5, with appropriate comments indicating that the CEDE
monitoring results are not required (i.e., are voluntary), are the CEDE and
the DDE required to be summed as the total effective dose equivalent on the
NRC Form 57 .(b) If so, is the remaining available MDE for the current year
in which the'results were obtained determined as 5 rems minus the year-to-date
DDE plus CEDE, or as 5 rems minus the year-to-date DDE only? (Note: the
question assumes that the doses described are the only doses received by the ;

individual in the current year.)

ANSWER: (a) No. If monitoring for DDE is required and monitoring for CEDE j
is not required, there is no requirement to sum the DDE and CEDE. (b) [ No j
answer to this question is needed because the answer to question (a) is "no".] |

[ Note: This question and answer apply to all licensees, not just nuclear |

power plants.] (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1202).

|
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10 CFR 20.1203 Determination of External Dose
from Airborne Radioactive Material

OVESTION 50: Does the footnote to 10 CFR 20.1203 mean that DAC-hours, and not
measurements of external dose (using personal dosimeters), should be used for
determining worker exposures to noble gases?

ANSWER: No, as clarified in draft Regulatory Guide 8.N8, the preferred method
of determining worker exposure to noble gases is by radiation dose measure-
ments using personnel dosimeters. However, such dosimeters n.ay not be capable
of measuring the skin dose resulting from certain noble gas radionuclides that
emit weak beta radiation (e.g., Xe 133 and Xe-133m). In such cases it is -

necessary to calculate the skin dose using measurements of the concentrations
of these noble gases to which the workers were exposed.
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1203 Footnote)

10 CFR 20.1204 Determination of Internal Exoosure

OVESTION 47: Will the NRC provide guidance on the preparation of applications
pursuant to 10 CFR 20.1204(c)(2) for approval to adjust DAC or ALI values to
reflect the actual physical and chemical characteristics of airborne
radioactive materials (e.g., aerosol size distribution or density)?

ANSWER: The NRC staff is considering developing such guidance. Some limited
guidance on " adjusting DAC's for particle size" is included in draft Regula-
tory Guide 8.25, Rev.1, Section 3.7; however, the staff recognizes that more
extensive guidance, including considerations of other physical and chemical
characteristics of particles, may be needed. (Reference: 10 CFR

20.1204(c)(2))

OVESTION 76: The Department of Energy (DOE) does not assign a 50-year dose
commitment in the year of intake for its workers exposed i.o internally
deposited radioactive material. The internal dose is assigned on an annual
basis. Will commercial nuclear power plant licensees be required to assess
internal 50-year dose commitment for workers coming from DOE facilities? Some
radionuclides encountered at DOE facilities may be beyond the normal
assessment .nethods of commercial nuclear power plants.

ANSWER: The statement that DOE does not assign a 50-year dose commitment in
the year of intake is not correct. Although the DOE dose limits are applied
to the dose actually received in a year, DOE facilities are required by DOE
Order 5480.11 to generate and maintain individual occupational dose records
that include " committed effective dose equivalent from intakes occurring
during the year" and " committed dose equivalent to organ and tissue of concern
from intakes occurring during the year." DOE Order 5480.11 also requires that
records of exposure be made available to the worker upon request of the
worker. See related question number 6. (References: 10 CFR 20.1204, DOE

Order DOE 5480.11).

b
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OVESTION 83: If a worker who has been exposed to internal sources under
Department of Energy Order 5480.11 comes to work at an NRC-licensed facility,
will the worker's comitted and comitted effective dose equivalents need to
be calculated for a fifty-year period by the licr '? DOE Order 5480.11 only
requires a one-year dose comitment calculation.

ANSWER: See answer to Question 76. 00E Order 5480.11 requires DOE facilities
to generate and maintain records of occupational dose including (a) comitted
effective dose equivalent and (b) comitted dose equivalent to organ or
tissues of concern, in addition to records of (c) annual effective dose
equivalent and (d) annual dose equivalent to organ or tissue * concern.
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1204, 20.2104, DOE Order 5480.11)

OVESTION 121: 10 CFR 20.1204(g) provides that when a mixture of
radionuclides in air exists, licensees may disregard certain radionuclides in
the mixture if the licensee uses .the total activity of the mixture in
demonstrating compliance with the dose limits in section 20.1201 and if
certain other conditions are met. How can a licensee both disregard certain
radionuclides and use the total activity?

ANSWER: The term " total activity" in this section refers t ,ross activity"
measurements that are correlated with other measurements of ...dividual
radionuclides. For example, " gross beta" measurements of air samples might be
used for determining intakes of a mixture of beta-emitting radionuclides when
(a) gama-ray spectrometry of representative air samples has identified
radionuclides that account for more than 70% of the activity in the air
samples (i.e, the percentage of radionuclides disregarded does not exceed 30%)
and (b) the concentration of any radionuclide disregarded is less than 10% of
its DAC. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1204)

DUESTION 372: When monitoring of internal exposure is required by 10 CFR
20.1502, 10 . 20.1204(a) requires the licensee to take " suitable and timely"
measurements. Will NRC define what is suitable and timely to avoid
differences of opinion among inspectors?

ANSWER: No. Some general guidance on what is suitable and timely will be
included in Regulatory Guide 8.9, Revision 1, " Acceptable Concepts, Models,
Equations, and Assumptions for a Bioassay Program." Other than this general .

guidance, the NRC staff has no plans to provide a definition of what is |
"witable and timely " That definition depends on the circumstances of the |
particular exposure. What is " suitable and timely" under new Part 20 is (as '

before, under old Part 20) a matter of professional judgement in a good !

radiation protection program. NRC management will resolve any " differences of
opinion among inspectors" that are called to its attention. (References: 10
CFR 20.1204, 20.1502) i

i
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OVESTION 183: If an individual receives an intake of Class Y material in
September and, pursuant to 10 CFR 20.1204(d), the licensee waits 7 months to
record the dose (March), what year should the dose be recorded?

,

ANSWER: The committed effective dose equivalent snould be recorded in the
year the intake was received. If the dose exceeded the limits, then it is -

considered an overexposure at the time when the intake occurred, and should be
reported immediately. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1204)

OVESTION 437: The rule provides for disregarding certain radionuclides in a
mixture of radionuclides in air if three conditions are met. The conditions
are:

a. The licensee uses the total activity of the mixture in demonstrating '

compliance with occupational dose limits and monitoring requirements;

b. The concentration of any radionuclide disregarded is less than 10% of -

'its derived air concentration (DAC); and

c. The sum of the percentages for all radionuclides disregarded in the
mixture does not exceed 30%.

As used in this provision, what is the intent of the phrase " total activity of
the mixture" and how is it to be applied? Please provide an example that
illustrates how this provision may be properly used.

ANSWER: See the answer to Question 121 in the third set of questions and
answers under the heading 10 CFR 20.1204. That answer states that the term
" total activity" in 10 CFR 20.1204 refers to " gross activity" measurements
that are correlated with other measurements of individual radionuclides; an
example of the use of this provision is provided in that answer.
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1204). -

10 CFR 20.1206 Planned Special Exposures

.
OVESTION 8: Under what circumstances are planned special exposures permitted?

| :

ANSWER: The statement of considerations indicates that the intent of the'

planned special exposure was that it be used infrequently in circumstances
,

where the elimination of the 5(N-18) lifetime cumulative limit might create a '

severe handicap to the licensee's operation. See Regulatory Guide 8.N6, for,

further detailed guidance. !
'

| (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1206)

,

'

OVESTION 24: Will consultants or vendors be able to routinely come on site to
do jobs under the Planned Special Exposure section of the new Part 20 if their >

annual exposure becomes limiting?

*
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ANSWER: No. Planned Special Exposures are not to be used " routinely." See
definition of Planned Special Exposure in 10 CFR 20.1003 and requirements for
Planned Special Exposures in 10 CFR 20.1206. (References: 10 CFR 20.1003,
20.1206)

OVESTION 63: Must doses received in excess of the limits that were in effect
before implementation of the new Part 20 be subtracted from the 25-rem
lifetime allowance for planned special exposures to obtain the total remaining '

1

dose available for planned special exposures?

ANSWER: Yes. See 10 CFR 20.1206(e), which limits the dose from all planned
special exposures and all doses in excess of the limits to five times the
annual dose limits in f 20.1201(a) durino the individual's lifetime.

The following discussion applies to individuals who worked at facilities of
NRC licensees. It does not necessarily apply to individuals who worked at
other facilities. !

The "25-rem lifetime allowance" in the question is five times the annual limit
(5 rem) for the total effective dose equivalent (TEDE), which is the sum of
the deep dose equivalent (for external exposures) and the committed effective
dose equivalent (for internal exposures). Before implementation of the new
Part 20 there were separate limits for internal and external exposure. For
purposes of complying with "the 25 rem lifetime allowance," a previous intake,
in units of MPC-hours, in excess of the old Part 20 limit may be converted to
a committed effective dose equivalent, in units of rems, by multiplying by a
factor of (1.25 rem /520 HPC-h). Previous whole-body exposures, in units of
rem, in excess of the old Part 20 limit may be assumed to be equal to the deep
dose equivalent component of the TEDE (in units of rem). For example, if,
under the old Part 20, a worker had received a whole-body dose that was 4 rem
greater than the applicable limit and had also received an intake that was 100 .

MPC-hours greater than the applicable limit, the TEDE available for planned ;

special exposures of that worker under the new Part 20 would be (25 - 4 -
(100)(1.25/520)] rem, or 20.8 rem. ',

Although the question refers only to "the 25-rem lifetime allowance" on the
,

TEDE, the 10.CFR 20.1206(e)(2) lifetime limit (five times the annual limit) ;

also applies to previous over-exposures involving the lens of the eye, the
skin, and the extremities. For purposes of complying with 10 CFR
20.1206(e)(2), previous exposures to the lens of the eye in excess-of the old
Part 20 limits may be assumed to be equal to the previous overexposures to the 1

whole body (because the limit for the whole body applied to the lens of the
eye) and a previous overexposure to the skin of the whole body or to an
extremity may be assumed to be equal to a corresponding overexposure to the
skin of the whole body or to a hand, forearm, foot or ankle, respectively,
except that overexposures resulting from beta radiation from hot particles on >

or near the skin need not be included in the overexposures to the skin or
extremities.

!
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Note: For all future planned special exposures, the lifetime limit is
applicable to each annual limit listed in 10 CFR 20.1201(a).
(References: 10 CFR 20.1201, 20.1206, 20.2104, Technical Specifications)

OVESTION 109: (a) Can a cardiologist who performs both nuclear cardiology and
cardiac catheterizations use a planned special exposure (PSE) to perform an '

emergency cardiac catheterization on the last day of the licensee's monitoring
year if his annual exposure as of December 30 is 4.9 rem? It is expected that
he will receive greater than 100 mrem during the procedure. (b) Could the
same cardiologist perform multiple cardiac catheterizations as PSEs routinely
during November and December if his annual exposure as of October 31 is 4.9
rem?

ANSWER: (a) Yes, provided all administrative requirements of 10 CFR 20.1206
are met. (Note, although NRC is not regulating non-byproduct material, NRC
still has regulatory authority since the occupational dose has been defined to
include exposure from " licensed and unlicensed sources of radiation.")
(Reference: 20.1003 and 20.1206) (b) No. 10 CFR 20.1206(a) requires that a
PSE be authorized ". . . only in an exceptional situation when alternatives

-'that might avoid the higher exposure are unavailaMe or impractical."
Performing routine occupational tasks for two r.anths is not an exceptional
situation, so the condition in 10 CFR 20.12C5(a) is not met. In short, PSEs
cannot be used as a general mechanism to increase the annual dose limit from 5
rem to 10 rem TEDE, for normal situations. Note: The regulations do not
prohibit the cardiologist from performing the procedures. If_the
cardiologist's exposure exceeds the annual limit, it should be treated as an '

overexposure rather than a PSE.
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1003 and 20.1206)

OVESTION 110: Can a radiography licensee consider an individual's exposure,
received during a source retrieval, as a planned special exposure if an
approved generic procedure for source retrieval is on file? Assume that this
procedure addresses all the administrative and recordkeeping requirements of ;

10 CFR 20.1206.
'

ANSWER: Yes, provided it is an exceptional situation when alternatives that !
'might avoid higher exposures are unavailable or are impractical. (Reference

10 CFR 20.1206)

OVESTION 135: 10 CFR 20.1206 permits a planned special exposure (PSE) only
if the alternatives that might avoid the higher exposure are either -

unavailable or impractical. Under certain conditions, the collective dose for
a task could be reduced if it could be performed by one worker receiving a ,

PSE, rather than by a series of several workers each receiving a dose less
than the limit. Under these conditions would the NRC consider the alternative
of using the series of workers to be unavailable or impractical?
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ANSWER: No. Reductions in collective dose should be accomplished while
keeping workers within the dose limits. Planned special exposures cannot be
justified solely on the basis that they will reduce collective dose; however,
reduction in collective dose may be part of the justification. (Reference:
10 CFR 20.1206).

OVESTION 136: 10 CFR 20.1206 states that workers who will receive a planned
special exposure (PSE) must be informed regarding the risk from the radiation >

exposure that is expected to be received. Radiation risk coefficients
presently available are applicable to large populations and are not
recommended for risk assessment for a small number of people. The
coefficients are not applicable to individual doses as small as PSEs. How are
nuclear power plant licensees expected to comply with this rule?

ANSWER: The requirement in 10 CFR 20.1206(c)(2) to inform the individual, who
is to receive the PSE, of the estimated doses and associated potential risks
is not a requirement to inform that worker of a precise probability that the
worker may suffer some particular deleterious effect(s) from the estimated *

radiation dose (s). This requirement consists of a brief refresher of the
instruction required by 10 CFR 19.12 with respect to instruction concerning
the risks associated with radiation exposures. Regulatory Guide 8.29, which
is being updated, provides guidance on this subject that is acceptable for
meeting the requirement of 10 CFR 20.1206(c)(2) as well as 10 CFR 19.12. That
guide includes information concerning the differences between the risk to a
particular individual and the risk coefficients applicable to large
populations of exposed individuals. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1206).

'OVESTION 137: At a nuclear power plant, the individual asked to approve a
planned special exposure (PSE) will need to believe that the alternatives are
impractical or unavailable before doing so. But he or she must recognize that
the NRC inspector who later reviews the PSE report may not agree, possibly
leading to a notice of violation for an overexposure. If the individual at
the nuclear power plant chooses to request it from the Region, can a decision
be obtained in advance regarding the acceptability of the licensee's
alternatives analysis? '

ANSWER: Yes. Any licensee may contact the appropriate supervisor or manager
(e.g., a Branch Chief in the Division of Radiation Safety and Safeguards in an
NRC regional office) to determine whether or not the NRC staff agrees that the
circumstances in an actual situation meet the~ requirement for an " exceptional
situation when alternatives that might avoid the higher exposure are
unavailable or impractical." A written description of the circumstances of ,

the exceptional situation should be provided to the NRC regional office when
requesting NRC review in advance of a PSE. However, an NRC decision in
advance of a PSE, based on the information submitted by the licensee, that the
circumstances appear to meet the regulatory requirements does not preclude a
subsequent NRC finding, based on additional information obtained during an
inspection, that the circumstances were not as originally described and,
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therefore, that the PSE was not in accordance with the regulatory requirements
concerning PSEs.
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1206).

OVESTION 191: Is a licensee required to provide dosimeters to an individual
during a planned special exposure (PSE) that would only be worn during the
PSE?

ANSWER: No, there is no requirement, but the licensee may do so. 10 CFR
'

20.1206 requires that the doses received during a PSE be accounted for
separately from the doses received under the limits of 20.1201, and the use of
separate dosimeters that are worn only during the PSE is a practical means to
account for the PSE dose. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1206, 20.2105, 20.2204)

OVESTION 192: 10 CFR 20.1206(e) says that licensees may not authorize PSEs
for workers whose doses from previous PSEs and all " doses in excess of the
limits" exceed certain limits. (a) What and whose limits apply? (b) Does
the actual limit (e.g. 3 rem / quarter,1.25 rem / quarter, etc.) apply, or does
the equivalent annual limit apply? (c) Do doses from non-licensed sources
(e.g., x-ray sources) that were in excess of the facility's limits apply,
especially if the facility was not a licensee? (d) It appears that
overexposures will require the licensee to back-calculate the dose in excess
of the limits, particularly when that dose was received from an intake of
radioactive material. However the footnote (#5) in 10 CFR 20.2106 says that
assessments of dose equivalent and records made using units in effect before
the licensee's adoption of this Part need not be changed. Will the licensee
have to, in fact, convert the old doses in excess of the limits to committed
effective dose equivalent?

ANSWER: (a) The regulatory limits at the time and place of the overexposure
apply. If the individual worked for the Department of Energy (DOE), then the
DOE limits apply. If the individual worked in a foreign country, then'that '

country's limits apply.
(b) The actual limit applies.
(c) Yes. It is the purpose of the regulation to control licensed material in
such a manner that the total dose to an individual, from licensed and non-
licensed sources, does not exceed standards prescribed in the regulations.
(d) Yes. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1206, 20.2104, 20.1001, Reg Guide 8.35) [

10 CFR 20.1208 Dose to an Embryo / Fetus

OVESTION 59: How does the U.S. Supreme Court decision in the case of United
Auto Workers (UAW) yl Johnson Controls affect the NRC requirement in 10 CFR
20.1208, " Dose to an embryo / fetus," and the guidance in Regulatory Guide 8.13,
" Instruction Concerning Prenatal Exposure?"

i
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ANSWER: That decision has no effect on either the requirement or the guide,
which are consistent with that decision. (Reference: Letter from Bill M.
Morris, NRC/RES, to William E. Morgan, the Boeing Company, August 2, 1991).

For the information of those not familiar with this decision, the Supreme
Court in this case overturned a U.S. Court of Appeals decision. In its deci- '

sion, the Supreme Court responded in the negative to the question, "May an
employer exclude a fertile female employee from certain jobs because of its
concern for the health of the fetus a woman might conceive?" The court held
that Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, forbids sex-
specific fetal-protection policies. The majority of the court concluded with
a very strong statement: "It is no more appropriate for the courts than it is '

for individual employers to decide whether a woman's reproductive role is more
important to herself and her family than her economic role. Congress has left
this choice to the woman as hers to make." (References: 20.1208, Regulatory
Guide 8.13)

OVESTION 84: Can a female worker legally declare pregnancy if she does not
yet have documented medical proof?

ANSWER: Yes. The new Part 20 does not require a woman to have " documented
medical proof" of pregnancy before declaring pregnancy. (References: 10 CFR
20.1003, 20.1208).

OVESTION 416: This question refers to the answer to Question 84 in the second
set of questions and answers under s 20.1208. It has also been asserted that
the declared pregnant woman (DPW) declaration can be prospective. Is there
any limit on how frequently or how long a duration a person can declare they
are in a DPW, e.g., 10 years?

ANSWER: No. There is no limit in 10 CFR Part 20 "on how frequently or how
long a duration a person can declare they are in a DPW status." A woman can
state that she is pregnant any time she feels it is necessary for her to do
so. However, by definition (in Part 20) a DPW has voluntarily informed her
employer, in writing, of her pregnancy and of the estimated date of
conception. Furthermore, there can be no " prospective" declaration of
pregnancy. In the definition of a " declared pregnant woman," the words

... informed her employer of her pregnancy..." mean that the woman has"

informed her employer that she ja pregnant, not that she will be, or intends
to become, pregnant at some time in the future.
(References: 10 CFR 20.1003, 20.1208).

OUESTION 120: Would a licensee be found to be in noncompliance with the
limit for the dose to an embryo / fetus if, at the time the woman declared her
pregnancy, the dose to the embryo / fetus exceeded 0.5 rem and the embryo / fetus
subsequently received more than 0.05 rem from licensed material that was in
the body of the woman before she declared her pregnancy.

-
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ANSWER: No. 'The intent of 10 CFR 20.1208(d) is that the licensee should not
be in violation of the limit for the embryo / fetus as a result of doses
received by the embryo / fetus before the woman declared her pregnancy or doses ,

received as a result of intakes before that declaration was made. (Reference:
10 CFR 20.1208)

OUEST10N 138: Although it is extremely unlikely, long-lived residual
radioactive material in the body of a female worker from her previous
employment could deliver a dose exceeding the limit to a subsequently
conceived embryo / fetus. For example, a former DOE worker who had been

. .

;
;

involved in an accident could have a large americium or plutonium body burden.
10 CFR 20.1208 makes no special provision for this eventuality. What action )
would the NRC expect the licensee to take? ,

!

ANSWER: The answer to this question is provided in Regulatory Guide 8.36, !
!" Radiation Dose to the Embryo / Fetus," which indicates that if monitoring of.a

declared pregnant woman is required, the existing body burden must be included
in determining.the embryo / fetus dose. If the licensee determines that the
dose to the embryo / fetus has exceeded 0.5 rem, or is within 0.05 rem of the -

dose limit by the time the woman declares her pregnancy, the. licensee may
allow the embryo / fetus to receive an additional 0.05 rem during the remainder
of her pregnancy. If the prior body burden alone caused a dose to the-
embryo / fetus in excess of the limit, that dose should be recorded, but the NRC - ,

would not take enforcement actions for this " overexposure" provided that the t

licensee does not allow the embryo / fetus to receive more than 0.05 rem after
the woman has declared her pregnancy. See related question #120, and answer, !
in the third set of questions and answers. That answer states that the intent .

of 10 CFR 20.1208(d) is that the licensee should not be in violation of the :
llimit for the embryo / fetus as a result of doses received by the embryo / fetus

before the woman declared her pregnancy or doses received as a result of
intakes before that declaration was made.
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1208).

;

OVESTION 382: Do NRC regulations allow a declared pregnant woman to i
"undeclare" her pregnancy? If so, does this withdrawal of a previous [

,

declaration of pregnancy also oblige the licensee to withdraw restrictive ;i

L measures and enhanced monit.oring established solely to comply with related j
embryo / fetus dose limits?'

,
.

ANSWERi Yes, to both questions. Under the regulations (which are consistent |
with the Supreme Court decision. in the case of UAW vs. Johnson Controls), a

'

| woman has the right to choose whether or not to declare her pregnancy, ;

L including the right to revoke her declaration. It is the. woman's right to ,

i choose, not the declaration of pregnancy, that is irrevocable. Note:' A
| woman's withdrawal of her declaration of pregnancy does not alter the !

I requirement of 10 CFR 20.2106(e) that the licensee (continue to) maintain the ;

records of dose to the embryo / fetus (that were prepared as a' result of theI

woman's declaration of pregnancy). See Regulatory Guide 8.7, Rev. 1,.Section-
.
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2.3, concerning reporting of the embryo / fetus dose on request of the monitored
woman. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1208).

OVESTION 439: If the employer has been informed, in writing, by a female
worker that she is pregnant, and the employer is not the licensee (e.g., the
employer is a contractor to the licensee), may the employer notify the
licensee of the declaration of pregnancy to establish applicability of i
20.1208, Dose to an Embryo / fetus, or must the woman herself make the
declaration to the licensee?

ANSWER: The employer may notify the licensee that the woman has declared her
pregnancy in accordance with the definition of a " declared pregnant woman" in
10 CFR 20.1003. However, there is no NRC reouirement to do so.
(References: 10 CFR 20.1208, 20.1003).

OVESTION 440: In order to terminate a declaration of pregnancy, i.e., due to
termination of the pregnancy or otherwise, must the female worker inform the
licensee or employer in writing?

ANSWER: No. There is no requirement in the regulation specifying how to
terminate a declaration. However, since the declaration of pregnancy is
required to be in writing, it would be a good practice to terminate the
declaration in the same manner. (References: 10 CFR 20.1208, 20.1003).

,

0VESTION 441: If the declared pregnant woman's estimated date of conception
encompasses a previous period of employment at another licensee's facility,
what assumptions should be made by the current licensee for compliance
purposes under each of the following conditions?

a. Until records are received from the previous licensee;

b. If previous monitoring records are incomplete or otherwise unavailable;
and '

c. If monitoring by the previous licensee of the woman's deep dose
equivalent and/or the committed effective dose equivalent was not
required, and therefore dose records were not mainta'.ted, but the woman
is likely to have received dose due to the nature of her employment at
the previous licensee's facility.

ANSWER: See Question 406 and answer in the fifth set of questions and answers
under the heading for Regulatory Guide 8.36.
(a) As provided in 10 CFR 20.2104(c), the licensee may accept, as a record of
the prior dose to the embryo / fetus, a signed statement from the declared o

pregnant woman. (" Records from the previous licensee" are not required;
however, as indicated in the answer to Question 371 in the fifth set of
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questions and answers, it is considered good health physics practice to verify
the information on prior exposure provided by the individual.)

(b) The answer to this question is the same as the answer to part (a) of the
question if the woman can provide the information on the prior dose to the
embryo / fetus; that is, the licensee may accept, as a record of the prior dose
to the embryo / fetus, a signed statement from the woman. If the woman cannot
provide this information, the licensee should [as indicated in the answer to
Question 406(b)] make an effort to make a reasonable estimate of the dose
using other information that the woman and her previous employer have
concerning her exposure.

(c) As indicated in the answer to part (b) of the question and in the answer
to Question 406, the licensee should make an effort to make a reasonable
estimate of the dose using other information that the woman and her previous
employer have concerning her exposure,
(References: 10 CFR 20.1208, 20.2104).

OVESTION 442: Is the licensee required to advise personnel of the provisions
for declaring pregnancy, who work in the controlled area, have been classified
as " members of the public," and do not " work in or frequent" any restricted
area?

ANSWER: No. However, it would be a good practice to do so. The provisions
of 10 CFR 20.1208, for limiting dose to the embryo / fetus, apply only to
declared pregnant women who receive doses from occupational exposure.
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1208).

OVESTION 443: Are licensees required to advise personnel of the provisions
for declaring pregnancy, who enter a restricted area, but do not " work in or
frequent" any restricted area (e.g., visitors on tours)?

ANSWER: No. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1208).

D - RADIATION DOSE LIMITS FOR INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC

10 CFR 20.1301 Dose limits for Individual Members of the Public

OVESTION 42: A nuclear medicine technologist becomes contaminated with I-131
as a result of her job in nuclear medicine which results in an internal uptake
of iodine. She continues to breast-feed her baby. Is the licensee respon-

,

sible for controlling the dose to the baby as a member of the public in an !
unrestricted area? If so, what are the dose limits?

|

l

l
.
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ANSWER: The licensee is responsible for the licensed material that has
internally contaminated the technologist. The limit for a member of the
public applies to the baby. (References: 10 CFR 20.1201 and 20.1301)

The licensee is responsible for performing a " survey" to assess the magnitude
of the dose to the baby [10 CFR 20.1501(a)].

With respect to the continued breast-feeding of the baby, in the situation
described, there are important legal, moral, and ethical considerations
(including the rights of the technologist) that are outside the limited scope
of 10 CFR Part 20. Both NRC and the licensee would have to address these
considerations if such a situation were actually to arise. (References: 10
SFR 20.1201 and 20.1301)

OVESTION 48: In 10 CFR 20.1301(a)(2), does ".. 0.002 rem (0.02 mSv) in any
one hour" apply to the dose in any single hour or can it apply to the average
over a discrete period of time.

ANSWER: The phrase "0.002 rem in any one hour" means a cumulative dose of
0.002 rem in any period of 60 consecutive minutes regardless of the dose rates
within that 60-min. period. It does not mean a L e rate, in units of rems
per hour, obtained by averaging over a time period greater than, or less than,
one hour. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1301(a)(2))

,

0VESTION 105: How should demonstration be made of compliance with the 2 mrem
in an hour-limit [10 CFR 20.1301(a)(2)]? Is it adequate, for a nuclear power
plant, to demonstrate compliance by having effluent control (trip) systems
that prevent effluent releases from exceeding the limits on the instantaneous .|release rates, and by performing periodic surveys during radioactive material
storage and movements?

ANSWER: The 2 mrem in an hour limit is not new; it appears in the old Part 20
in 10 CFR 20.105(b)(1). Therefore, methods for complying with this limit that
have been acceptable in the past will continue to be acceptable under the new
Part 20. The 2 mrem in an hour limit applies to doses in an unrestricted area
from radiation sources located either inside or outside of that unrestricted
area. Therefore, compliance can be achieved by a reasonable combination of

;

appropriate controls, surveys, and monitoring of sources, and potential |
sources. Such controls, surveys and monitoring are not necessarily limited to |the " effluent control trip system" and " periodic surveys during radioactive i

material storage and movements" that are stated in the question. For. example,
controls and surveys related to increased turbine shine at BWRs as a result of :

hydrogen water chemistry must be included. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1301)

OVESTION 106: (a) Are there no limits on airborne radioactivity
concentrations in the controlled area, other than de facto limits for public
dose to keep dose rates less than 2 mrem in an hour? (b) Would stack '
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effluents creating temporary airborne radioactivity concentrations greater
than DAC levels in the controlled areas be allowed, as long as the public dose
criteria of 10 CFR 20.1301 are met? (c) It appears that these areas would not
need to be " posted" or controlled, since there are not any 10 CFR Part 20
airborne radioactivity concentration limits for controlled areas. Is this
correct?

ANSWER: (a) There are no limits on concentrations of airborne radioactive
materials in controlled areas that are expressed in terms of concentrations.
However, both the occupational dose limits (for individuals who receive an
occupational dose in a controlled area) and the dose limits for an individual
member of the public (when in a controlled area) indirectly limit the
concentrations of radioactive material in controlled areas. Note that for
members of the public the 100 mrem in a year limit applies. The 2 mrem in an
hour limit does not apply in a controlled area. This limit applies only in an
unrestricted area. (b) Yes. (c) There may be " airborne radioactivity areas"
within controlled areas that need to be posted. See answer to question #27.
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1301, 20.1201)

OVESTION 111: Section 20.105(a) of 10 CFR Part 20 provides for Commission
authorization of radiation levels in unrestricted areas based on a criterion
of 500 millirems in one year to an individual in such areas. Does such an
authorization for radiation levels in an unrestricted area that could result
in a dose to a member of the public in excess of 100 millirems in a year
continue under 10 CFR 20.1301(c)? In other words is this considered an
" exemption" as covered in 10 CFR 20.1008(d)?

ANSWER: No and No. The nature of the information requested under 20.1301(c)
is different from that requested under 20.105(a) in that 20.1301(c) requires a
demonstration of need for the proposed dose limit and procedures for
maintaining doses ALARA. It may be appropriate for an applicant to refer to
information submitted under 20.105(a) as part of an application submitted
under 10.1301(c). (References: 10 CFR 20.1301(c), 20.1008(d), and 20.105(a))

OVESTION 125: 10 CFR 20.1301(a)(2) requires that the " dose" in any
unrestricted area from external sources not exceed 2 mrem in any one hour.
Which of the many " doses" in new Part 20 is "the dose" in 520.1301(a)(2).

l
ANSWER: The " dose" from external sources in 10 CFR 20.1301(a)(2) means the
deep dose equivalent or the eye dose equivalent or the shallow dose -

equivalent. See definitions of these dose terms in 10 CFR 20.1003.
j (References: 10 CFR 20.1301, 20.1003).

OVESTION 384: Nuclear power plant licensees are required to meet the criteria
|

in 10 CFR 50 Appendix I and 40 CFR 190 with regards to maintaining doses to
|

individual members of the public ALARA. Related Regulatory Guides (e.g.,
1.21, 1.109, and 4.1) describe programs which are acceptable to the NRC staff

|
.
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to demonstrate compliance with 10 CFR 50 Appendix I and 40 CFR 190 criteria.
Specific requirements for monitoring, sampling, dose calculation and reporting
are included in each plant's Technical Specifications and related Offsite Dose
Calculation Manual. Does compliance with plant Technical Specifications,
applicable Regulatory Guides, and the radiation standards in 40 CFR 190 fully
meet the requirements of 20.13017 The purpose in asking this question is to
obtain 'larification that, although the revised 10 CFR 20 introduces new dose
limits i ,e individual members of the public and new effluent concentration
values in 10 CFR 20 Appendix B, the scope of monitoring, sampling, dose
calculation and reporting are not changed for nuclear power plants by the
revised 10 CFR 20 from the previously applicable requirements and guidance.

ANSWER: Not necessarily. See previous questions and answers under 10 CFR
20.1301 and 20.1302 in the previous four sets of questions and answers.
Generally, for nuclear power plants, no major changes are needed in "the scope
of monitoring, sampling, dose calculation, and reporting" that has been
adequate for compliance with plant Technical Specifications and 40 CFR 190,
and for conformance with applicable regulatory guides. However, some
relatively minor changes may be needed. For example, at some plants, changes
may be needed for demonstrating compliance with the requirements of 10 CFR
20.1301 as they apply in members of the public in controlled areas. (See
question 104 and answer in the third set of questions and answers.)
(References: 10 CFR 20.1301, 20.1302).

OVESTION 201: Why is it that releases to sanitary sewers are not included in
the dose limit for members of the public while other effluent releases are?

ANSWER: The practice of having separate limits for discharge to sewers is a
practice that has been in place since 10 CFR Part 20 was proposed in 1955. If
the dose limit for individual members of the public included the dose
contribution of licensed material into sanitary sewerage, there would be no
practical way for the licensee to determine the magnitude of that dose
contribution for the purpose of demonstrating compliance wi'a the limit
because of the remoteness of the individual being exposed from the point of
discharge. Water released into the sanitary sewer is considered unavailable
until it passes through the sewage treatment plant. Effluent concentration
limits (as in Table 2 of Appendix B) have always been calculated under the
premise that a member of the public lives at the licensee's site boundary and
utilizes the air and water available at that point. Release limits are set in
Table 3 so that if the releases from the sewage treatment facility were the
only source of ingestible water, the dose to the individual would be a
committed effective dose equivalent of 0.5 rem per year. (Reference:
10 CFR 20.1301)

OVESTION 203: Can you have radiation levels in excess of 2 millirem in one
hour or 100 millirem per year in a controlled area if the public is not

i
allowed to enter the area? !

!

I

.- - -_
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ANSWER: If the public is not allowed to enter for reasons other than limiting
radiation exposure, the answer is yes. If the public is not allowed to enter
in order to limit radiation exposure and for other reasons, the answer is no.
As indicated in the answer to Question 26(a), under the discussion of
" controlled area", when an area meets both the definition of a controlled area
and the definition of a restricted area, the area is considered a restricted
area for purposes of compliance with Part 20. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1301)

OVESTION 204: (a) Licensees may apply under 10 CFR 20.1301(c) to' operate at a
higher annual dose limit of 500 millirem to individual members of the public.
How long will this 500 millirem limit apply to the licensee? (b) Can a
licensee apply for an authorization to operate at this higher limit
indefinitely?

ANSWER: (a) The 0.5 rem per year limit is intended to be applied primarily,

to temporary situations where operation of the facility, or public exposure to
radiation, is not expected to result in doses above 0.1 rem over long periods
of time. 20.1301(c)(1) requires that the licensee specify the expected
duration of operation in excess of the limit. The Commission will only
approve such applications if the licensee provides all of the information
specified in 10 CFR 20.1301(c), and if the information is acceptable.
(b) It is unlikely that the Commission will approve a request to operate at
the higher limit indefinitely. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1301)

OVESTION 205: (a) 10 CFR 20.1301(a)(2) requires that the dose in any
unrestricted area from external sources does not exceed 2 millirem "in any one
hour." Since this is not an instantaneous limit, can the licensee operate at
levels much higher than 2 millirem per hour for a very short period of time
(e.g., 90 millirem /hr for 1 minute, then no dose for the rest of the hour)?
(b) If so, how is the 2 millirem in any one hour inspectable?

ANSWER: General response: This requirement in 10 CFR 20.1301(a)(2) is not
new. It is essentially the same as the requirement in 10 CFR 20.105(b)(1).
Specific response: (a) Yes.
(b) The licensee must be able to demonstrate compliance with the dose limits
of 10 CFR 20.1301 and the survey requirements of 10 CFR 20.1501. If an

i inspector identifies areas where the radiation levels may be in excess of 2
| millirem in any one hour and the licensee is unable to demonstrate compliance

with the dose limits for an unrestricted area and with the survey

requirements, the licensee may be cited. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1301,

20.1501)
|

OUEST10N 206: Can a licensee allow radiation levels of 5 mR or more in one
hour in an area without limiting access to the area?

I
!

i

i

!
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ANSWER: If the phrase "...without limiting access to the area?" is intended
to mean an unrestricted area, the answer is no. See Question 205, this Set.
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1301, 20.1003)

,

10 CFR 20.1302 Comoliance with Dose limits
for Individual Members of the Public

OVESTION 28: How are annual average concentrations (AAC) to be calculated,
and is it acceptable for nuclear power plants to use this AAC in lieu of
instantaneous limits (as currently required by the operating license) which
are derived from NUREG-01337

ANSWER: AACs are calculated by multiplying the annual effluent release of
individual radionuclides by the annual average atmospheric dispersion factor
for the most prevalent downwind sector at the controlled / unrestricted area
boundary. The instantaneous limits, on the other hand, are based on a whole
body dose limit of 500 mrem /y and a thyroid dose limit of 1500 mrem /y for
gaseous releases and Appendix B concentration values for liquid releases. In
both cases, the dose rate or concentration values are applied on an instantan-
eous maximum basis at the boundary of the unrestricted area. Annual average
dispersion estimates are used to relate the concentration or dose rate to a
release rate, and, ultimately, to an effluent monitor alarm set point. For
purposes of maintaining effluent releases ALARA pursuant to 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix I, power reactor licensees are restricted by Technical Specifications
to the
instantaneous limits. To permit effluent releases at levels corresponding to
the AAC described above would not enable a licensee to meet the Appendix I
design objectives.
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1302(b)(2))

OVESTION 29: If a licensee controls exposure to members of the public using
the new Part 20.1302(b)(2) at the boundary of the unrestricted area, how does
a licensee ensure that members of the public inside the controlled area do not
exceed this limit?

ANSWER: Principally by the control of access and, thereby, exposure time, i

since the licensee can require members of the public to exit the controlled
area at any time. (10 CFR 20.1301(b) provides that if a licensee permits
members of the public to have access to controlled areas, the limits for
members of the public continue to apply to those individuals). (Reference: '

10 CFR 20.1302)

0VESTION 417: This question refers to the answer to Question 29 in the first
set of questions and answers under i 20.1302. The statement that a licensee
can require members of the public to exit a controlled area at any time is not
obvious, based on the published rule. A controlled area is one to which
access can be limited, but that condition might exist only at certain times or

i
1

- _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ - - _ . _ . - _ _ - - _ _ _ .
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under certain conditions or the access limits might be of a nature other than
strict prohibition. For instance, it might be a control that specifically
limits the stay time. Does NRC expect procedures to reflect the changing
nature of such an area, i.e., controlled at one time but unrestricted at other ^

times, or is an area that meets the requirements to be designated a controlled
area for some portion of time simply a controlled area all the time? (The
latter, I hope).

ANSWER: The words "... access to which can be limited..." in the definition of
" controlled area" mean that access can be limited at any and all times,
regardless of whether or not access h limited at any particular time. An
area designated by a licensee as a controlled area continues to be a
controlled area until that designation is changed; it does not change from
being a controlled area, and become an unrestricted area, simply because
access is not being limited at some particular time. [See discussions of
" Licensee Discretion" and " Controlled Areas" in the answer to Question 26(a).]
(References: 10 CFR 20.1003, 20.1302).

OVESTION 68: This question concerns demonstration of compliance with the dose
limits for individual members of the public. Section 20.1302(b) in the
revised 10 CFR Part 20 permits the licensee to demonstrate compliance by:

(1) " Demonstrating by measurement or calculation that the total effective
dose equivalent to the individual likely to receive the highest dose
from the licensed operation does not exceed the annual dose limit; or

(2) Demonstrating that --
(1) the annual average concentrations of radioactive material released

in gaseous and liquid effluents at the boundary of the
unrestricted area do not exceed the values specified in Table 2 of '

Appendix B to 66 20.1001 - 20.2401; and

(ii) If an individual were continually present in an unrestricted area,
the dose from external sources would not exceed 0.002 rem (0.02
mSv) in an hour and 0.05 rem (0.5 mSv) in a year."

Option (1) above would require the utility to demonstrate compliance with the
100 mrem in a year specified in Section 20.1301 and the limits to a member of'
the public specified in 40 CFR 190. This option allows for the use of
occupancy factors. However, the 10 CFR Part 2 Appendix C - General Statement
of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions Conforming Amendments,
provides an example of a Severity IV violation based on option '2' above which
does not account for occupancy factors.

It can be interpreted that the enforcement examples have been written more
conservatively than the rule revision. This unnecessary restriction could
severely limit availability of power, particularly at BWRs operating with
hydrogen water chemistry, without a corresponding reduction in actual dose to

,
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the public. It is requested that these examples of violations be clarified to
ensure consistency with the regulation.

ANSWER: The enforcement examples in question are consistent with the
corresponding regulations. " Option 2" [10 CFR 20.1301(b)(2)] does not allow
for use of occupancy factors other than unity. 10 CFR 20.1302(b)(2)(1)
concerns effluent concentrations, which do not involve occupancy, and 10 CFR
20.1302(b)(2)(ii) involves the assumption that an individual is continually
present in the area or, in other, words,10 CFR 20.1302(b)(2)(ii) requires the
assumption of an occupancy factor of 1.0.
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1302)

OUESTION 69: This question concerns radioactive effluent concentrations. 10
CFR 20.1302(b)(2) addresses the annual average concentrations, and limits on
these concentrations, as they apply to members of the public. The changes pub-
lished as conforming amendments to Part 2 uniformly address violations to
these effluent limits as instantaneous values. While it is clear that signif-
icant instantaneous concentrations of these limits constitute a concern to
public sa Nty, the description that any release in concentrations above the
limits of Appendix B, Table 2 constitutes a Severity Level IV Violation and an
instantaneous release exceeding twice the limit of this table constituting a
Severity Level III Violation are not consistent with the intent of the rule.
It is requested that the descriptions of violations be clarified with respect
to the clear intent of the rule that the limits of Appendix 8, Table 2 apply
to annual average limits.
ANSWER: The examples in the enforcement policy concerning release of radio-
active materials to an unrestricted area at concentrations in excess of the
limits for members of the public should be understood to refer to the annual
average concentrations and not the instantaneous concentrations. There is no
requirement in 10 CFR Part 20 based on the instantaneous concentrations
(although technical specifications for power reactors do contain such
requirements); thus there can be no violation of a Part 20 requirement
involving instantaneous concentrations and, therefore, the question of the *

severity level of the violation, and the examples used for these severity
levels, are not relevant. Nevertheless, the subject examples will be
clarified in a future revision of the enforcement policy to make it clear that
the subject examples refer to the statement concerning annual average
concentrations in 10 CFR 20.1302(b)(2)(i).
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1302(b))

00ESTION 72: Will certain materials licensees (such as teletherapy and
brachytherapy licensees) be required to conduct environmental monitoring in
unrestricted areas to demonstrate compliance with the new dose limit for
individual members of the public?

ANSWER: Yes. The licensee must demonstrate compliance with 10 CFR 20.1301.
Licensees must perform radiation surveys in areas adjacent to locations where
radioactive materials are used or stored. It is unlikely, however, that a

. _ _ _ - -
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licensee will need to perform effluent or environmental monitoring if it is
only licensed for teletherapy and/or brachytherapy. (References: 10 CFR
20.1302, Byproduct Material licenses (medical))

OUESTION 102: Under 10 CFR 20.1302(b)(2)(ii), (a) do the words, "If an
individual were continually present in an unrestricted area," mean that under
these provisions it should be assumed a hypothetical individual is there, or
(b) should occupancy studies be made in applying this section? g
ANSWER: (a) Yes. (b) No. Sucolemental resoonse: Although this question
came from a nuclear power plant, it seems unlikely that a nuclear power plant
would choose to use this option [10 CFR 20.1302(b)(2)], with its conservative
assumptions, to demonstrate compliance with the annual dose limit in 10 CFR
20.1301(a)(1). It seems more likely that a nuclear power plant would prefer
to use the option of 10 CFR 20.1302(b)(1) which does not involve the
conservative assumptions (effluent concentrations "at the boundary of the
unrestricted area" and an " individual... continuously present in an ,

unrestricted area"). Nuclear power plants and other uranium fuel cycle
facilities must meet the more restrictive public dose limits of 40 CFR 190.
As noted in the statement of considerations (56 FR 23374, third column),
demonstration of compliance with the limits of 40 CFR 190 will be considered
to demonstrate compliance with the 0.1-rem annual limit of 10 CFR
20.1301(a)(1) for most facilities. This demonstration of compliance would be
consistent with the option of 10 CFR 20.1302(b)(1). See related question and
answer #68.
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1302).

00ESTION 103: 10 CFR 20.1302(b)(2)(ii) refers to "the dose from external
sources." (a) What are " external sources"? (b) Are both (1) shine from the ,

facility or from stored contaminated materials and sources, as well as (2)
cloud shine from effluents to be included?

ANSWER: (a) " External sources" are radiation sources outside the body. (b)
Yes.
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1302).

QUESTION 104: 10 CFR 20.1302 provides two options for demonstrating
compliance with the annual dose limit, in 10 CFR 20.1301, for members of the
public. How does 10 CFR 20.1302(b)(2), the second option, provide
demonstration of compliance with the annual dose limit for members of the
public who are in a controlled area?

ANSWER: It doesn't. This second option applies to members of the public in
'

unrestricted areas and a controlled area is not an unrestricted area.
However, it would be acceptable to demonstrate compliance with the annual dose
limit for members of the public in a controlled area [10 CFR 20.1301(a) and
(b)] by applying the effluent concentration criteria of 10 CFR

--. - _ - - - - . . _ -__-
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20.1302(b)(2)(1) and the external dose criterion of 10 CFR 20.1302(b)(2)(ii)to the controlled area, rather than to the unrestricted area.
(References: 10 CFR 20.1003, 20.1302).

OVESTION 207: The do:e limits for an individual member of the public as
specified in 10 CFR 20.1301 are specified in terms of rem. Since rem is an
absorbed dose, must an individual be present for the dose limit to apply?

ANSWER: No. If using 10 CFR 20.1302(b)(1) to show compliance with dose
limits, occupancy times (time an individual is present) may be taken into
account. If using the method in 10 CFR 20.1302(b)(2)(ii) to demonstrate
compliance, dose is calculated as if an individual were continuously present,
regardless of whether an individual is continuously present. See related
Questions 68, Set 2, and 102 Set 3. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1302, 20.1301)

00ESTION 208: Is the licensee required to use the most accurate method for
determining compliance with the dose limits or is it allowable to use any one
of the acceptable methods (assuming the acceptable method yields the lower
dose)?

ANSWER: The licensee may use any one of the acceptable methods for
determining compliance with the dose limit (10 CFR 20.1301(b)(1) or (2)). See
related Question 102, Set 3. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1302)

OVESTION 427: The word " external" in 10 CFR 20.1302(b)(2)(ii) refers to any
radiation source which could irradiate an individual from outside the body.
Since sources include both airborne radioactive materials and contained
sources, the dose from airborne radioactive materials could be double-counted
-- as a concentration pursuant to 10 CFR 20.1302(b)(2)(i) and as direct
radiation pursuant to 10 CFR 20.1302(b)(2)(ii). In a situation where the
licensee was approaching the 50 mrem /yr limit from direct radiation from
contained sources, the additional direct radiation component from airborne
releases may cause this limit to be exceeded. Clearly, this situation could
be addressed through use of 10 CFR 20.1302(b)(1); however, the intent of the
revised Part 20 appears to be to provide viable alternatives to complying with
the regulations whenever feasible. Must a licensee who elects to use the
method of 10 CFR 20.1302(b)(2) for demonstrating compliance with the public !

dose limits " double-count" the dose from airborne radioactive materials?

ANSWER: No. External sources ordinarily include all radiation sources
outside of the body, such as direct radiation from contained sources and
direct radiation from airborne radioactive materials. To the extent that
doses from airborne radioactive materials (e.g., noble gases) are accounted

'for as concentration values pursuant to 10 CFR 20.1302(b)(2)(1), they need not
be accounted for as externalJsources under 10 CFR 20.1302(b)(2)(ii) in
determining compliance with the 50 mrem /yr limit. (However, airborne '
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radioactive material does need to be accounted for in determining compliance
with the limit of 2 mrem in any one hour).
(References: 10 CFR 20.1302, 20.1301).

F - SURVEYS AND MONITORING

10 CFR 20.1501 Surveys and Monitorina-General

OUESTION 147: 10 CFR 20.1501(b) requires the licensee to ensure that
instruments and equipment used for quantitative radiation measurements are-
calibrated periodically; however, there is no corresponding requirement in the
old Part 20. Does this new requirement mean that the accuracy and frequency
of such calibrations that have been found acceptable by the NRC in the past
will not be acceptable under the new Part 207

ANSWER: No. The acceptability of calibration frequency and accuracy is not
changed by the inclusion of 6520.1501(b) in the new Part 20. (Reference: 10
CFR 20.1501(b)).

QUESTION 209: (a) Does the revised Part 20 require that meters be
calibrated? (b) If so, is the calibration frequency specified?

ANSWER: (a) Yes, 10 CFR 20.1501(b) requires that the licensee insure that
instruments and equipment used for quantitative radiation measurements are
calibrated periodically for the radiation measured.
(b) Part 20 regulations do not define " periodically." However, specific NRC
license conditions and other Parts of Title 10 (i.e., Parts 34 and 35) may
specify the periodicity for calibration. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1501)

00ESTION 210: 10 CFR 20.1501(c) requires a dosimetry processor to be NVLAP
accredited. DOE also has an accreditation program. Do DOELAP-accredited
processors meet the requirements of 10 CFR 20.1501(c)?

ANSWER: No. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1501)

:

OVESTION 458: Some Part 50 power reactor licensees have developed " weighted"
or " effective" derived air concentration (DAC) values for airborne mixtures of
radionuclides, on the basis that the mixtures are well known and relatively '

stable, as demonstrated through periodic analysis of primary sources (e.g.,
reactor coolant and other process fluids), airborne and removable
contamination samples, and waste streams (i.e.,10 CFR 61 analysis). These
weighted DACs utilize a known ratio of the readily detectable radionuclides i
a mixture to the more-difficult-to-detect radionuclides, to infer the total
activity and the DAC fraction of a mixture from gross counting methods (i.e..
without having to perform isotopic analysis of each and every sample). Given

|

!
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adequate quality control measures, is the use of such " weighted" or
" effective" DACs acceptable for posting, survey and monitoring purposes?

ANSWER: Yes, in general, the " weighted" or " effective" DACs can be used for
inferring the total activity and the DAC fraction of a mixture from gross
counting methods provided that the method (s) for calculating the " weighted" or
" effective" DACs (which are not described in the question) are appropriate,
have been validated, and that the uses of these weighted / effective values are .

not inconsistent with other regulatory requirements, such as 10 CFR 20.1203,
20.1204, 20.1502, 20.1902, and the Footnotes and Note to Appendix B. The DAC
values used in the calculation of the " weighted" or " effective" values (and
the DAC values used for any other purpose) must be the values listed in
Appendix B to Part 20 unless the licensee has.obtained approval, under the
provisions of 10 CFR 20.1204(c)(2) or 20.2301, to use other values.
(References: 10 CFR 20.1501, 20.12203, 20.1204, 20.1502, 20.1902,
Appendix B).

20.1502 Conditions Reouirino Individual Monitorina of Internal and External
Occupational Dose

OVESTION 43: The licensee initially was required to monitor internal dose.
The results indicate that monitoring is not required, i.e., levels are posi-
tive but less than 10% of the allowable limits. Can the measured internal
dose values be ignored? If yes, will the licensee be in noncompliance if it
sums internal and external doses?

ANSWER: The licensee was required to monitor internal dose (because the
licensee had made a prospective determination that the individual (s)-was
(were) "likely to receive" an intake in excess of 10% of the limits). The
internal dose values cannot be ignored regardless of the fact that they are
less than 10% of the limits.

If the licensee was not required to monitor internal dose (because the ,

licensee had made a prospective determination that the doses likely would be !

less than 10% of the limits), but elected to monitor internal dose anyway, the
licensee could choose to " ignore" the measured values that are less than 10%
or to add those values to the external doses to obtain the sum of the internal
and external doses.

,

,

Nothing in Part 20 prohibits the licensee from monitoring or summing internal
,doses at less than 10% of the limits; therefore, a licensee can never be in i

noncompliance for summing the internal and external doses. i

(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1502)

OVESTION 44: During 1993, the licensee performed a prospective dose
evaluation, and decided not to measure internal dose. In 1994, the licensee
again evaluates the internal dose and finds that the threshold for monitoring

__ __ _
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is exceeded and begins monitoring. Nothing in the facility (engineering
controls or productivity levels) has changed. The licensee accounts for the
internal dose contribution when calculating TEDE for 1994. Must the licensee
go back and adjust TEDE for 19937

ANSWER: Yes, the licensee must go back and adjust the TEDE for 1993, based on
the best-available data. The information included in the question indicates
that the 1993 prospective evaluation was in error and that internal dose
should have been measured; therefore, this error needs to be corrected.
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1502)

OUESTION 54: Must bioassay be performed for a worker who, without respiratory
,

protection, is likely to receive an intake in excess of the applicable ALI(s) '

but who is not likely to receive such an intake with respiratory protection?

Answer: A " Note" in the' statement of considerations (56 FR 23377, column 2) .

says that "...the concentrations to be used for evaluating monitoring '

thresholds are those of the ambient atmosphere before credit is taken for
respiratory protective factors." That note is a conservative assumption that
is appropriate if there will be no "further verification" that the assigned

,

respiratory protection factors actually will be achieved. *

At nuclear oower plants, if the " surveys and bioassays, as appropriate," ;

required by 10 CFR 20.1703(a)(3)(ii), include reasonable measures to verify
that the expected degree of respiratory protection will be achieved, "the
concentrations to be used for evaluating monitoring thresholds" may be those,

that include credit for the protection factors when respirators are to be
used. Measures to verify that the expected degree of respiratory protection
has been achieved may include (but are not limited to) measurements of nasal
smears from workers who have used respirators and whole body counting,
relatively soon efter a job, of one or more representative workers among a
group of workers who wore respiratory protective equipment while working on
the job, and periodic whole-body counting (e.g., annually) of all._ workers who

,

wear respiratory protective equipment.
|

At fuel cycle and materials facilities using large quantities of unsealed ,

radioactive. materials, the nature of the operations is such that bioassays are t

required for workers who, without respiratory protection, are likely to
receive an intake in excess of ten percent of the applicable ALIs. Because of fi

the types and quantities of radioactive airborne particulates at fuel cycle
and materials licensees, it is advisable to not.take credit for respiratory ,

protection factors when determining if monitoring (e.g., bioassay) is :

required. NRC will consider licensee proposals to allow using respiratory .

. protection factors when determining if internal dose monitoring is required,
if the licensee demonstrates a verification method that the respiratory ;

protection factor is actually achieved for all workers wearing respirators. i

Unless authorized in the license, fuel cycle and materials licensees should |understand that the threshold level for monitoring in 10 CFR 20.1502(b) is ten - .

Ipercent of the applicable ALIs without credit for respirators.
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(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1502(b), 20.1703)

OVESTION 75: Representatives of the nuclear power industry have expressed a
concern regarding 10 CFR 20.1502, which requires licensees to monitor
individual internal or external doses for each individual likely to exceed 10%
of the applicable annual limit. Licensees are required to maintain records of
individuals for whom monitoring was required under 620.1502 [620.2106(a)].
The handling of internal doses at less than 10% of the limit is of particular
interest. Since a licensee cannot predict future exposures at other licensee
facilities during the remainder of the year, a question arises regarding
summing of doses at these small fractions of the limit if a worker transfers
to another licensees during the year. The following procedures have been
suggested regarding reporting of internal doses at nuclear power plants that
are less than 10% of the limit.

1. At nuclear power plants, an entrance bioassay is typically
performed for all incoming radiation workers. Upon departure from
the facility, an exit bicassay is typically performed. If no net
internal contamination is detectable in the exit bioassay, no
internal dose assessment is required. If internal contamination
is detected, an assessment will undoubtedly be made. Any positive
result above the LLD is available for reporting.

2. Respiratory protection programs are required, under f20.1703, to
monitor workers to assess intake. Air sampling results and
bioassay measurements are acceptable methods to perform this
monitoring, with the results used to perform an intake assessment.

3. Therefore, if a worker is monitored for potential internal
exposure, data regarding the results of such monitoring will be
available and must be recorded. Since these records are
available, positive results, above LLD, should be reported to
subsequent licensees, even if there is no reason to expect the
worker will exceed 10% of the annual internal committed effective
dose equivalent limit.

Does the NRC have any objections to this procedure?

ANSWER: No. This procedure for nuclear power plants goes beyond the
requirements of the new Part 20 for monitoring, recording, and reporting
internal doses to workers. See answer to Question 114. (For example, routine
entrance and exit bioassays for all workers are not required by Part 20).
However, the procedure is not inconsistent with the Part 20 requirements.
(References: 10 CFR 20.1502, 20.2106) |

OVESTION 81: (a) Is a licensee required to provide instruction on the ;

procedures for declaring her pregnancy to an occupationally exposed woman if
,

i
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she does not enter a restricted area? (b) Is it necessary to monitor all
(occupationally exposed) declared pregnant women?

ANSWER: (a) There are no provisions in the revised Part 20, or in Part 19,
to provide instruction on declarations of pregnancy to women who are
occupationally exposed but do not enter a restricted area. It is suggested
that the licensee, in accordance with good radiation practice, provide
instruction on this topic to all occupationally exposed individuals,
regardless of where they receive exposure. (b) No. Only declared pregnant
women who are likely to receive in one year from sources external to the body
a dose in excess of 0.05 rem (20.1502(a)(2)) or who are likely to receive in
one year a committed effective dose equivalent in excess of 0.05 rem from
occupational intakes (20.1502(b)(2)).
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1502)

OVESTION 82: Will workers who enter a restricted area and have been
determined to require monitoring under 520.1502(a) require monitoring in the
controlled area (outside the restricted area)?

ANSWER: Yes, if the workers receive " occupational dose (s)" in the controlled
area. (References: 10 CFR 20.1003, 20.1502).

OVESTION 98: The following questions concern the requirements of 10 CFR
20.1502 as applied to nuclear power plants.

(a) Since the nuclear power industry has had few (if any) intakes
approaching the 10% criteria for adding internal and external doses, is
the historical record of intakes plus the establishment of a corporate
(licensee) policy to limit intakes to less than 10% of an ALI sufficient
to exclude a nuclear power licensee from the requirements for
" monitoring" intakes (10 CFR 20.1502) and adding internal and external
(except for specific intake instances)?

(b) Will the apparent new practice of minimizing TEDE and allowing some
intakes invalidate this historical basis and essentially require nuclear .

power licensees to " monitor" intakes?

(c) In determining whether a worker is likely to exceed the 10% criteria, on
what basis are projections to be made of the future intake of contract
workers (for the remainder of the year after they leave our site)?

ANSWER: (a) Yes, assuming that the conditions of exposure are not expected to
change to the extent that they are outside the bounds of that historical
record and that procedures will be put into effect to implement the policy.
(However, " surveys", in accordance with 10 CFR 20.1501(a), would still be
needed.) (b) Not likely. However, the resulting potential increase in
intakes will need to be considered in determining whether or not workers are
likely to receive intakes in excess of 10% of an ALI. The historical record

. - _ _ _ - _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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should be useful in evaluating this potential increase. (c) Such projections
are not required. As indicated in draft Regulatory Guide DG-8010 (" Criteria
for Monitoring and Methods for Summation of Internal and External Occupational
Doses"), each licensee makes the determination independently; doses that may-
have been received, or that may be received in the future, at another
licensee's :acility are not included in the determination of the monitoring
requirement.
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1502).

<

OVESTION 114: A licensee is required to provide individual monitoring for
each occupationally exposed individual _who is likely to receive, in a year, a

,

1

dose in excess of 10% of the applicable limits in 10 CFR 20.1201, 20.1207, or
~ !20.1208. Must a licensee account for the exposure that an individual may

receive at another licensee's facility, if that worker transfers to another
licensed facility during the monitoring year, when determining if it is likely
that the individual may exceed 10% of the limits? In addition, if a new
employee already has an exposure in excess of 10% of the limits when they

,

start work at the new employer, must the new employer automatically monitor
the employee?

ANSWER: No. The licensee is only responsible for evaluating the potential
for exposure at its facility. If the licensee makes an evaluation that the
dose will not exceed the 10% threshold, the licensee need not record or
monitor the dose. If the licensee opts to measure the dose, although its
preliminary evaluation shows that it is not necessary and finds that the
threshold has been exceeded, it must reevaluate its program and provide
monitoring as required. In addition the licensee will need to reconsider the
requirements to sum internal and external doses.
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1502)

t

OVESTION 375: In supporting a conclusion that individual monitoring.of
internal occupational dose is not required [10 CFR 20.1502(b)] and, therefore, -

that summing of internal and external dose is not required [10 CFR
20.1202(a)), what is considered to be acceptable for bioassay frequency, DAC-
hour administrative limit, and whole-body counting minimum testing level?

;

ANSWER: Under 10 CFR 20.1502(b), there is no required frequency for bioassay,
DAC-hour administrative limit, or minimum testing level for whole-body
counting either for individuals for whom monitoring is required or to support

'a conclusion that individual monitoring is not required. However, the answer
to question 54 (under section 20.1502 in the first set of questions and -

answers) provided a number of examples of measures that could be used at
nuclear power plants to verify that the expected degree of respiratory

=

,

protection will'be achieved so that the concentrations of radionuclides in air
after credit is taken for respiratory protection may be used in making the
prospective assessment that individual monitoring for internal dose is not
required. These measures " include, (but are not limited to) measurements of.
nasal smears from workers who have used respirators and whole body counting,

,

..
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relatively soon after a job, of one or more workers among a group of workers
who wore respiratory protective equipment while working on the job and
periodic whole-body counting (e.g., annually) of all workers who wear
respiratory protective equipment."

It should be recognized that in addition to the bioassay requirements of 10
CFR 20.1502(b), there is the bicassay requirement of 10 CFR 20.1703(a)(3)(ii),
which is related to the use of individual respiratory protection equipment.
If whole body counting is to be used to verify the effectiveness of the
respiratory protection program, it must be able to demonstrate that estimates
of intake based on exposure calculations (i.e., on air concentrations and on
taking credit for protection factors) are consistent with estimates of intake
based on bioassay. The licensee should take into account the fact that
demonstrating effectiveness of the respiratory protection program may have to
be based on exposures over durations much shorter than a year, particularly
for materials that are expected to be cleared rapidly from the body. Some
general guidance on air sampling is provided in Regulatory Guide 8.25, Rev.1,
(which states that this guide does not apply to reactor facilities), and
general guidance on bioassay will be provided in Regulatory Guide 8.9, Rev. 1.
(References: 10 CFR 20.1502, 20.1202, 20.1703, Regulatory Guide 8.9)

OVESTION 398: Regulatory Guide 8.7 (Section C.2.2) states that "if during the
course of the year the dose to date for the year exceeds I rem CEDE [ committed
effective dose equivalent] or the individual receives an overexposure in
another dose category, the CDE [comitted dose equivalent) to the maximally
exposed organ must be calculated, recorded and reported." If an individual
arriving from work at another (previous) licensee's facility within the
current year has a CEDE that exceeds 1 rem, does the guidance imply
requirements for monitoring, recording or reporting of internal dose, even if
the present licensee's prospective evaluation shows that the individual is n91
"likely to exceed" 10% of an annual limit on intake (ALI)?

ANSWER: For the situation described-in the question, the quoted section of
the Regulatory Guide 8.7 indicates that the previous licensee should have
calculated, recorded, and should report the CDE to the maximally exposed
organ. However, as indicated in Section C.l.1 of Regulatory Guide 8.7, in
performing the prospective evaluation (under 10 CFR 20.1502) to determine if
monitoring is required "for individuals who received exposure at other

i facilities in the current year, the previous dose need not be considered in
| prospective evaluation. Only the dose that could be received at the facility
I performing the evaluation need be considered when determining the need for

monitoring and, therefore, the recordkeeping and reporting requirements."
(References: 10 CFR 20.1502, Reg. Guide 8.7).

OVESTION 126: Individuals performing assigned duties are often exposed to
small amounts of radiation from plant effluents at licensees' sites under
normal operating conditions. (a) If these individuals are likely to receive,
or have already received, in excess of 10% of an occupational dose limit from

|
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l
external sources, does the licensee have to determine, record, and report '

doses from the effluents to comply with the revised Part 20? (b) If so, what
are the monitoring thresholds for the external and internal components of the
dose?

AyJW18: (a) Yes. In this case, the licensee would have to monitor and record
the external dose from the effluents, since the individuals are in excess of
10% of the occupational dose limit from all external sources (20.1502(a)).
However, the licensee is not required to monitor the effluent dose separately
from other external doses. (b) The licensee must uonitor and record the
internal occupational dose only if the individuals are likely to receive in
excess of 10% of the applicable ALIs from all occupational intakes of
radioactive material. Note: For nuclear power plants, the preceding answer
does not mean that all workers for whom monitoring of external dose is
required must wear their personal dosimeters at all times while on site. Such
workers in controlled areas (outside restricted areas) need not wear personal
dosimeters to measure external doses from effluents. However, they should
wear personal dosimeters in a controlled area when performing work that has
the potential for significant occupational exposure (e.g., performing a
radiation survey of a vehicle loaded with a shipment of radioactive material.)
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1502)

i

OVESTION 211: 20.1502(a)(2) and (b)(2) say that monitoring is required for
declared pregnant women "...likely to receive, in 1 year...." a dose in
excess of 10 percent of the applicable limits for the embryo / fetus. (a) What
year does this refer to? (b) Since the gestation period is 9 months (and
since monitoring would begin after the declaration, which may be several
months into a pregnancy), why does the regulation use a year? (c) The
licensee badges a declared pregnant woman (whose estimated date of delivery is
in January or February) during the current calendar year. The licensee then
estimates that for the next calendar year, between the start of the year and
deliverv, the declared pregnant woman's external doses will be less that 10
percent of the applicable embryo / fetus dose limits, is the licensee required
to badge the woman for the new year? (d) can licensees assume that after
delivery, the " year" time period is over and that monitoring the woman (to
demonstrate compliance with the embryo / fetus dose limits) is no longer
required?

ANSWER: (a) The word " year" is used to indicate a 12-month period starting
in January. (See definition of year in 10 CFR 20.1003).
(b) This requirement is for determining whether monitoring must be provided,
and the term year is used to be consistent with other monitoring criteria as
specified in 10 CFR 20.1502.

.

(c) Once a determination is made to monitor the declared pregnant woman,
monitoring is to continue for the entire pregnancy, to determine compliance
with the limit of exposure to the embryo / fetus.

,

(d) Yes. Once the woman is no longer a declared pregnant woman, the need to i

provide monitoring will be based on requirements of 10 CFR 20.1502(a)(1). !
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1502, 20.1003) !

|

!
!
|
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OVEST10N 212: A licensee makes a prospective determination that adult workers
in Department W are n21 likely to receive doses in excess of 10% of the limits
from external sources, so external dosimetry is not required by 20.1502. The
workers in Department W complain when their TLD badges are taken away, so the
licensee decides to leave them badged, but not to demonstrate comoliance with
the occupational dose limits of the revised Part 20. (a) If an inspector
finds the TLD badges being worn incorrectly or misused by Department W
workers, can the licensee be cited? (b) Must the doses be reported to the
workers? If recording is required, must it be kept on Form 57

ANSWER: (a) No citation against 10 CFR 20.1502 would be esued, provided the
~

licensee can provide documentation that adequately supports the evaluation
that monitoring of external dose is not needed. An inspector may bring the
issue of incorrect wearing of dosimeters to the attention of the licensee, and
may document this lack of good practice in the inspection report. 1

(b) No, reporting is not required. If the badges are not used for compliance \

with the regulations, the licensee is not required to record the results on
NRC Form 5 or its equivalent. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1502, 20.2106)

;

OVESTION 213: (a) Who is responsible for monitoring a representative from a
service company while the individual is on-site at a licensee's facility
performing duties that may result in an occupational dose from sources
owned / possessed by the licensee? (b) Where should the results of the
monitoring be maintained?

ANSWER: (a) The individual / organization that is licensed to possess the
material used is responsible for monitoring the representative.
(b) The results of the monitoring must be maintained by the licensee as
required by 10 CFR 20.2106. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1502, 20.2106)

OUEST10N 214: (a) If the individual had p_qi been monitored at his previous
employer while receiving an occupational dose (i.e., the dose there had been
determined not likely to exceed 10% of the limits), and the current employer,
Licensee Z, determines in advance that the worker's annual dose for b.2th
licensees will exceed 10% (although the dose at Licensee Z will not exceed
10%), must Licensee Z monitor for external dose? (b) If the individual
worked for several previous employers during the year, some who badged and
some who did not, and Licensee Z makes a prospective determination that its
own activities will result in a dose less than 10%, must Licensee Z monitor
for external dosel

ANSWER: (a) No. The criteria to determine whether monitoring is required is
independent of exposures received at any other place of employment prior to or
subsequent to employment with Licensee Z.
(b) No. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1502, 20.2104, Reg Guide 8.34)
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OVESTION 215: An individual works concurrently at Licensees W, X, Y, and Z.
All four licensees make a prospective determination that external doses will
not exceed 10% of the limits at their own facility. Must any of the licensees
monitor for external dose?

ANSWER: No. See previous question. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1502) i

i

OVESTION 216: Will Regulatory Guide 10.8 be revised to include guidance on
monitoring external dose (and demonstrating compliance with the annual c

occupational dose limits) for health personnel working in several hospitals isimultaneously? [ Note: This is a common practice for physicians in Hawaii and t

there is no good mechanism for licensees to track where the physicians work
outside the facility)

|
ANSWER: Appendix X to Regulatory Guide 10.8, Rev.2, was developed to provide
guidance on how to implement new Part 20 at a medical facility. This guide
will be revised in its entirety in the future to address the changes in 10 CFR ;
Part 20. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1502) '

i

;

@ESTION 429: A " Note" added to the answer to question 126, in the fifth set
of questions and answers, clarifies the answer with respect to nuclear power
plants. Does this clarification also apply to non-power reactor facilities? :

ANSWER: Yes. As indicated in that " Note", workers at nuclear power plants,
t

for whom individual monitoring is required and who are outside restricted '

areas need not wear personal dosimeters to measure external doses from
effluents. However, they should wear personal dosimeters when performing work ;

with or near licensed materials that are sources of external occupational ;

exposure (e.g., when performing a radiation survey of a vehicle loaded with '!radioactive material ready for shipping.)
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1502).

NOTE: Questions 444, 445, and 446 relate to determining whether occupational
radiation dose monitoring of an individual is required (i.e., is the
individual likely to exceed 10% of an applicable limit?) '

,

OVESTION 444: In this example, it has been determined that an individual will I

receive less than 100 mrems in a year while in the controlled area, and the ;

individual has therefore been classified as a member of the public while in j
the controlled area. The individual also accesses and performs work in the i

restricted area. In evaluating whether the individual requires monitoring in
the restricted area, may the evaluation be limited to only the dose likely to ;

be received in the restricted area, i.e., may the potential dose received in <

the controlled area be disregarded for the purpose of the evaluation? |

|
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ANSWER: The answer to the question is yes, assuming that the basis for
classifying the individual as a member of the public while in the controlled
area is the type of work the individual will do in the controlled area.

As emphasized in the answer to question 26(a) [in the fourth set of questions
and answers under section 10 CFR 20.1003), whether the dose to an individual
outside a restricted area is an occupational dose or a public dose depends on ,

what the individual is doing and ng1 on what area (controlled or unrestricted '

area) the individual is in when the dose is received. Furthermore, it is
possible, and acceptable (as indicated in many previous questions and
answers), for the licensee to consider the dose (other than background, etc.)
that individual receives in a controlled area to be an occupational dose, even i

though, as stated in the question, the dose the individual receives in the
controlled area is less than 100 mrem per year. Regardless of the magnitude
of the dose, the dose is an occupational dose if it is received (in accordance

,

with the definition of occupational dose) "...in the course of employment in -

which the individual's assigned duties involve exposure to radiation and to
radioactive material . . ." For example, an individual who performs a radiation
survey, in any area, of a vehicle loaded with radioactive material prepared
for shipment would be receiving an occupational dose as a result of exposure
to the radiation from the radioactive material on the vehicle regardless of ,

the magnitude of the dose. However, the dose (other than background, etc.)
received by a worker performing office work in a controlled area could be
considered to be either an occupational dose or a public dose; either choice
would be considered to be consistent with the definition of " occupational
dose." See question 26 and answer for additional information concerning
licensee options with respect to area designations and dose categories. See
question 126 in (in the fifth set of questions and answers on 10 CFR 20.1502)
concerning the use individual monitoring of occupational doses from effluents.
(References: 10 CFR 20.1502, 20.1003).

OVESTION 445: In this example, it has been determined that an individual is
not likely to exceed 5 rems shallow dose equivalent from any sources with the
possible exception of dose from hot particles. There is a potential that
exposure to an individual from a hot particle may occur and that the dose to
the individual from a hot particle, should it occur, may potentially exceed 5
rems shallow dose equivalent. In this circumstance, may the potential dose
resulting from a potential exposure to a hot particle be disregarded for the
purpose of the evaluation on the basis that the dose is not likely to exceed
10% of the applicable limit? Note that the scope of this question is limited
to the requirements for individual monitoring (s 20.1502) and is not intended
to address the general requirements for radiological surveys (f 20.1501).

ANSWER: Yes. The fact that an individual has the potential to receive a dose
does not mean that the individual is likely to receive the dose. [ Note: It

should also be recognized that individual monitoring devices (personal
dosimeters) are not appropriate for measuring doses from hot particles on or
near the skin.) (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1502).
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OVESTION 446: In this example, an individual has worked at the licensee's
facility earlier in the current year and was required to be monitored because
the individual accessed a high radiation area. During this period, the
individual's monitored dose did not exceed 10% of a limit. Now the individual
is performing other work at the licensee's facility in the restricted area,
but no longer has access to high radiation area. An evaluation based on the
individual's new job scope shows that the individual is not likely to exceed
10% of a limit for their entire period of work during the year at the
licensee's facility. (a) May the personnel dose monitoring of the individual
be discontinued on the basis that the individual is not likely to exceed 10%
of a limit and the individual no longer has access to high radiation areas?
(b) If so, must the individual's dose monitoring results, acquired during the
period of required monitoring, still be reported in accordance with i 20.2206,
Reports of Individual Monitoring? The purpose of these questions is to
determine under what conditions required individual monitoring may be
discontinued as no longer required.

ANSWER: (a) Yes. (b) Yes. (References: 10 CFR 20.1502, 20.2206).

OVESTION 461: Does the word " applicable" in the phrase " applicable ALI(s)" in
10 CFR 20.1502(b)(1) mean that the stochastic ALI(s) [SALI(s)) should be used?

It is noted that 10 CFR 20.1502(b) requires the licensee to monitor the
occupctional intake and assess the committed effective dose equivalent. We
believe that the answer to this question should be yes, if a licensee is
operating under the "more limiting" dose limit of 5 rem TEDE. The
occupational dose limits in 10 CFR 20.1201 apply to the "more limiting" of 5
rem TEDE or 50 rem TODE. If a licensee's prospective assessment shows that
the exposure conditions at their facility is most likely to be limited by the
5 rem TEDE limit, then the " applicable" ALI is the SALI. This is further
evidenced by the wording used in 10 CFR 20.1502(b); i. e., use of the
" committed effective dose equivalent" terminology.

ANSWER: No, not necessarily. The " applicable" ALI is the ALI for the
appropriate radionuclide, the appropriate column (inhalation or ingestion), ,

and, for inhalation ALIs, the appropriate " class" (D, W, or Y). When both a k

stochastic.and a non-stochastic inhalation ALI are listed for a particular
radionuclide (e.g., for I-131), the " applicable ALI" in 10 CFR 20.1502(b)
means the more limiting ALI, which is listed first (the non-stochastic ALI),
not the stochastic ALI, which is listed second and is shown in parentheses.
The statements made by the questioner following the question are not relevant
to the question. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1502).

1

|
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G - CONTROL OF EXPOSURE FROM EXTERNAL SOURCES IN RESTRICTED AREAS

10 CFR 20.1601 Control of Access to Hiah Radiation Areas

| OVESTION 373: What are the minimum requirements for height and access
restrictions of barriers used to prevent entry to locked high radiatior, areas '

(HRAs) and very high radiation areas (VHRAs) at. nuclear power plants?

! ANSWER: The NRC has prepared Regulatory Guide 8.38 that details control
measures that should be implemented for such a'aas. This regulatory guide
provides guidance on the following program elements as related to control of
locked HRAs and VHRAs: management controls, procedural controls, training,
communications and physical controls.

| In general there are no prescriptive, specific minimum height requirements for
barriers used to prevent entry to locked HRAs and VHRAs. It is required that!

; physical controls (such as barriers) provide assurance that individuals are
not gaining unauthorized access to locked HRAs. For VHRAs, 10.CFR 20.1602

'

| requires " additional measures to ensure that an individual is not able to gain
unauthorized or inadvertent access." The NRC staff realizes that tools
(wrenches, wire cutters, cutter torches) are readily available in a nuclear
power plant and that it_ is virtually impossible to prevent determined willful
circumvention of physical barriers. However, physical controls can and should
be established so that any such willful acts are detectable (i.e., they result
in cut locks or fencing, wall panels removed, etc). For example, the use of a
fence to prevent access to a VHRA would not satisfy the requirements of 10 CFR
20.1602 if an individual could gain access to the VHRA by climbing over the
fence. (References: 10 CFR 20.1601, 20.1602)

OVESTION 385: Do licensees have discretion regarding the form and
applicability of additional posting and barriers for individual high radiation
areas (HRAs) that are located within a larger area posted and barricaded
(e.g., with a locked door) as an HRA or inside a posted HRA control point? If
licensees must post and barricade such individual HRAs at each area's
entrance,- then " double posting" results. Double posting has long been a

( concern due to the confusion that it might create for workers. The need to
I clearly identify to workers areas with high radiation levels might be

accomplished through posted survey maps, " hot-spot" stickers, or other means.
In addition to effectively accomplishing the need for notifying workers of
high radiation areas, these methods may be' preferable to posting and
barricading each HRA, located as described above, due to potential dose
savings that could result from fewer entries into the area solely for the
purpose of verifying the secondary postings and barriers. This question is
intended to establish flexibility in implementation, appropriate to the

i circumstances, to maintain control over access' and inform workers in an
! effective and efficient manner.
4

: ANSWER: Power reactor licensee discretion and flexibility with respect to
! posting and barriers for high radiation areas is the same under new Part 20

1

!
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and applicable Technical Specifications as it has been under old Part 20 and
applicable Technical Specifications. Existing guidance on control and posting
of high radiation areas is contained in the Health Physics Positions (HPPOS)
Data Base (NUREG/CR-5569). The particalar question of individual HRAs that
are located within a larger posted and barricaded HRA or inside a posted HRA
control point is addressed in.the documents identified as HPPOS-14 and HPPOS-
66 in NUREG/CR-5569. HPPOS-66 is IE Information Notice No. 84-82, " Guidance
for Posting Radiation Areas," dated November 19, 1985. Other related guidance
is contained in HPPOS-036, HPPOS-234, HPPOS-242, and HPP05-210. This guidance
will continue to be applicable under the new Part 20. Regulatory Guide 8.38 r

also contains guidance on this subject for nuclear power plants. For most
material licensees, posting and access control requirements contained in 10
CFR Parts 20, 34, 35, and 36 should be adequate. More detailed information
and requirements would be contained in individual licenses and license
applications. (References: 10 CFR 20 1601, 20.1902).

OVESTION 218: 10 CFR 20.1601(a)(1) says that the control devices must cause
the radiation level to be reduced "upon entry." (a) Hust the devices
preclude authorized or unauthorized entry? (b) At what point must the
control devices activate, wher, a person passes the final 30 cm before, or
entry itself?

ANSWER: (a) 10 CFR 20.1601(a) requires that entrance or access points to a
high radiation area have "one or more" of the listed features to preclude
excessive radiation exposure to an individual. The control device in
subparagraph (1) stipulates only that it cause the radiation level to be
reduced so that an individual, upon entry, could not receive 100 mrem in an
hour within 30 cm of an accessible area of the source. This paragraph does
not distinguish between " authorized" or " unauthorized."
(b) The control device must activate "upon entry into the area" at the
" entrance or access point." (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1601)

OVESTION 219: 10 CFR 20.1601 requires control of access to high radiation
areas. It provides an exception for access to hospital areas with patients
containing radioactive material, "provided that there are personnel in
attendance..." who will take certain specified precautions. (a) Does a
nursing station within line-of-site of a patient's room satisfy the
requirement? (b) Does a nursing station controlling access to a ward, but
not in the line-of-site, satisfy the requirement?

ANSWER: (a) Yes, provided there are personnel in attendance at all times who
will take the necessary precautions to prevent the exposure of individuals to
radiation or radioactive material in excess of the limits established in Part
20, and operate within the ALARA provisions of the licensee's radiation
protection program.
(b) Yes, provided the room is properly posted. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1601,
Appendix X to Reg Guide 10.8)
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i

0VESTION 430: Question 373, in the fifth set of questions and answers, under
the heading for 10 CFR 20.1601, concerns the minimum requirements for height
and access restrictions of barriers used to prevent entry to locked high
radiation areas (HRAs) and very high radiation areas (VHRAs) at nuclear power
plants. Does this question and answer also apply to non-power reactors?

ANSWER; No. Question 373, the answer to question 373, and Regulatory Guide
8.38 (which is referred to in the answer) were all written to address
conditions at nuclear power plants and are not necessarily adaptable to all
situations at non-power reactors, materials, or fuel cycle facilities.
Furthermore, the answer to question 373 states that, in general, there are no ,

prescriptive, specific minimum height requirements for barriers used to
prevent entry to locked HRAs and VHRAs.
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1601, 20.1602).

OVESTION 431: Although Question 385, in the fifth set of questions and
answers (under the heading for 10 CFR 20.1601), does not refer to any
particular class of licensee (e.g., power reactor, non-power reactor,
materials), the answer to the question mentions only power reactor licensees
and material licensees. Does the answer to this question also apply to non-
power reactor or fuel cycle licensees?

ANSWER: Yes, to the extent that the situations described in the answer apply
to non-power reactors or fuel cycle licensees. However, there may be
situations at non-power reactors and fuel cycle facilities that are not within
the scope of the answer. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1601).

10 CFR 20.1602 Control of Access to Very Hioh Radiation Areas
i

OVESTION 49: For control of access to very high radiation areas, will
physical barriers be needed to preclude unauthorized access?
ANSWER: Yes. See draft Regulatory Guide 8.N10.
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1602)

OVESTION 92: At power reactor facilities, when the reactor is at power, very,

I high radiation areas (due to neutron and N-16 gamma radiation fields) can
exist inside the primary containment. At some facilities, these areas inside
containment are not readily locked, without substantial plant modifications to
make them lockable. In recognition of this situation, the following controls
are planned to meet the requirements of 10 CFR 20.1602 as it relates to a PWR
or de-inerted BWR containment at power: When the reactor is at power and
entry is not required, the primary containment access hatch (and any other
access way) will be locked and posted as a very high radiation area. The key
control access and special radiation work permit for entry will be in
accordance with, or provide protection equivalent to, the guidance in draft

| Regulatory Guide DG-8006. When the reactor is at power, and entry is
required, a qualified (in accordance with the applicable ANSI standard)|
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radiation protection technician will accompany and provide continuous job
coverage to each (small) group of workers assigned to perform a particular
task (e.g., surveillance).

Do the preceding controls meet the intent of 10 CFR 20.1602?

ANSWER: Yes. The controls outlined are an example of one way (but not the
only way) to comply with 10 CFR 20.1602 in this situation.
(References: 10 CFR 20.1003, 20.1602).

OVESTION 220: 10 CFR 20.1602 gives requirements for control for access to
very high radiation areas, and has no exemption clause. 10 CFR 20.1003
defines a very high radiation area. (a) Are teletherapy rooms or fixed / field
radiography facilities, with beams that can deliver in excess of 500 rad in 1
hour at 1 meter, very high radiation areas? (b) Do the requirements in
20.1602 apply to teletherapy rooms or fixed / field radiography facilities?

ANSWER: (a) Yes.
(b) Yes. However, this does not prohibit patients from receiving prescribed
medical treatment in a teletherapy room (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1602, 20.1003)

OVEST10N 423: Standard Technical Specification (STS) 6.12 for nuclear power
reactors provides methods for control of access to high radiation areas that
are alternatives to the methods specified in a CFR Part 20. Power reactor
licensees that have adopted this technical specification are required to
provide additional controls for access to high radiation areas with dose rates
greater than 1 rem /h in addition to the controls required for access to high
radiation areas with dose rates of I rem /h or less. Providing the additional
controls at I rem /h is conservative relative to providing additional controls
for areas having dose rates of 500 rads or more in an hour as required for
very high radiation areas by 10 CFR 20.1602. Do licensees that have adopted
STS 6.12, and that are providing the additional controls required by this STS
for areas with dose rates greater than I rem per hour or less, have to provide
additional controls for very high radiation areas in accordance with 10 CFR
20.16027

ANSWER: Yes, they do. The alternative controls for high radiation areas in
STS 6.12 do not apply to the new requirement in 10 CFR 20.1602 to provide
additional controls for very high radiation areas. The compensatory measures
in the STS that provide alternative methods of control for areas with dose
rates greater than 100 mrem per hour but less than 1000 mrem per hour do not
constitute adequate controls over access to very high radiation areas.
(References: 10 CFR 20.1601, 20.1602, Reactor T.S.).

OVESTION 447: Is the spent fuel pool, when containing irradiated fuel,
required to be posted and controlled as a Very High Radiation Area under any
of the following circumstances:
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a. When there are no activities underway involving the spent fuel pool?

b. When underwater manipulation of irradiated fuel or other irradiated
hardware is underway?

c. When diving operations in the spent fuel pool are underway?

d. Are there other considerations that could affect requirements for
posting and controlling access to the spent fuel pool?

ANSWER:

(a) No.

(b) No.

(c) The answer depends on the particular circumstances of the diving
operations. See discussion under (d) below.

(d) See Health Physics Position documents HPPOS-016 and HPPOS-245 (NUREG/CR-
5569) for additional information concerning access controls for spent fuel
pools and HPPOS-002 (NRC IE Information Notice No. 82-31) for additional
information concerning diving operations in a spent fuel pool. These position
documents refer to 10 CFR 20.203(c) of Part 20 prior to the 1991 revision with
respect to posting and control of high radiation areas; however, these
positions continue to be applicable with respect to posting and control of
both high and very high radiation areas under 10 CFR 20.1601, 20.1602, and
20.1902(b) and (c) of the revised Part 20. These position documents emphasize
that when a diver enters the pool to perform "under pool-surface duties" or
upon movement of highly radioactive materials stored in the pool, proper
health physics controls must be initiated. IE Information Notice No. 90-33,
dated May 9,1990, provides suggestions for radiological control
considerations that can help minimize the possibility of unexpected exposure
from radiation sources in spent fuel pools. (References: 10 CFR 20.1602,
20.1902, 20.1003).

OVESTION 448: If irradiated hardware, suspended (e.g., on a lanyard) in the
spent fuel pool, is potentially reading greater than 500 rads / hour at one
meter (i.e., if it were removed from the pool), does access to this hardware
require posting and control as a Very High Radiation Area?

ANSWER: No. See Section 4.2, " Materials," in Regulatory Guide 8.38, " Control
of Access to High and Very High Radiation Areas in Nuclear Power Plants."
Also see Health Physics Position document HPPOS-245 (NUREG/CR-5569). Although
this position document was written to address access controls for spent fuel
pool storage pools under the unrevised Part 20 requirements for high radiation
areas, it also applies to these access controls under the revised Part 20

'

requirements for both high and very high radiation areas. The essential point
is that although movement of radioactive material stored in the pool has the
potential to create a high, or very high, radiation area around the pool,

. . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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|those areas are not created until movement of the material actually results in '

a radiation level, in an area that is accessible to individuals, that meets
the dose criterion in the definitions of a high, or a very high, radiation
area. NRC Information Notice No. 90-33, dated May 9, 1990, is also relevant.
After providing reviews of a number of events in which sources of unexpected
occupational radiation exposures were encountered in activities associated
with spent fuel storage pools, this notice provides suggestions (which are not
regulatory requirements) for radiological control considerations that can help
minimize the possibility of unexpected exposures from radiation sources in
these pools. (References: 10 CFR 20.1602, 20.1601, 20.1003).

10 CFR 20.1603 Control of Access to
Very Hiah Radiation Areas-Irradiators

OVESTION 130: 10 CFR 20.1603(a), footnote 2, exempts a nuclear power plant
from the requirements of 620.1603 unless a non-self-shielded irradiator is
used at the reactor. (a) If the source used for the calibration of high-
radiation instruments is non-self-shielded, and the absorbed dose at 1 meter
distance could exceed 500 rads in I hour, is the source an irradiator? (b) Do
the provisions of s20.1603 (a) apply?

ANSWER: (a) No. An "irradiator," as the term is used in 10 CFR 20.1603, uses
gamma radiation to irradiate products to change their characteristics in some
way (55 FR 50008, 12/4/90, Licenses and Radiation Safety Requirements for
Large Irradiators, proposed 10 CFR Part 36). A radioactive source used for
calibrating radiation survey instruments is not an "irradiator". (b) No.
However, the provisions of 10 CFR 20.1602 would apply.
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1603).

H - RESPIRATORY PROTECTION AND CONTROLS TO RESTRICT INTEP.NAl. EXPOSURE IN
RESTRICTED AREAS

10 CFR 20.1701 Use of Process or other Enaineerina Controls

00ESTION 90: Can a licensee require its workers to routinely take potassium
iodide (KI) when handling large quantities of radiciodine and take credit for
the reduction in occupational dose that results from the use of the KI?

ANSWER: No. Requiring the use of KI for this purpose is neither a " process
or engineering control...to control the concentration of [radioiodine) in air"
(10 CFR 20.1701). Furthermore, because KI blocks uotakes (not intakes), the
use of KI for thyroidal blocking cannot be considered to be among the "other
controls" required by 10 CFR 20.1702 for limiting intakes. The following
cautionary note in NRC Information Notice 88-15 (4/18/88) continues to be
applicable under the New Part 20:

"It is important to stress that the use of potassium iodide is not a
substitute for preventive measures; e.g., proper handling techniques,

l,

i
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control measures, and emergency procedures that protect the individual
from exposure to radioactive material." '

A licensee should optimize design and engineering controls, as well as
operating procedures, as a means of ensuring that doses from airborne
radioiodine are ALARA. However, in situations where KI has been administered
following a suspected intake, the licensee may take credit for the protection
if bioassays support the effectiveness of the KI in blocking the thyroid. -

Finally, although licensees are not authorized to require their employees to
routinely take KI when working with radioiodine, nothing in NRC regulations
prohibits an individual from taking KI on a ourelv voluntary basis; however,
the NRC does not recommend the voluntary use of KI in this manner.

OVESTION 115: The words, "e.g., containment or ventilation," have been added
to 10 CFR 20.1701. Does this mean that increased emphasis is being placed on
glove bags to do valve replacements, repacks, etc. at nuclear power plants?

ANSWER: No. These words were added simply to provide examples of " process or
other engineering controls." (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1701)

10 CFR 20.1702 Use of Other Controls

00ESTION 145: Automated personnel contamination monitors (" portal monitors")
are used at nuclear power plants to detect radioactive surface contamination
on the skin and clothing of workers. The alarm setpoints for these monitors
are maintained very low to detect low levels of surface contamination and hot
particles. Implementation of the " respirator ALARA rule," (10 CFR 20.1702 and
20.1703(b)(1)] may result in intakes of radioactive material by workers that
will trigger the alarms on these monitors. Would the NRC object if, to
facilitate compliance with the "new respirator ALARA rule", portal monitor set
points were raised to a more reasonable level?

ANSWER: Set points for automated personnel contamination monitors are
established by, and can be changed by, licensees without NRC approval. NRC
has no requirement that licensees use automated personnel monitors nor does it
have numerical guidance on set points for these monitors (unless a licensee
has committed to using automated personnel contamination monitors, with a
particular set point in a license application). However, if a licensee uses
these monitors and the monitor alarms because of an intake (rather than
because of external contamination), that intake should be evaluated. The
question implies that the detection of small intakes of radioactive material
using these monitors is undesirable and should be avoided by raising the
monitor set points above their current levels. This is not necessarily the

At least one nuclear power reactor licensee has recognized that thecase.
sensitivity of these monitors for detecting intakes can be used to advantage
in internal " passive internal monitoring program" for workers for whom
individual ~ monitoring for intake is not required by 10 CFR 20.1502(b). That
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licensee plans to use these monitors with a setpoint that results in the
reliable detection of internal contamination equivalent to s 1% of the ALI for
mixtures of radionuclides encountered in the licensee's plant. (Reference:
10 CFR 20.1702)

OVESTION 386: The question relates to the following example. In evaluating
whether to require the use of respirators to limit intakes it is determined
that wearing a respirator will likely increase the total effective dose
equivalent (TEDE). Nwever, the workers request that they be allowed to wear
respirators to limit intakes, despite the results of the evaluation. With
regard to NRC regulation, what discretion may the licensee exercise in this
circumstance?

ANSWER: 10 CFR 20.1702 provides for the use of respirators consistent with
maintaining the TEDE as low as is reasonably achievable. Assuming that the
licensee has provided appropriate training to the workers in question, the
licensee may exercise discretion on a case-by-case basis in determining
whether to grant approval to a worker's request for using a respirator when
the TEDE-ALARA determination dictates that respiratory protection not be used.
The NRC staff realizes that the significant " culture shift"/" paradigm shift"
(i.e., changing from the traditional operational philosophy of not allowing
any worker intakes to one of allowing some intakes when this is consistent
with the goal of maintaining the TEDE ALARA) may not take place quickly.
Furthermore, acceptance of this change will certainly be difficult for some I

individuals. Therefore, the NRC staff realizes that during this transition
period licensees will need reasonable flexibility to allow for individual
needs and problems in making this shift. However, the staff expects that over
time the transition to ALARA-TEDE will be made and this vorker acceptance
problem will become an exceptional occurrence. In the meantime, when
assigning a respirator to the requesting worker, the licensee should make
every reasonable effort to provide the worker with a respiratnr that minimizes
the loss of worker efficiency. Note: The NRC staff is aware of existing
state OSHA regulations that reouire an employer to provide a worker with a
respirator upon request; compliance with such state regulations is acceptable
to the NRC staff. See related question 387. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1702,
20.1703).

OVESlION 387: In evaluating the use of respirators to limit intakes, in
addition to determining the total effective dose equivalent (TEDE), should the !

evaluation and subsequent decision on whether to use respirators also consider
industrial safety hazards associated with wearing respirators? For example,
added effort increasing the probability of heat stress, limited range of
vision while climbing, or difficulty of maneuvering readily while working in
confined spaces due to wearing a respirator may pose potentially greater
safety risks than does the potential dose from uptake of airborne radioactive
material to which an individual might be exposed by not wearing a respirator.

i
i
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ANSWER: 10 CFR 20.1702 provides for the use of respirators consistent with !
maintaining the TEDE as low as is reasonably achievable. A reduction in the
TEDE for a worker is not reasonably achievable if an attendant increase in the -

iworker's . industrial health and safety risk would exceed the benefit to be
obtained by the reduction in the radiation risk associated with the reduction '

in the TEDE. The NRC has never maintained that application of the ALARA
principle requires ignoring factors other than radiation that may have an
adverse impact on public health and safety. (References: 10 CFR 20.1702,
20.1703).

OVESTION 388: In regard to Question 91 (previously answered in the third set
of Q&As), can NIOSH approved respiratory equipment which makes use of a
combination particulate filter and iodine sorbent with a protection factor for
particulates be used in a mixed particulate and iodine atmosphere to limit ,

intakes? This practice would seem valid for equipment- that is NIOSH approved
and has a protection factor for particulates.

ANSWER: Yes. However, there is no assigned protection factor for radioiodine
with this equipment. [The NRC may authorize radioiodine protection factors
for this equipment in accordance with 10 CFR 20.1703(b)(2) as it has
previously authorized them in accordance with 10 CFR 20.103(d).] (References:
10 CFR 20.1702, 20.1703).

OVESTION 449: Detectable, minor intakes may result for some individuals who
do not wear respirators during specific radiological work activities for the
purpose of maintaining the total effective dose equivalent (TEDE) as low as is -

reasonably achievable (ALARA), as required by regulation. Such resulting
intakes may involve substantial follow-up activities in terms of bioassay,

,

internal dose assessment, and responses to various monitor alarms (e.g.,
hand-held friskers and portal monitors) as the individual continues to perfom
work .in the restricted area in the period following the intake, due to the
sensitivity of the monitors and the low monitor alarm set points, established
to detect small amounts of contamination or hot particles on individuals

,

exiting work areas or the restricted area. In evaluating whether or not to .

use respirators in a given situation, may the assessment of costs versus >

|
benefits appropriately include the resource costs associated with follow-up
activities-to potential intakes, and ultimately be factored into the decision .|

making on wearing respirators?
,

ANSWER: Yes; however, there is no requirement that these costs be considered.
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1702).

9

!

| 10 CFR 20.1703 Use of Individual Resoiratory Protection Eouipment

OVESTION 60: In a respiratory protection program what records are needed of
evaluations that demonstrate compliance with the requirement for maintaining

;

..
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the total effective dose equivalent ALARA? For example, must such an
evaluation be made each time an individual is to don a respirator?

ANSWER: Such records need not be made each time someone is to don a respira-
tor. A licensee who performs and records such evaluations in accordance with
the following guidance will be considered to be in compliance with the
requirements for such evaluations:

1. (a) If the licensee establishes a reasonable threshold value for
prospective deep dose equivalent (rem) for an individual
from a task / job below which a record of such an evaluation
is not needed, and

(b) the licensee establishes a threshold value for prospective
collective deep dose equivalent (person-rem) from a task / job
below which the record of such an evaluation is not needed,

(c) in situations in which the licensee plans to use respiratory
protection equipment, the licensee does ng1 need to record
such ALARA evaluations for situations in which the projected
external dose to any individual is below the thresholds
established under 1(a) and 1(b) above for both the projected
individual external dose [1(a)] and projected collective
external dose [1(b)].

2. If the licensee establishes a threshold value for prospective
intake of radioactive material (as a fraction of the ALI or as
DAC-hours) for an individual from a task / job below which a record
of such an evaluation is not needed, in situations in which
respiratory protection equipment is np1 planned to be used, the
licensee does not need to record such ALARA evaluations when the
prospective intake is below the threshold.

3. Irrespective of the statements in #1 and #2 above, the licensee
don need to perform and record such evaluations for situations to
which the ALARA provisions of 10 CFR 20.1703 (b)(1) apply, that is
to situations in which it is anticipated that protection factor
for the respiratory protection equipment to be provided is less
than the multiple by which the peak concentrations of airborne
radioactive materials in the working area are expected to exceed
the concentrations specified in Appendix B Table 1, Col. 3.

4. Regardless of the magnitude of the projected external dose, the
licensee does ngl need to perform or record such evaluations
before requiring the use of respiratory protection equipment as a
precautionary measure in situations in which there is a large
uncertainty in the magnitude of the projected concentrations of
airborne radioactive material to which the workers will be exposed
(e.g., a new job with no history of previous similar jobs).
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(References: 10 CFR 20.1101(b), 20.1703)
'

;

OVESTION 78: Under $20.1703(d), licensees must notify the NRC Regional
Director at least 30 days prior to first using respiratory protection
equipment pursuant to $20.1703(a) or (b). All current respiratory protection
programs have been documented under the provisions of 520.103(g) which
contains equivalent language. Do licensees need to "re-notify" NRC if such
notification has already taken place under the "old" Part 207

ANSWER: Licensees do not need to "re-notify" NRC if such notification has
taken place under the old Part 20.
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1703(d)).

OVEST10N 91: As long as no credit is taken for the protection provided by
the respiratory protection equipment, the old Part 20, in 10 CFR 20.103(c),
allows licensees to use this equipment without meeting the requirements of 10
CFR 20.103(c)(1) through 20.103(c)(4), inclusive. Has this " loophole" in the
old Part 20 been closed in the new Part 207

ANSWER: Yes. 10 CFR 20.1703(a), which contains requirements similar to those
in 10 CFR 20.103(c), imposes these requirements "if a licensee uses
respiratory protection equipment to limit intakes," regardless of whether or
not the licensee makes " allowance for this use of respiratory protective
equipment in estimating exposures of individuals..."
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1703)

OVESTION 418: This question refers to the answer to Question 91 in the third
set of questions and answers under 9 20.1703. Please clarify this response,
as indicated below.

(a) Can NRC envision any purpose by which a licensee can use respiratory
protection devices without having an approved respiratory protection ,

program, e.g., meeting the provisions of 620.17037

(b) For instance, work is being conducted where the licensee has determined
there is no requirement for respiratory protection but workers prefer to
use it anyway. From the workers perspective it is for protection. From
the licensees viewpoint, it is simply for peace of mind, with the added
benefit of being an ALARA effort. Is this usage subject to 620.17037

Discussion: If the answer to these questions is that $20.1703 applies to any
conceivable use of respirators then this-in essence is a directive for all
licensees without approved equipment or an approved program to discard all
respiratory protection equipment. It cannot be used even for ALARA purposes
at less than DAC levels. It cannot be kept on hand for use in emergency
response situations where any protection is useful in initial response

,
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conditions. (Note: As a basic presumption, assume that any use of
respirators complies with the basic OSHA guidance for medical approval.)

ANSWER: (a) The requirements of 10 CFR 20.1703 must be met if the respiratory
protect'.on equipment is used to limit intakes of radioactive material pursuant
to 10 CFR 20.1702. 10 CFR 20.1703 does not apply if the respiratory
protection equipment is used for other purposes (e.g., for protection against
harmful dusts, fogs, fumes, mists, gases, smokes, sprays, or vapors that are
not radioactive); however, OSHA regulations (which include a requirement for a
minimal acceptable respiratory protection program) do apply to most of these
uses.

(b) Yes, assuming that the equipment will be used to limit intake, this usage
is subject to 10 CFR 20.1703. The use of respiratory protection equipment
without meeting the respiratory protection program requirements of 10 CFR
20.1703 (e.g., respirator not properly maintained, poor fit of respirator to
wearer, untrained or improperly trained respirator user) can be hazardous to *

the worker, can lead to a false sense of protection, and cannot be justified
on the basis of ALARA, worker peace of mind, or usefulness in an emergency.
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1703).

OVESTION 124: Do the requirements of 10 CFR 20.1703(a) apply to respiratory
protection equipment that is to be used only in emergencies?

ANSWER: Yes, if that. equipment is to be used to limit intakes of radioactive
material. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1703)

QUESl1QN 131: 10 CFR 20.1703(a)(3)(iii) requires that respirators be tested
for operability immediately prior to each use. How is this to be done?

ANSWER: This requirement is not new. It is essentially the same as the
requirement in 10 CFR 20.103(c)(2). For guidance on respirator operability
tests (fit checks), see: (1) Regulatory Position C.4.C in Regulatory Guide
8.15, (2) Section 8.5.2.3 in NUREG-0041, and (3) Section 7.4 and Appendix A7
in ANSI Z88.2-1980. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1703).

OVESTION 132: How are nuclear power plant licensees to identify the
" potential" hazard using air sampling techniques as specified in 10 CFR
20.1703(a)(3)(1)? (Air sampling is only useful in hazard identification after
radioactive material becomes airborne).

Answer: 10 CFR 20.1703(a)(3)(1), which requires that a respiratory protection
program include " air sampling sufficient to identify the potential hazard...," I
uses the word " potential" with respect to the hazard because airborne !

radioactive material is only a " potential" hazard to a worker until the worker
is exposed to it. Before workers enter an area containing airborne
radionuclides, the concentrations of these radionuclides should be estimated

i
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using air sampling. This is not a new requirement (see 10 CFR 20.103(c)(2).
The potential hazard of radioactive material that may become, but that has not
yet become, airborne can't be identified by air sampling. The potential
hazard must be identified by other means (e.g., using the experience gained in
previous similar activities that cause radioactive material to become
airborne). Procedures that have been acceptable in the past for identifying
potential hazards of airborne radioactive material, or of radioactive material
that may become airborne, will continue to be acceptable.
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1703)

OVESTION 374: In general, do established respirator effectiveness programs at
nuclear power plants meet the intent of the regulation in providing assurances
of the effectiveness of chosen respiratory protection?

ANSWER: Yes. There is no explicit requirement in 10 CFR Part 20 for a
" respirator effectiveness program" other than the requirement of 10 CFR
20.1703(a)(3)(ii) for " surveys and bioassays, as appropriate, to evaluate
actual intakes." 10 CFR 20.1704 specifies that the Commission may impose
additional restrictions to ensure that the respiratory protection program is
adequate and to limit the extent to which a licensee may use respiratory
protection equipment instead of process or other engineering controls. The
NRC staff does not anticipate a need to impose further restrictions on the use
of respiratory protection equipment at nuclear power plants pursuant to 10 CFR
20.1704. Also as indicated in the (revised) answer to Question 54,
information from a " respirator effectiveness program" can be used to justify
the assumption that the concentrations of radionuclides in air to be used for
determining whether or not monitoring is required [ pursuant to 10 CFR
20.1502(b)] are the concentrations that include credit for the assigned
protection factors when respirators are to be used, rather than the
concentrations without that credit. See related question 376. (References:
10 CFR 20. 1703, 20.1704, 20.1502)

I - STORAGE AND CONTROL OF LICENSED MATERIAL

10 CFR 20.1801 Security of Stored Material

OVESTION 129: 10 CFR 20.1801 and 20.1802 do not specify the quantities of
radioactive material below which unauthorized access to, unauthorized removal
from, or the maintenance of constant surveillance over, are not required in
controlled areas. Will these requirements be imposed (a) on all quantities of
licensed material, however small and (b) on quantities that are exempt from
labeling by 10 CFR 20.1905(a) and (b)?

ANSWER: (a) No. The requirements of 10 CFR 20.1801 and 20.1802 are not new;
they are essentially the same as the requirements of 10 CFR 20.207(a) and

|
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20.207(b) except that the revised Part 20 requirements apply to controlled
areas as well as unrestricted areas. NRC will continue to enforce these
requirements as it has in the past. (b) No.
(References: 10 CFR 20.1801, 20.1802, 20.1905)

OVESTION 419: This question refers to the answer to Question 129 in the
fourth set of questions and answers under 20.1801. This is a very useful
interpretation, but it certainly is not evident in the cited regulations. Is
there related supporting justification somewhere?

ANSWER: The answer to Question 129 is a statement as to how this requirement
will be enforced by the NRC staff (i.e., in the same way as similar
requirements have been enforced in the past). As indicated in the answer to
Question 129, the requirements of 10 CFR 20.1801 and 20.1802 are essentially
the same as the requirements of 10 CFR 20.207(a) and 20.207(b) except that 10
CFR 20.1801 and 20.1802 apply to controlled area as well as to restricted
areas. The answer is based on the NRC staff's understanding of the intent of
these requirements, as reflected in the staff's enforcement of the similar
requirements of 10 CFR 20.207(a) and 20.207(b). (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1801).

OVESTION 450: Licensees are required to " secure from unauthorized removal or
access" licensed materials in storage, and to " control and maintain constant
surveillance" of licensed materials not in storage, in controlled or
unrestricted areas. The following questions relate to the security and
control of licensed materials in controlled areas only, i.e., the questions
are not intended to address unrestricted areas:

a. Would the provisions for security and control be met if the licensed
materials are appropriately labeled or marked (e.g., in accordance with
6 20.1904) and are located within an area to which access is controlled
through the use of barrier ropes and signs restricting access by
unauthorized personnel?

b. Would the provisions for security and control be met if the licensed
materials were located in an area as described in "a", above, that was
located within a Part 50 licensee security protected area?

c. If the area described in "a", above, was posted with radiological
caution signs (e.g, " Caution, Radiation Area"), would such an area
actually be a restricted area, and therefore the provisions of f 20.1801
and 6 20.1802 would not apply?

ANSWER:

(a) No. To secure the material from unauthorized removal means to make
certain, to guarantee, and to ensure that there is no unauthorized
removal of the material. Using nothing but ropes and signs to control
access to the licensed materials does not secure stored material from

<
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unauthorized removal in accordance with 10 CFR 20.1801 and does not
" maintain constant surveillance" of the material in accordance with 10
CFR 20.1802.

(b) No. This use of barrier ropes and signs within a Part 50 licensee
security protected area does not necessarily secure the licensed
material from unauthorized removal from that area (in accordance with 10
CFR 20.1801 for stored material) and does not provide the constant
surveillance of the material (in accordance with 10 CFR 20.1802 for
material that is not in storage). Individuals who are authorized to
enter the security protected area are not necessarily authorized to
remove the licensed material and, as indicated in the answer to (a),
above, this use of ropes and barriers does not secure the material from
unauthorized use.

(c) No, not necessarily. Simply posting the area described in part (a) of
the question with a " radiological caution sign", such as " Caution,
Radiation Area," does not, in the absence of other measures for access
control, result in the creation of a " restricted area" and, thereby,
make the provisions of 10 CFR 20.1801 and 20.1802 inapplicable.
However, the provisions of 10 CFR 20.1801 and 20.1802 would not apply to
the area described in part (a), above, if that area is contained within
a radiation area within a restricted area, access to which is adequately
controlled. (References: 10 CFR 20.1801, 20.1802, 20.1003, 20.1904).

J - PRECAUTIONARY PROCEDURES

10 CFR 20.1902 Postina Reouirements

OVESTION 85: In s20.1902, posting of areas is based upon " dose equivalent."
Is this " deep," " shallow," " lens of eye," " total effective" or some
combination of the above?

ANSWER: These posting requirements are based on the deep dose equivalent for
" radiation areas" and "high radiation areas" and the absorbed dose at a tissue
depth of I cm (1000 mg/cm ) for "very high radiation areas." See answer toa

Question 74.
(References: 10 CFR 20.1003, 20.1902)

OVESTION 27: Do licensees have to post controlled areas (outside the
restricted area) as airborne radioactivity areas if derived air concentrations
(DAC) are exceeded?

ANSWER: Yes, if the airborne radioactivity is indoors. If the airborne
radioactivity is outdoors, the answer depends on the particular situation. In
certain situations the licensee may need to identify and delineate an outdoor

_
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airborne radioactivity area. For example posting would be required in a small !
area, accessible to workers, in the immediate vicinity of a vent on the
outside of a building, exhausting air containing concentrations of radioactive
materials in excess of the DACs specified in Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 20.
(References: 10 CFR 20.1003, 20.1902)

OVESTION 53: (a) When a package is properly labeled for transport, shipping
papers are still in effect, and a transporter has accepted responsibility for
control of the package, do posting and labeling requirements remain in effect
while the package is on licensee property outside of the radiologically
controlled area?

(b) Does the shipment have to be posted in the protected area?

(c) Does the shipment have to be posted within the owner-controlled area?

(d) Once the transporter has taken control of a package and shipping papers
are in effect, is the shipment exempt from posting?

ANSWER: The answer to all four questions is that the oostino requirements
remain in effect until the transporter has actually taken possession of the
package and is starting to transport it. Following are additional responses
to three of the four specific questions:

(a) 10 CFR 20.1905(d) exempts this package from the labelino
requirements of 10 CFR 20.1904(a).

(b) Whether or not the package is in a " protected area," as defined in
10 CFR 73.2, is not relevant to any requirements in 10 CFR Part
20.

(c) Whether or not the package is in an " owner-controlled area" (or
" controlled area" as defined in 10 CFR Part 20) is not relevant to
the posting requirements of 10 CFR 20.1902(e).

(References: 10 CFR 20.1902(e), 20.1903, 20.1904(a), 20.1905(d))

OVESTION 379: Should radioactive noble gas concentrations be excluded (a)
with regard to evaluating and posting Airborne Radioactivity Areas and (b) in
determining Derived Air Concentration-hours (DAC-hours)? The definition of
Airborne Radioactivity Area refers to areas where airborne radioactivity
concentrations exceed the DAC values or where an individual could exceed 12
DAC-hours in a week. DAC is defined as the " concentration of a specific ;

radionuclide in air which, if breathed...results in an intake of one ALI i

[ Annual Limit on Intake]." The values listed for radioactive noble gases in I

the OAC column in 10 CFR 20 Appendix B are identified as " submersion" values |
that apply to external, rather than internal, exposure. Also, there are no |ALI values listed in 10 CFR 20 Appendix B for radioactive noble gases. From j

,
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this, it appears that radioactive noble gas concentrations do not apply to !
evaluating and posting Airborne Radioactivity Areas or to DAC-hour
determinations,

j

ANSWER: (a) Radioactive noble gas concentrations should agi be excluded with
regard to evaluating and posting airborne radioactivity areas. See the
discussion below. (b) Radioactive noble gases of the " submersion" class
(which have no inhalation ALI) should be excluded in determining DAC hours for
use in determining the committed effective dose equivalent (CEDE). In other
words, the DACs for noble gases are based on external dose and should not be |
used to assess internal dose. |

Discussion: The following discussion relates to the posting question.
Although the definition of DAC in 10 CFR 20.1003 does not include
concentrations calculated on the basis of the external dose resulting from
" submersion," Appendix B clearly states that the DAC values listed in Table 1
of Appendix B " relate to one of two modes of exposure: either external
submersion or the internal committed dose equivalents resulting from
inhalation of radioactive materials." The definition of " airborne
radioactivity area" refers to "... concentrations - (1) In excess of the
derived air concentrations (DACs) specified in Appendix B...." Thus, the
definition of " airborne radioactivity area" includes the DACs in Appendix B
that are noble gases and that are based on " submersion." The preamble to new
Part 20 (56 FR 23379, second and third columns) also indicates that areas that
meet the definition of " airborne radioactivity area" because of the presence
of noble gases are required to be posted.) (References: 10 CFR 20.1902,
20.1003).

OVESTION 459: In the answer to Question 379 (in the fifth set of questions
and answers under the heading for 10 CFR 20.1902), the NRC addressed the issue
of whether noble gases should be included in assessing the requirement to post
to area as an airborne radioactivity area. This question is intended to
obtain further clarification with regards to the two separate provisions that
require posting of airborne radioactivity areas. The first provision requires
posting of areas in which concentrations of airborne radioactive materials are
"in excess of the derived air concentrations (DACs) specified in Appendix B."
As pointed out previously (in the answer to Question 379), Appendix B includes
DACs for noble gases, and therefore noble gas concentrations should be
included in posting considerations. The second provision requires that
posting be established for areas where an individual could " exceed...an intake
of 0.6 percent of the annual limit on intake (ALI) or 12 DAC-hours" in a week.
The answer to question 379 states, " radioactive noble gases...(which have no
inhalation ALI) should be excluded in determining DAC hours for use in >

determining the committed effective dose equivalent (CEDE)." From this it
appears that for the second provision regarding posting of airborne
radioactivity areas, which established precautions to limit internal exposures
from intakes, one should not take into account noble gas concentrations
because they result in external exposures from submersion. However, noble gas
radioactive daughters must be included when determining posting requirements

- - _ _ _ - _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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under either provision. Is this clarification of the differences between the
two provisions and respective applicability of radioactive noble gas
concentrations correct?

ANSWER: Yes, assuming that it is understood that the "two provisions" in the
statements preceding the question refer to the two parts of the definition (in
10 CFR 20.1003) of " airborne radioactivity area", which are separated by the
word "or". There is only one " provision" that requires posting of airborne
radioactivity areas, the " provision" of 10 CFR 20.1902(d).
(References: 10 CFR 20.1902, 20.1502, 20.1003).

OVESTION 221: Since the posting requirements are all in terms of deep dose
equivalent, what requirements should be followed when posting for low energy
beta radiation?

ANSWER: Unless the beta particle can deliver a dose at a tissue depth of l'
cm, the area does not require posting for radiation area (20.1902(a)), high
radiation area (20.1902(b)), or very high radiation area (20.1902(c));
however, posting for airborne radioactivity area (20.1901(d)) and for areas or
rooms in which licensed material is used or stored (20.1901(e)) needs to be
con!idered for beta emitters. See Questions 57, Set 1, and 74 and 85, Set 2.
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1902, 20.1901)

0VESTION 460: Appendix B contains only one derived air concentration (DAC)
value for each radionuclide. The DAC provided in Appendix B is derived from
the more limiting of the stochastic or the non-stochastic annual limit on
intake (ALI). In Regulatory Guide 8.34 (Section 3.3) the NRC provides
guidance that the stochastic DAC should be used, in preference to the non-
stochastic DAC, to calculate the committed effective dose equivalent (CEDE).

,

This Regulatory Guide further provides a method for deriving stochastic DACs |
for radionuclides that only have the non-stochastic DAC listed in Appendix B.
In addition, Regulatory Guide 8.7 (Section 2.2) provides guidance that if the
CEDE does not exceed 1 rem, then organ doses, which utilize non-stochastic
DACs for calculation, need not be calculated. Some licensees have concluded, |from their prospective evaluations of potential internal dose to workers at
their facility, that workers are not likely to exceed 10% of an ALI (i.e., are
not likely to exceed 500 mrem CEDE). For the situation where the licensee has !concluded that workers are not likely to exceed 10% of an ALI, may the
licensee derive and use stochastic DACs, in lieu of the non-stochastic DACs
listed in Appendix B, for (a) posting and (b) exposure control purposes? Such
an approach, employing the stochastic DACs, would allow licensees to more
appropriately assess and control exposures commensurate with the applicable
radiological conditions, than would be the case if the more conservative, non-
stochastic DACs were used. For example, in evaluating the use of respirators |

with regard to keeping the total effective dose equivalent (TEDE) ALARA, the
use of stochastic DACs, and respective calculated internal dose projections,
would provide a more valid comparison with projected doses from external

_ _
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sources of exposure, than would be afforded through the use of non-stochastic
DACs.

ANSWER: (a) No, with respect to posting of " airborne radioactivity areas" in
accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 20.1902(d) and the definition of
" airborne radioactivity area" in 10 CFR 20.1003. The use of stochastic DACs
in lieu of non-stochastic DACs listed in Appendix B would require an
exemption, under the provisions of 10 CFR 20.2301 [ applications for
exemptions), from the posting requirements of 10 CFR 20.1902(d) [ posting of
airborne radioactivity areas] .

(b) It is not possible to answer the general question with respect to
" exposure control purposes," without having an explanation of what is meant by

,

this term. However, in regard to the specific example given, the use of a
stochastic DACs, and respective calculated internal dose projections, is
acceptable in evaluating the use of respirators with regard to keeping the ,

total effective dose equivalent (TEDE) ALARA, when this results in a more
valid comparison with projected doses from external sources of exposure than
would be afforded through the use of non-stochastic DACs.

Ngig: See related Question 459 (under the heading for 10 CFR 20.1902 in this
set) concerning the meaning of the word " applicable" in the phrase " applicable -

ALIs" in 10 CFR 20.1502. (References: 10 CFR 20.1902, 20.1502, 20.1003). ,

10 CFR 20.1903 Exceptions to Postina Reauirements

OVESTION 35: Do posting requirements apply to the hospital room of a
hospitalized nuclear medicine patient if the patient received less than 30 mci
and the dose rate at 1 meter is areater than 5 mrem /hr?

ANSWER: No, the hospital room is ng1 required to be posted orovided that the
provision of $20.1903(b)(2) is also met. (Note that only one of the three
conditions in 520.1903(b)(1) needs to be met and that one has been met).
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1903 (b)(1))

OVESTION 223: Are radiographers exempt from posting at a temporary field
site, under 10 CFR 20.1903(a), since they perform radiography in each area
less than 8 hours, attend the material to prevent exposure of individuals in
excess of the limits (i.e., have clear sight over the designated area and are
in constant attendance), and control the area (i.e., tell individuals to leave
if they come too close to the source)?

ANSWER: The new Part 20 requirements do not change this exemption.
Radiographers continue to be exempt under 20.1903(a); however, industrial
radiographers are required under 10 CFR 34.42 to conspicuously post areas
where radiography is being performed. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1903, 34.42)

__ __ __-_ _ _ _ _ _ . - _ _ _ _ __ .-__
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OVESTION 224: 10 CFR 20.1903(a) gives exemptions to posting " caution signs"
under certain conditions. Since 10 CFR 20.1902 specifies " danger" signs,
instead of caution signs, (e.g., " grave danger, very high radiation area"), do
the exemptions in 10 CFR 20.1903 apply to these " danger" areas as well?

ANSWER: No. The authorization to use only the term " danger" (vice " caution")
for a very high radiation area provides emphasis to the potential hazards.
There are no exemptions in the code for posting a very high radiation area.
Since a high radiation area does not reauire using the term " danger," the
exemption would apply to this area if the conditions of 10 CFR 20.1903(a) are
met. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1903, 20.1902)

10 CFR 20.1904 Labelino Containers

OVESTION 127: 10 CFR 20.1904(a), Labeling containers, indicates in a
parenthetical statement that "the radionuclides (s) present" may now be
intended to be a part of the information required to be included on labels.
In reply to comments on this rule, the preamble (56 FR 23380, first column)
provides a special interpretation for nuclear power plant licensees as to
acceptable methods for compliance for labeling fission and activation product
containers. Taken together, the rule and preamble can be understood to mean
that nuclear power plant licensees are required by the new Part 20 to include
the words " activation products" and/or " mixed fission products" on all
containers in which greater than an Appendix C quantity is present -- a
considerable undertaking which would not contribute appreciably to radiation
protection. Do the words "such as" in the parenthetical statement mean that
this interpretation is incorrect?

ANSWER: Yes. This interpretation of the rule and preamble is incorrect. The
parenthetical statement provides examples of the types of information that may
be included on the label; it is not a requirement to include all of the
information in the parenthetical statement. However, 10 CFR 20.1904 does
require the label to include sufficient information to permit individuals
handling or using the containers, or working in the vicinity of the
'ontainers, to take precautions to avoid or minimize exposures. Simply having
only " Caution, Radioactive Material" or " Danger, Radioactive Material" on the
label is not sufficient.
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1904)

OVESTION 128: If a package containing radioactive material is to be shipped,
and marking the package as low specific activity (LSA) is the only U.S.
Department of Transportation (DOT) warning requirement, is labeling under 10
CFR 20.1904(a) required?

ANSWER: No. Although the exemption of 10 CFR 20.1905(d) applies to U.S.
Department of Transportation (DOT) " labeled" containers, not DOT " marked"
containers, the Statement of Considerations, in discussing 10 CFR 20.1905(d)
[56 FR 23380, second column], states that " Quantities and concentrations not
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requiring DOT labels would not warrant an NRC labeling requirement." See also
the answer to Question 36 (10 CFR 20.1906), which indicates that D0T " marked"
packages are not DOT " labeled" packages.
(References: 10 CFR 20.1904, 20.1905). -

t

'
00ESTION 226: (a) Under 10 CFR 20.1904, what is a container? (b) How big
can a container be? (c) Can a room be considered a container? (d) Is a
transportation cask a container when it is not being transported? (e) Are i
vehicles (e.g., trailer of a tractor-trailer) containers?

ANSWER: (a) In the context of 10 CFR 20.1904, and in accordance with Health
Physics Position (HPPOS) 28, a container is a receptacle in which radioactive

,material is held or carried.
(b) There is no limit to the size of a container.
(c) Typically, a room is not considered a container; it is. considered an
area, and should be posted as such.

_ |(d) A transportation cask or package.in certain circumstances could be a
container. If a container is in transport, and packaged and labeled in ':

accordance with Department of Transportation regulations, it is exempt from t

the labelling requirements of 10 CFR 20.1904. If, however, the '

container / cask / package is not in transport, it is subject to the labelling ;

requirements of 10 CFR 20.1904.
.

(e) Under certain circumstances, the trailer of a tractor-trailer could be. ?

considered a container. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1904, HPPOS 28)

10 CFR 20.1906 Procedures for Receivina and Openino Packaaes

00ESTION 36: Part 20 requires that " labelled packages" be monitored. Is it
'

correct to assume that only packages with White I, Yellow II, or Yellow III
labels must be monitored, and that marked packages (LSA or radioactive

,

markings) are not required to be monitored? +

ANSWER: Yes. Based on the statement of considerations, it is correct to i

assume that only packages with DOT White I, Yellow II or Yellow III labels
need to be monitored. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1906(b)(1))

'

|
|-

! OUESTION 108: Can the surveys of radiographic exposure devices performed
under 10 CFR 34.43(b) and (c) be used to show compliance with 10 CFR
20.1906(f)? If so, is it sufficient to document the survey once, to satisfy
both requirements?

ANSWER: The survey performed to show compliance with 10 CFR 34.43(c) can be
used to show compliance with 10 CFR 20.1906(f). It is sufficient _to document 4

|the survey results one time.
The survey performed to show compliance with 20 CFR 34.43(b) cannot be used to

j show compliance with 10 CFR 29.1906(f). The purpose of the survey performed '

L
l

i

;
i

.

_

,
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under 10 CFR 20.1906(f) is to ensure that the radioactive source is still
properly lodged in its shield after transport.
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1906(f), 34.43(b), and 34.43(c)).

OVESTION 227: (a) Must gauge licensees perform a survey of each gauge
package (if the package is labeled with a Department of Transportation label)
for contamination and radiation levels upon receipt of the package? (b) What
surveys must a licensee perform during routine operation where portable gauges
are transported daily from site to site, then returned to a storage location?

ANSWER: (a) As a result of amendments to Part 20 published on 8/31/92 [57 FR
39353), the licensee is not required to survey the gauge package for
contamination if the scurce is in special form as defined in 10 CFR 71.4 and
is not required to monitor radiation levels unless the package contains
quantities of radioactive material that are in excess of the Type A quantity,
as defined in 10 CFR 71.4 and Appendix A to Part 71, provided there is not
evidence of degradation of package integrity.
(b) If there is no evidence of degradation of package integrity, no surveys
are required if the package contains less than or equal to a Type A quantity
and the source is in special form. If the source is not in special form, a
contamination survey is required; if the source is greater than a Type A
quantity, the external surface of the package must be monitored for radiation
levels. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1906, 71.4)

OVESTIM 228: A licensee (e.g., radiographer, moisture density gauge
operator, well logger) has a source that the licensee transports to temporary
job sites in a licensee-owned vehicle. 10 CFR 20.1906(f) exempts the licensee
from performing contamination surveys during routine operations, but does not
exempt the licensee from performing surveys for radiation levels. (a) When
must the licensee perform such surveys (i.e., when is the package " received")?
Is it only after returning to the storage location at the end of the day? (b)
Or is each transport from one temporary site to another considered a shipment,
with a " receipt" at each job site?

ANSWER: (a) The source should be surveyed at the end of the work day, just
prior to or immediately after storage. If the package contains quantities
less than a Type A quantity, the licensee is not required to survey the
surface of the package for radiation levels. If the package contains
quantities of radioactive material in excess of a Type A quantity, as defined
in 10 CFR 71.4 and Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 71, the licensee, in accordance
with 10 CFR 20.1906(c), shall perform monitoring as soon as practicable but
not later than 3 hours after the package is received at the licensee's
facility if it is received during the licensee's normal working hours, or not
later than 3 hours from the beginning of the next working day if it is
received after working hours.
(b) No. The package "is received at the licensee facility" when it is
returned to the storage location at the end of the day. It is not necessary
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to survey radiation levels at temporary job sites. (Reference: 10 CFR
20.1906, 71.4)

0 ESTION 229: Will the radiographers have to wipe test the sealed source upon
receipt (10 CFR 20.1906(b)(1)) even if the manufacturer has performed a recent
leak test on the source?

ANSWER: The requirements of 20.1906 refer to the external surface of package,
not the source itself; the requirement to wipe test a source is usually a
license condition. If the source is not a gas or not in special form, the
licensee is required to monitor the labeled package (White I, Yellow II or
III) for contamination regardless of whether a leak test has been performed.
If the source is in special form as defined in 10 CFR 71.4, the external
surface of the package does not need to be monitored for contamination.
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.1906, 71.4)

OUEST10N 230: 10 CFR 20.1906(a) gives specific requirements for packages
containing radioactive material in excess of Type A quantities; it is not
followed by the word "and." 10 CFR 20.1906(b) appears to apply to all
packages as containing radioactive material, or labeled packages that are
crushed, wet, or damaged. Is it a correct statement that 10 CFR 20.1906(b)
requirements have nothing to do with Type A quantities, and that (a) and (b)
are independent requirements?

ANSWER: No. 10 CFR 20.1906(b)(2) correlates radiation level monitoring
requirements with Type A quantities; however, 10 CFR 20.1906(a) and (b) are
independent requirements because 20.1906(a) delineates requirements for making
arrangement for receivina radioactive material, and 10 CFR 20.1906(b)
delineates the monitorino requirements once the material is received. See

Question 227. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.1906, 71.4)

K - WASTE DISPOSAL

10 CFR 20.2001 Waste Disoosal - General

0VESTION 376: " Decay in storage" is one means of waste disposal authorized in
the new Part 20 [10 CFR 20.2001(a)(2)]. How can " decay in storage" be used
for wastes (a) at nuclear power plants and (b) at materials facilities?

ANSWER: (a) The inclusion of the " decay in storage" option in new Part 20
does not provide any new options for waste disposal at nuclear power plants.
See the discussion of " decay in storage" in the preamble to new Part 20 (56 FR
23380-23381). " Decay in storage" is a practical means of disposal only for
radionuclides with short half lives. Wastes from nuclear power reactors
usually include radionuclides whose half lives are too long for application of
the " decay in storage" option. In any case, wastes that are to be released to
unrestricted areas after having decayed in storage must meet the requirements
of one of the other allowed forms of waste disposal in Part 20, or the
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requirements of $35.92, " Decay in-storage," of 10 CFR Part 35 or the specific
requirements given in the applicable NRC or Agreement State License
conditions. However, the requirements of $35.92 of Part 35 are not applicable
to Part 50 licensees. (b) As indicated in the answer to part (a) of this
question, wastes that are to be released to unrestricted areas after having
decayed in storage must meet the requirements of one of the other allowed
forms of waste disposal in Part 20, or the requirements of $35.92, " Decay in
Storage," of 10 CFR Part 35 or the specific requirements given in the
applicable WRC or Agreement State License conditions. For medical licensees
(under 10 CFR Part 35), requests for specific license amendments providing
exemptions from 10 CFR 35.92 may be considered by the NRC for approval based
on extraordinary circumstances, in accordance with 10 CFR 35.19, provided that
the licensee demonstrates a real need for the requested exemption. These
exemption requests to NRC Regional Offices will be reviewed at NRC
Headquarters on a case-by-case basis under a technical assistance request from
the Regional Office.

See The answer to Question 389 for additional discussion of decay in storage.

(Reference: 10 CFR 20.2001).

QL!ESTION 389: The revised 10 CFR 20 includes a new provision that allows
disposal of licensed material "...by decay in storage..." What criteria
should be used in implementing this provision? Is the NRC planning to develop
generic guidance for " decay in storage"?

ANSWER: See the answer to question 376 for a discussion of " decay in
storage." As indicated in that answer, " decay in storage" is not a practical
means of disposal of licensed material at nuclear power plants (and at some
other facilities). Therefore, the NRC is providing no criteria to be used in
implementing this provision at nuclear power plants and is not planning to
develop (additional) generic guidance for " decay in storage" at nuclear power
plants. As noted in the statement of considerations for new Part 20 (56 FR
23380, third column, and 23381, first column), technically, the " decay in
storage" option has always been available to licensees as an allowed waste
disposal option. This option was formally included in the proposed and final
rules because the list of disposal options is exclusive and there had been
questions as to whether this option is allowed under 5520.1-20.601 (in old
Part 20). It should be noted that this option does not allow material that
has " decayed in storage" to be released to an unrestricted area unless it
meets the requirements of one of the other allowed forms of waste disposal in
part 20, or the requirements of $35.92, " Decay in Storage," of 10 CFR Part 35,
or the specific requirements given in any NRC or Agreement State license.
(References: 10 CFR 20.2001).

OVESTION 432: Questions 376 and 389, in the fifth set of questions and
answers under the heading for 10 CFR 20.2001, concern the use of the " decay in
storage" option of 10 CFR 20.2001(a)(2) at nuclear power plants and at

|
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materials facilities. However, it is not clear whether or not these questions
and answers also apply to non-power reactor facilities. How can this option i
be used at non-power reactor facilities?

ANSWER; As indicated in the statement of considerations for new Part 20 (56
FR 23380, third column, and 23381, first column), and in the answers to
questions 376 and to 389, technically, the " decay in storage" option has
always been available to all licensees as an allowed waste disposal option.
However, this option does not allow material to be released to an unrestricted
area unless it meets the requirements of one of the other allowed forms of
waste disposal in 10 CFR Part 20, or the requirements of f35.92, " Decay in
Storage," of 10 CFR Part 35 (for medical licensees, only), or the specific
license conditions given in any NRC or Agreement State license.
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.2001).

10 CFR 20.2003 Discosal by Release into Sanitary Seweraae

'
OVESTION .39: Can biological material be defined better in 20.20037 For
example, is all organic material biological material? Can animal fats be
released to the sewer?

'

ANSWER: Biological material, in its ordinary meaning, is material pertaining
to living organisms (plants or animals). The statement of nsiderations
indicates that ground-up animal carcasses are examples of h material.
Animal fats are biological material and, if "dispersible," be released to,

the sewer. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.2003(a)(1))

L - RECORDS

10 CFR 20.2101 Records. General Provisions

OVESTION 116: 10 CFR 20.2101(b) requires tiae licensee to make a clear
distinction among the dose quantities entered on the records and gives
examples of the following different dose quantities: total effective dose
equivalent, shallow dose equivalent, eye dose equivalent, deep dose
equivalent, committed effective dose equivalent. Does this mean (for example)
that the dose rates measured during surveys of external radiation fields.must
be recorded in terms of one of these dose quantities or (as another example)
that the results of air sampling must be recorded in terms of one of these
quantities?

ANSWER: No. The examples given refer to dose quantities used for doses to
individuals, not to dose (or activity) quantities used in surveys of areas.
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.2101)

OVESTION 117: Does the requirement of 10 CFR 20.2101(a) to use the unit
curie (for activity) mean that it will not be permissible to record the

,
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results of contamination surveys in units of disintegrations per minute (dpm) l

or mrad smearable?

ANSWER: No. The 10 CFR 20.2101(a) requirement as it applies to units of
activity (curies) is intended to apply to records of quantities of material
directly related to the explicit requirements of Part 20 (e.g., storage and
control, posting and labeling, waste disposal, concentrations in air, and |

individual intakes of radioactive material). It is not intended to apply to
surveys for contamination. (Note: There are requirements in 10 CFR 35.70(h),
which applies to medical licensees, to record the results of surveys for
removable contamination as disintegrations per minute per 100 square
centimeters.) (Reference: 10 CFR 20.2101) (

OVESTION 428: 10 CFR 20.2102(a) requires the use of the units curie, rad, rem,
including multiples and subdivisions, on records required by Part 20. May a
licensee continue to use roentgen-based units (e.g., R, mR, R/h, mR/h) in
exposure control, radiation survey, and instrument and dosimeter calibration
records without conversion to rad or rem, provided that assessed doses for
individuals are recorded in units of rad or rem?
Backcround: The purpose in asking this question is to establish whether or
not the units of measurement specified in 10 CFR 20.2101(a) -- curie, rad, j

rem, and multiples and subdivisions -- must appear in all records required by
Part 20 or only in those records that specifically deal with activity,
absorbed dose, or dose equivalent. The intent is to be scientifically correct
in recording exposure rate measurements made with radiation survey instruments

| and estimates of exposure obtained with direct-reading dosimeters and to avoid
' unnecessary changes to existing recordkeeping practices. Nuclear fuel cycle,

radiography, medical, well-logging, and low-level waste licensees perform
hundreds of thousands of radiation surveys each year with instruments that are

.

calibrated for exposure rate and that read out in units of pR/h, mR/h, or R/h. {
Thousands of workers at nuclear power plants and licensed radiographers wear !

direct-reading dosimeters that are calibrated for exposure and that display mR {
or R. These radiation surveys and dosimeters are used to estimate exposure 4

rates and exposures for the purpose of controlling individual doses, but they
are not normally used to assess dose equivalent. Therefore, it is not
normally necessary to convert roentgen-based units to rad or rem in records of
surveys and dosimeter readings. Rather than change the hundreds of forms, ;,

' survey maps, logs and calibration sheets that are used at a facility to record '

exposure control data, radiation surveys, and calibrations, each licensee
would prefer to continue recording radiation levels and exposures in roentgen-
based units and to explain the relationship of these units to rem in a single
program document, such as the facility's radiation protection plan. An

- example of such an explanation for a nuclear power plant is " exposures and
I exposure rates measured and recorded in roentgen-based units are numerically 1

| equal to or. greater than deep-dose equivalent rates in rem-based units for the
f x-ray and gamma radiation energies normally present in locations other than

inside or near open reactor plant components." The use of a single program
statement would permit a licensee to rea 1 what was actually measured in the
true units of measurement. This approi. r. to recording exposures and exposure

.

1

I

|
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rates appears to be consistent with 10 CFR 20.2101(a), which implicitly !

prohibits the use of the SI units becquerel, gray, and sievert, but which does i
not prohibit the use of roentgen and other appropriate units when measuring
and recording quantities other than activity, absorbed dose, and dose
equivalent. It is also consistent with the use of roentgen-based units in 10
CFR Part 34 (55 34.21, 34.24, 34.33) and in 10 CFR Part 39 (56 39.33).

ANSWER: Yes, except that the " assessed doses for individuals" must be
recorded and reported in terms of dose equivalent quantities in units of res

,

for demonstrating compliance with the limits of Part 20. |

As indicated in the background to the question, 10 CFR 20.2101(a) prescribes
the units to be used for the cuantities activity, absorbed dose, and dose
equivalent on records required by Part 20. 10 CFR 20.2101(a) also requires
that each licensee clearly indicate the units of all quantities on records
required by Part 20. The roentgen is a gail for the cuantity exposure; it is
not a unit for the cuantities absorbed dose or dose equivalent. Thus the use
of this cuantity and Mn11 are not inconsistent with the requirements of 10 CFR
20.2101(a). However, the cuantity exposure and its unit roentgen are commonly
used as surrogates for the auantity absorbed dose and the unit rad or the
auantity dose equivalent and the unit rem. When this is the case for use of
the cuantity exposure and its unit roentgen on records required by Part 20,
the quantitative relationship between exposure (roentgen) and absorbed dose
(rad) or dose equivalent (res) must be clearly documented and understood by
individuals using these quantities and units in meeting the requirements of
Part 20. The documentation of this relationship may be in the licensee's
" radiation protection plan" or other radiation protection program document (s),
including survey procedures; it is not necessary that this relationship (e.g.,
conversion factor) appear on each form, map, or log used in surveys and
calibrations. It may be assumed that one roentgen equals one rem, or a more
accurate conversion factor may be used. The relationship between exposure
(roentgen) and absorbed dose (rad) or dose equivalent (rem) should also be
included in the instruction (training) of individuals who make the
measurements of exposure (in roentgen units), and records of those
measurements, that are required by Part 20.

Nalg: The answer to Question 96(a) [in the third set of questions and answers
under section 10 CFR 20.1003] has been revised to be consistent with the
answer above. Questions 116 and 117 and answers (in the third set of
questions and answers under section 10 CFR 20.2101] also discuss dose !

quantities and units to be used in records. (References: 10 CFR 20.2101,
20.1003; 10 CFR 34.21, 34.24, 34.33; 10 CFR 39.33).

i

10 CFR 20.2104 Determination of Prior Occupational Dose

OVESTION 10: Why does the revised Part 20 still require Form 4?

ANSWER: Form 4 is used as a cumulative record of exposures at each licensee
facility and serves as a mechanism for transmitting data from one licensee to
another. Licensees must attempt to obtain the information on lifetime
cumulative occupational radiation dose on Form 4, or equivalent, for all

1

i
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workers requiring monitoring. Licensees must obtain that information for '

occupational radiation doses received during the current year and prior to-
permitting a Planned Special Exposure. (See 10 CFR 20.2104.) Form 4 is not
transmitted to the NRC. Form 5 is a summary of annual exposure and may have
more frequent entries. The data on several previous form 5's might be used to '

prepare a summary Form 4. The Form 5 will be provided to the NRC annually for
workers .in 7 classes of licensed facilities under the new Part 20.
(References: 10 CFR 20.2104, 20.2206) :

!

OVESTION 51: Do 10 CFR 20.2104(a), 20.2104(d) and Footnote 4 to 20.2104(d) I
mean that a licensee must "backfit" effective dose equivalents (EDE) for
individuals who were occupationally exposed before implementation of the new
Part 207

.

ANSWER: No. Such backfitting is not required. However, licensees m_u, if
they so desire, make estimates of the EDE and committed EDE-based on the occu- !pational dose records available for this period. (References: 10 CFR

.

20.2104(a), 20.2104(d), Footnote 4 to 20.210d d)) 2

OUESTION 55: 10 CFR 20.2104(e)(1) prorates the 5-rem annual limit on the
total effective dose equivalent-at a rate of 1.25 rems per quarter for each ;

quarter for which records were unavailable but includes no similar provisions !

for the other annual limits (individual organs, eye, skin, extremities). Is
similar proration required for doses covered by the other limits?

ANSWER: Yes. As indicated in tne statement of considerations (56 FR "23383,first column), the values for the other limits should be reduced by one
quarter for each unreported quarter.

;

(References: 10 CFR 20.1201(f), 20.2104(e)(1)) ;

;

OVESTION 113: If an NRC licensee employs an individual formerly employed at :!
a DOE lab and that individual's DOE lab dose record shows a CEDE of more than ,

5 rems (but within DOE limits) must the NRC licensee consider this an ;

overexposure and reduce this individual's planned special exposure allowance ;

accordingly? |
!

ANSWER: No. The " limits" referenced.in_20.2104(a)(2) and 20.1206(e) are the !
limits in effect and applicable to the individual at the time of the exposure. '

-

It should be noted that if the 5 rem CEDE was received during the current i

year, this individual would not be allowed any further exposure for-the i
balance of the year. (References: 10 CFR 20.2104 and 20.1206(e)). ;

IOVESTION 139: In-vivo measurements for an incoming worker could indicate-
that the worker's internal dose, as determined and recorded by the preceding -
licensee, was incorrect. What action would the NRC expect the current
licensee to take?

)
-|

, ..
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ANSWER: The NRC would expect the licensee to correct the erroneous dose,
document the reasons for that correction, and inform the worker about this
correction.
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.2104)

t

OVESTION 142: (a) In compliance with 10 CFR 20.2104(a)(2), what constitutes
an acceptable attemot to obtain a record of the lifetime dose for a worker?
(b) Since there are no limits for lifetime doses (other than planned special
exposures), and lifetime dose reports to workers are not required, why must
licensees go to the expense of obtaining and recording these doses?

ANSWER: (a) The licensee should request this information from the worker.
Alternatively, the licensee also may request this information from the
worker's most recent employer for work involving radiation exposure or the
worker's current employer if the individual is not employed by the licensee.
If this request is denied, the licensee need make no further efforts to obtain
the information; however, the individual will not be available for a planned
special exposure. (b) As explained in the Statement of Considerations (56 FR
23383, 23384) the requirement to attempt to obtain the records of lifetime ,

cumulative doses follows one of the provisions of the guidance to Federal I

agencies on occupational radiation protection. Also, as stated in SECY-88-315
(available in the NRC Public Document Room), the recordkeeping and reporting
requirements of the new Part 20 are consistent with implementing an NRC staff
recommendation to establish a registry of radiation workers and their
radiation doses. Such a registry will be of value in analyzing doses received
by workers at several sites during the year, in tracking exposure trends, and
will facilitate epidemiological studies of potential radiation-induced health
effects.
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.2104).

OVESTION 143: 10 CFR 20.2104(c) states in three places that licensees may
accept or obtain dose data from the most recent employer. The most recent
employer may not be the licensee at whose facility the worker was most
recently exposed. Will it be permissible to accept or obtain the data from ,

the most recent facility at which the worker was exposed? (Small contractors i

often do not have the data. Nuclear power plant licensees in general would
much prefer to continue receiving data from the most recent licensee).

.

|
ANSWER: Yes.
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.2104).

QUESTION 371: 10 CFR 20.2104(c)(1) states that a licensee may accept, as a
record of the occupational dose that the individual received during the

'current year, a written signed statement from the individual. If this was
done and the statement is false, would a resulting exposure greater than 5 rem
in the year be considered an overexposure and a violation?

ANSWER: The exposure would be an " overexposure" (an occupational dose in
excess of the annual limit). However, as indicated in the statement of
considerations for the new Part 20 (56 FR 23384, first column) if the

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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individual deliberately falsifies the statement, the licensee would not be
penalized for a resulting overexposure. Furthermore, the staff believes that
the licensee should not be penalized for false information provided by the
individual even if the falsification was not deliberate. However, as
indicated in Regulatory Guide 8.7, Rev. 1, although not required by the
regulations, it is considered good health physics practice to verify the
information on prior exposure provided by the individual. Such verifications
should reduce the likelihood of overexposure resulting from false information
on prior exposures. If an individual deliberately provides false information
on the prior dose, that individual would be in potential violation of the new
regulations covering the " deliberate misconduct" (56 FR 40664, 8/15/91) that
caused the licensee to be in violation of the regulatory limit. (Reference:
10 CFR 20.2104)

OVESTION 390: During 1993, there may be radiation workers transiting between
licensees that have, and have not, implemented the revised Part 20.
(a) In the case of a worker whose dose was monitored earlier in the year at a
licensee that M implemented the revised Part 20 and is now inprocessing at a 4

licensee that has not implemented the revised Part 20: (1) Should "whole body
dose" be taken as the " total effective dose equivalent" (TEDE) or as the " deep
dose equivalent" (DDE) recorded by the previous licensee? (2) If the
individual has received dose in excess of an "old" Part 20 limit for the
current quarter, but less than the respective revised Part 20 limit for the
year (e.g., shallow dose equivalent to an extremity of 20 rems for both the i

current quarter and year to date), is the individual unavailable for any
further exposure in that dose category for the remainder of the quarter? (3)
If the individual has received dose in excess of the " implied annual limit" of
the "old" Part 20, but less than the respective annual limit in the revised
Part 20 (e.g., shallow dose equivalent to the skin of 35 rems in the current
quarter and year to date), is the individual unavailable for further exposure
in that dose category for the remainder of the year? (4) If the individual
has received a planned special exposure (PSE) at the previous workplace in the
current quarter, how should the PSE dose be accounted for as prior
occupational dose by the present licensee under the "old" Part 207 Should the
PSE dose be subtracted from the available current quarter dose for that dose
category?
(b) In the case of a worker whose dose was monitored earlier in the year at a
licensee that has not implemented the revised Part 20 and is now inprocessing
at a licensee that M implemented the revised Part 20: if the individual has
received recorded internal dose (in terms of rem) or internal exposure (in
terms of MPC-hrs) or internal uptake (in terms of organ burden), how should
this data be considered with regard to revised Part 20 requirements (i.e.,
TEDE, CEDE, or CDE)?

ANSWER: (a) (1) DDE. (2) Yes, the individual is " unavailable for any further
exposure in that dose category for the remainder of the quarter" because the
individual has already exceeded the applicable dose limit for the quarter.
(3) The individual is unavailable for further exposure in that dose category
for the remainder of the quarter (because the individual has exceeded the
applicable dose limit for the quarter), but is available for further expure
in that dose category for the remainder of the year after the end of the
quarter. (4) The PSE dose should be accounted for as occupational dose
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received during the quarter and should be subtracted from the available |current quarter dose for the dose category.

(b) CEDE.

(Reference: 10 CFR 20.2104).

OVESTION 64: The following question relates to the requirements of 10 CFR
20.2104(a)(2), 20.2104(c), and 20.2104(d) concerning records of lifetime
cumulative occupational dose. Assuming that (1) the licensee has obtained, by
electronic media, a printed report (or reports) containing the Form 4
information on an individual's lifetime cumulative dose, (2) the individual
who received the dose signed Form 4, or equivalent, in accordance with 10 CFR
20.2104(d), and (3) there is no other signature attesting to the authenticity
of the Form 4 record. Is the licensee in compliance with the requirements in
10 CFR 20.2104 concerning records of lifetime cumulative occupational dose?

ANSWER: Yes. As stated in Regulatory Guide 8.7, Section C.I.3, to
demonstrate compliance with the requirement of 10 CFR 20.2104(a)(2) (to
attempt to obtain the records of lifetime cumulative occupational radiation
dose), the individual to be monitored may provide a written estimate of the
cumulative lifetime dose or an up-to-date NRC Form 4 signed by the individual.
This information does not need to be verified so long as the individual does
not participate in a planned special exposure. However, in the unlikely event

,

that it was the individual who provided the licensee with the report by
electronic media, Regulatory Guide 8.7, Section C.I.3, also states that
"Although not required by the regulations, it is considered good health
physics practice to verify the information provided by the individual."
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.2104)

OUESTION 408:

Background

10 CFR 20.2104 states that for each individual for whom monitoring is I
required, the licensee must- !
1) Determine the occupational radiatic.7 dose for the current year; and l

2) Attempt to obtain the records of lifetime cumulative occupational ,

radiation dose.
,

" Records of lifetime cumulative occupational radiation dose" refers to
occupational dose records prior to the current year. These records are
only used when implementing the planned special exposure option.

Some licensees may use prior year's TEDE to control an individual's |
lifetime dose in compliance with NCRP-91 recommendations or average ;

annual exposure in compliance with ICRP-60 recommendations. However, I

other prior year's dose quantities such as shallow dose equivalent (SDE) I
and lens (eye) dose equivalent (LDE) are not useful to licensees and j

1
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provide no additional protection to individuals. Therefore, it was
reasonable and compliant to obtain only TEDE for prior years.

Can a licensee seek only to obtain the TEDE occupational dose quantity for
prior years to comply with the 20.2104(a)(2) requirement to " attempt to obtain
the records of lifetime cumulative occupational radiation dose"?

ANSWER: Yes, provided the licensee does not intend to authorize planned
special exposures for the individuals for whom the licensee attempts to obtain
only the TEDE. For planned special exposures, the provisions of 10 CFR
20.1206(e) that limit " lifetime" exposures apply to all occupational doses
having annual limits in 10 CFR 20.1201(a) (TEDE, organ dose, eye dose, skin
dose and extremity dose), not just the TEDE. The reasons for this requirement
other than for use in cases of planned special exposures are given in the
answer to question 142(b). (Reference: 10 CFR 20.2104)

OVESTION 420: This question refers to the answer to Question 55 in the first
set of questions and answers under 5 20.2104. (a) Despite the quoted
reference, 5 20.2104 only refers to occupational radiation dose (why radiation
when the defined term is occupational dose?), which is defined in terms of
" dose". (b) The definition of dose does not include eye, shallow, or
extremity doses. What is the regulatory basis for including eye, shallow, and
extremity doses within the scope of 5 20.2104 where it is so explicitly not
included? A simple discussion in the Statement of Considerations does not
seem to be an adequate basis for rewriting a regulation. (c) Are the dose
histories of these three organs (eye, skin, extremity) so high as to
necessitate the paperwork to track these for new employees? I suspect that -

for the vast majority of workers, these are negligible compared to TEDE.

ANSWER:

(a) " Dose" and " radiation dose" are synonymous (see " Dose or radiation dose"
in s 20.1003); therefore, " occupational dose" and " occupation radiation dose"
are synonymous.

(b) Contrary to the statement in the question, " dose or radiation dose" is
broadly defined in Part 20 as "a generic term that means absorbed dose, da'se
equivalent, effective dose equivalent, committed dose equivalent, committed
effective dose equivalent, or total effective dose equivalent, as defined in
other paragraphs of... [10 CFR 20.1003]". The " eye dose equivalent" and the
" shallow dose equivalent" (the quantity used in the limits for the skin and
for the extremities) are both " dose equivalent" quantities and, therefore, are
" doses" as defined in Part 20. The occupational dose limits include limits
for the eye, shallow, and extremity doses and the " occupational dose" in 10
CFR 20.2104(a)(1) includes the eye, shallow, and extremity doses. The
recommer.dation in the Statement of Considerations (which is not an explicit *

requirement in the regulation) that, in establishing administrative controls, i

the licensee should reduce the values for limits other than the TEDE by one ,

quarter of their annual limit for each unreported quarter provides a method,
acceptable to the NRC staff, for licensees to demonstrate compliance with
those limits when records of those doses are missing for a portion of the
year.
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(c) A licensee is required to determine a particular occupational dose
received by a new employee earlier in the current year only if the licensee
makes the prospective determination that individual monitoring will be
required, pursuant to 10 CFR 20.1502, for the prospective occupational dose.
If the licensee determines that individual monitoring for eye or shallow or
extremity dose are not required for a particular individual (because, at the
licensee's facility, those doses are not likely to exceed 10 percent of the -

limits for those doses), the licensee is not required to determine the prior ;

eye or shallow or extremity doses. (References: 10 CFR 20.2104, 20.1003).

10 CFR 20.2105 Records of Planned Soecial Exoosures

00ESTION 112: A licensee authorizes a " planned special exposure" in
accordance with 10 CFR 20.1206 and the doses to the involved individuals are
fortuitously much lower than anticipated. In retrospect, a planned special
exposure authorization was unnecessary. May the doses be assigned as
" routine" doses on the Form 5 rather than recorded as planned special exposure
doses?

ANSWER: No. Following a planned special exposure, the individual doses must
be recorded in accordance with 10 CFR 20.2105 (no matter how small) and may
not be recorded as routine doses on the Form 5.
(References: 10 CFR 20.1206 and 20.2105).

10 CFR 20.2106 Records of Individual Monitorino Results

00ESTION 399: The NRC Form 5 (Item No. 8) provides for entry of multiple NRC
license numbers. Some licensees may hold multiple licenses and provide common
monitoring (e.g., a single set of dosimeters) for personnel working under any
or all of the licenses. In such cases, it is proposed that only a single NRC
Form 5 would be generated for each individual, listing all licenses under
which they were monitored under 20.1502. Is this acceptable to satisfy
regulatory requirements?

ANSWER: Yes, in general. For one nuclear power station, it is acceptable for
the licensee to provide a single NRC Form 5 for an individual who works at one
or more units at the station. However, a nuclear utility that has two or more
power stations should not use a single NRC Form 5 for an individual who works
at two or more different stations; a separate form should be used for each
station at which the individual works. (References: 10 CFR 20.2106, 20.2206,
Reg. Guide 8.7).

OVESTION 400: NRC Form 5 (Item No.10B) includes the symbol "V", which is not
'

defined in Regulatory Guide 8.7, Revision 1. (a) Does the "V" signify " vapor"
as used in Federal Guidance Report No. 117 (b) If so, how is this lung
clearance class to be applied in operational air sampling and internal
dosimetry programs?

ANSWER: (a) "V" in Item 10B of Form 5 is an abbreviation for the lung
clearance class " vapor" in Appendix B to 10 CFR 20.1001 - 20.2401. " Vapor" is

!

!
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listed as a lung clearance " class" for only two elements, sulfur and nickel.
(However, the " water" inhalation class for hydrogen-3 indicates water vapor.)
(b) The " vapor" inhalation class should be used when the radionuclides are
present in the form of a vapor in the air and the associated air sampling
should be appropriate for sampling the radionuclides in this form.
(References: 10 CFR 20.2106, 20.2206, Reg. Guide 8.7).

00ESTION 401: NRC Form 5 (Item No. 20) provides for the signature of the
licensee's authorized representative responsible for the data and is not noted
as " optional" as is the licensee signature block on NRC Form 4. Appendix A of
Regulatory Guide 8.7, Rev. 1, " Instructions for Recording and Reporting
Occupational Radiation Exposure Data," provides for the licensee to sign the
transmittal letter for electronic transmission of exposure data to the NRC and
thereby certify the database. If a letter certifying the database is
maintained on file, can the licensee so note NRC Form 5's which are generated
from the database, e.g., " signature on file," rather than signing each
individual NRC Form?" In particular, this would facilitate the providing of
individual exposure reports annually to each worker, as required by 10 CFR
Part 19.

ANSWER: Yes, if the exposure data are reported to the NRC by electronic
transmission, the Form 5 exposure report prepared from the data base and
provided to the worker need not be signed (" signature on file" is acceptablQ.
However, if the exposure data are provided to the NRC on Form 5, rather than
by electronic transmission, the form must be signed. As noted in the
question, the signature block on Form 5 is not optional. (References: 10 CFR
20.2106, 20.2206, Reg. Guide 8.7, Rev. 1).

00ESTION 402: NRC Form 5 (Item No. 21, " Comments") implies that dose from a
" hot particle" should be added to the shallow dose equivalent, maximum
extremity (SDE, ME - Block 14). However, I&E Notice 90-48 states that " hot
particle exposure will not be added to skin doses from sources other than hot
particles." (a) Should hot particle doses be added to the shallow dose
equivalent as implied? (b) If so, should this dose be subtracted from the
applicable dose category with regard to remaining available shallow dose
equivalent (skin or extremity) for the year? Based on our understanding of
the intent of I&E Notice 90-48, we believe that " hot particle" doses should
not be subtracted from the remaining available shallow dose equivalent (skin
or extremity) for the year.

ANSWER: The intent of the " hot particle" example in the instructions for Item
21 on Form 5 is simply to give one an example of how this space on the form
might be used. There is no intention to imply that hot particle doses should
be added to other doses. The question of adding hot particle skin doses to
other skin doses was addressed in IE Information Notice 90-48, " Enforcement
policy for Hot Particle Exposures," and the enforcement policy enclosed with
that notice, and in Health Physics Position (HPPOS) 246 (in NUREG/CR-5569).
The NRC policy and staff positions in these documents have not been changed by
new Part 20 or the instructions for Form 5 in Reg. Guide. Answers to the
specific questions are as follows: (a) As indicated in HPPOS-246, licensees
may choose whether or not to add a hot particle dose to other skin or

_ _ _ ___
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extremity doses. However, in either case, the record should be clear as to
the amount of the hot particle dose. In determining whether or not an
overexposure has occurred, the NRC will consider the hot particle dose alone,
without adding it to other doses. (b) The hot particle dose should not be
subtracted from the remaining available shallow dose equivalent (skin or
extremity) for the year. (References: 10 CFR 20.2106, 20.2206, Reg. Guide
8.7).

OVESTION 403: NRC Form 5 (Item No.10) provides for listing of specific
radionuclides in intakes that contribute to the recorded committed effective
dose equivalent (CEDE). When determining the CEDE only significantly
irradiated organs need be included in the calculations [10 CFR 20.1202(b)(3)].
An organ is considered to be significantly irradiated if the product of the
weighting factor and committed dose equivalent, per unit intake, is greater
than 10% of the maximum weighted value of committed dose equivalent (CDE), per
unit intake [ Footnote 1 to 20 CFR 20.1202(b)(3)]. Similarly, an isotope need
not be considered to be in an airborne mixture if the concentration of any
radionuclide is less than 10% of its DAC, and the sum of the percentages of
the disregarded radionuclides is less than 30% [10 CFR 20.1204(g)]. Given
these two examples of cut off levels, can a licensee disregard the
contribution a radionuclide makes to the CEDE, with regard to recording and
reporting specific radionuclides, if it is less than 10% of the total CEDE
resulting from uptake of a mixture, and the sum of the disregarded
radionuclides is less than 30%? In this way insignificant doses, the addition
of which imply greater precision than exists for internal dosimetry, can be
disregarded without compromising sound radiological practices.

ANSWER: No. The statements concerning significantly irradiated organs [in 10
CFR 20.1202(b)(3) and Footnote 1] apply to compliance with requirements for
summation of external and internal dose and are not relevant to cutoffs of
radionuclides used in intake calculations. The statement in the question
concerning the provisions of 10 CFR 20.1204(g) is incorrect; it does not
include the necessary Gndition of 10 CFR 20.1204(g)(1) concerning use of the
" total activity" in denenstrating compliance. [See the answer to question
121, in the third set of questions and answers, for clarification of 10 CFR
20.1204(g).] There is no basis in the regulations for the proposed cutoff in
the calculation of the CEDE. (References: 10 CFR 20.2106, 20.2206, Reg. Guide
8.7).

OVESTION 404: NRC Form 5 (Item No.10) provides for reporting of individual
radionuclides involved in an intake. How does the NRC plan on using this data
(i.e., what is the NRC's purpose in collecting this data)?

ANSWER: NRC Form 5 (Item 10) provides for recording / reporting of individual
radionuclides involved in an intake because 10 CFR 20.2106, records of
individual monitoring results, requires that the records include, when
applicable, the estimated intake or body burden of radionuclides. There are
several reasons for inclusion of intake information on Form 5. One reason is .

that if the internal dose models and weighting factors are changed at some
future date, the NRC can recalculate the reported doses using the new models
and weighting factors. Another reason, of benefit to licensees, is to make it

t
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possible for a licensee to determine the CDE to the maximally exposed organ
for an individual who has organ doses reported from previous employers. For >

example, consider an individual, who, during a year, was employed by licensee
A and received a CDE of 20 rem to the lung, then was employed by licensee B
and received a CDE of 20 rem to the bone, and finally was employed by licensee
C and received a COE of 20 rem to the thyroid. NRC Form 5 does not provide a
space for recording which organ is the maximally exposed organ (unless the
" Comments" space is used for this purpose). In the absence of information on
which organ was maximally exposed and on the intakes of individual
radionuclides, the total CDE to the maximally exposed organ in this example
would be considered to be the total of these three 20-rem doses (to different
organs), or a total of 60 rem, which would appear to be a potential violation
of the organ dose limit. With the individual radionuclide intake information,
the CDE to the maximally exposed organ could be recalculated and very likely
would be below the limit. The NRC will also use the intake data from some of-
the earlier reports to the NRC under new Part 20 to recalculate the doses to
ensure that the reported doses are reasonably consistent (within a factor of 2
or so). Finally (as explained in the answer to Question 142 in the fourth set
of questions and answers and in SECY-88-315, which is available in the NRC
Public Document Room), the recordkeeping and reporting requirements of new '

Part 20 are consistent with implementing an NRC staff recommendation to
establish a registry of radiation workers and their radiation doses. Such a
registry will be of value for a number of reasons, one of which is to
facilitate epidemiological studies of potential radiation-induced health
effects. The inclusion of the radionuclide intake data in the dose records
provides a better basis for these studies than records of dose alone.
(References: 10 CFR 20.2106, 20.2206, Reg. Guide 8.7).

10 CFR 20.2107 Records of Dose to Individual Members
of the Public

OVESTION 391: (a) Are records maintained by nuclear power plants that satisfy
the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix I, and related regulatory
guidance sufficient to demonstrate compliance with the requirements of
20.21077 (b) If not, what additional records are required?

ANSWER: (a) Not necessarily. (b) For example, additional records may be
,

needed to demonstrate compliance with the limits for individual members of the !

public in controlled areas. See related question 384 and answers (References: :

10 CFR 20.2107).

i

10 CFR 20.2110 Form of Records |

OUESTION 141: 10 CFR 20.2110 requires adequate safeguards against tampering |
with and loss of records. For data stored in electronic systems, what
safeguards are acceptable?

ANSWER: The NRC does not have, and has no plans to develop, prescriptive
requirements or guidance on safeguards for electronic systems to prevent
tampering with or loss of records. However, the Electric Power Research

,
Institute (EPRI) has published a report, " Guidelines for Quality Records in

|

|
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Electronic Media for Nuclear Facilities (NCIG-10)," Report No. EPRI NP-6295
(May 1989) that may be helpful in meeting this requirement in 10 CFR 20.2110. |

The NRC staff has taken no position in regard to this EPRI document. The |
abstract of this report includes the statement that the guidelines in the '

report " provide a consistent approach to the electronic creation, storage,
retrieval, control and approval of quality records, a subject heretofore not
addressed by industry standards and regulations."
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.2110)

M - REPORTS

10 CFR 20.2202 Notification of Incidents

OVESTION 56: Would areas periodically patrolled, but not constantly manned,
be considered to fall within the exception in 10 CFR 20.2202(a)(2) and
20.2202(b)(2) for " locations where personnel are not normally stationed during
routine operations, such as hot-cells or process enclosures?" For example,
would these exceptions apply "if a hallway or cubicle in the reactor auxiliary
becomes an airborne radioactivity area and auxiliary equipment operators make
their rounds periodically during their shift?"

ANSWER: No, the exception would not apply to these areas that are "periodi-
cally patrolled" or otherwise normally accessible to personnel. However, for
nuclear power plants at power, primary containments are' examples of " locations
where personnel are not normally stationed." |

(References: 10 CFR 20.2202(a)(2), 20.2202(b)(2))

10 CFR 20.2203 Reoorts of Exoosures. Radiation levels. etc.

OVESTION 122: The conforming amendment to 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2) states that
reports submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(viii) also meet the
effluent release reporting requirements of 10 CFR 20.2203(a)(3). However, 10
CFR 20.2203(a)(3) requires reporting of concentrations in an unrestricted area
of IQ times any applicable limit in Part 20 while 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(viii)
requires reports of airborne or liquid effluent releases that exceed 20 times
the applicable concentration limits in Table 2, Appendix B. Why is the ,

1multiple ten in one case and twenty in the other?

ANSWER: The two reporting requirements are consistent in terms of public
dose. The annual dose limit for a member of the public is 100 mrem. 10 CFR
20.2203(a)(3) requires reporting above a threshold of ten times this
applicable limit, or 1000 mrem. The concentrations in Table 2, Appendix B,

icorrespond to an annual dose of 50 mrem; therefore, the requirement in 10 CFR
50.73(a)(2)(viii) for reporting at 20 times these concentrations corresponds
to a reporting threshold in terms of annual dose, of 20 x 50 mrem, or 1000
mrem, which is the same dose threshold as that in 10 CFR 20.2203(a)(3). ,

(References: 10 CFR 20.2203, 50.73) |

|

|
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10 CFR 20.2206 Reports of Individual Monitorina

0VESTION 383: Reports of planned special exposures (PSEs) are required by 10
CFR 20.2204 to be submitted within 30 days of. the PSE to the NRC Regional
Office. Complete records of PSEs are required to be maintained in accordance
with 10 CFR 20.2105 and the monitoring results for PSEs should be recorded on
NRC Form 5 or equivalent in accordance with the guidance in Regulatory Cuide
8.7, Revision 1. (a) Are the PSE dose reports also required to be submitted
to NRC annually in accordance with 20.2206? (b) If so, is only the NRC Form 5 ,

equivalent required to be submitted, or does the other information required by
10 CFR 20.2105 also have to be included? (c) Should separate NRC Form 5s,
i.e., one for routine dose and one for PSE dose, be submitted for each
applicable individual? !

ANSWER: (a) Yes. (b) Only the information on Form 5. The information
required by 10 CFR 20.2105 does not have to be included in the reports
required by 10 CFR 20.2206. (c) Two separate forms, one for routine dose and
one for PSE dose should be submitted for each individual who had both routine
and PSE doses. Separate reports are needed because completion of Item 9B on
Form 5 requires indicating whether the reported occupational exposure is for
routine exposure or for PSE. In other words, the design of the Form 5 does
not allow both routine exposures and PTEs to be reported on the same form.
(References: 10 CFR 20.2206, 20.1206, 20.2204, Reg. Guide 8.7).

@ESTION 392: What monitoring period should be used in annual individual
monitoring reports submitted, in accordance with 10 CFR 20.2206, following the
first year of revised 10 CFR Part 20 implementation, if the period of
implementation did not encompass the full year? For example, if a licensee
implements the revised 10 CFR Part 20 on July 1, 1993, is the licensee
required to provide annual individual monitoring reports early in 1994 that
cover the entire year, or only for the final six months of the year during
which monitoring was provided to individuals under 10 CFR 20.1502?

ANSWER: This annual report should cover the entire year, preferably using the
format of Regulatory Guide 8.7, Rev.1 (Form 5) for the entire year. However,
if it is impractical to use this format for the portion of the year under 10
CFR 20.1-20.601, the format previously used for reports in compliance with 10
CFR 20.403 (" termination reports") may be used for that portion of the year.
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.2206).

OU UT.ON 333: Is it acceptable for regulatory purposes that occupational dose
data that are being provided on a voluntary basis (i.e., the results of dose
monitoring provided that is not required by regulation) be recorded and
reported only in part? The purpose in asking this question is to establish
whether or not the revised Part 20 provides the flexibility for licensees to -

record and report the results of " monitoring performed but not required"
without also incurring implied requirements with regards to NRC Forms 4 and 5,
or equivalents. The intent is to be able to provide useful information, that
is not required by the regulation, on a voluntary basis to the worker and/or
the NRC without unduly taxing available licensee resources. The specific
example outlined below is provided to illustrate the more general issue of

|
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flexibility in recording and reporting occupational dose information that is ;

not necessary for compliance with regulatory requirements.

Some licensees intended to voluntarily record and report the calculated I

Committed Effective Dose Equivalent (in rem), even when internal monitoring is
not required by 10 CFR 20.1502. However, it is not intended that related
radionuclide intake data will also be recorded and reported because of the
resources which would be needed to track and transfer the specific
radionuclide data to the NRC Form 5 or equivalent. For example, the licensee
may only have tracked Derived Air Concentration hours (nAC-hrs), using the
appropriate most restrictive DAC, without assessing specific radionuclide
intakes. Accordingly, the " Intake" section of the NRC Form 5 would be noted
as "NR" for "not required," and no specific radionuclide data would be
recorded. However, the " Instructions and Additional Information Pertinent to
the Completion of NRC Form 5," items 10A-D require that intake data be
recorded "...for each radionuclide that resulted in an internal exposure
recorded for the individual." The issue is that these instructions should not
be considered applicable for recording and reporting performed that is not
required. This approach to the partial recording and reporting of
occupational dose data, when done on a voluntary basis, appears to be
consistent with the flexibility that is implied in the revised Part 20 and
related regulatory guidance. Note that Regulatory Guide 8.34, Section C.I.4,
states "the results of monitoring provided when not required by 10 CFR 20.1502
are not subject to [the] dose recording requirements."

ANSWER: Yes. The instructions for Form 5 do not apply to recording and
reporting that is not required by Part 20 and that is being done voluntarily.
NRC encourages licensees to report CEDE voluntarily when monitoring is
performed even though not required. If the intake information is omitted when
reporting voluntarily, licensees should footnote the CEDE entry with a
notation in the comments section that " monitoring was not required."
(Reference: 10 CFR 20.2206).

00ESTION 394: (a) Are the results of dose monitoring of minors and declared
pregnant woman performed in accordance with 20.1502 required to be reported to
NRC as part of the annual reporting of individual monitoring results? (b) If
so, are the records of dose to the embryo / fetus, which may differ from records
of dose to the declared pregnant woman, required to be submitted as part of
the annual reporting cf individual monitoring results? It would seem that
embryo / fetus dose records are not required to be included in the annual
report, because the embryo / fetus dose records are developed in accordance with
20.1208, " Dose to the Embryo / Fetus," and not 20.1502, " Conditions Requiring
Individual Monitoring of External and Internal Occupational Dose," which is
the base reference for the annual reporting requirement.

ANSWER: (a) Yes. For a declared pregnant woman, the dose to be reported in
accordance with 10 CFR 20.1502 is the dose to the woman herself, not the dose
to the embryo / fetus. (b) No. See Section 2.3 of Reg. Guide 8.7, Rev. 1,
concerning reporting of embryo / fetus dose. (Reference: 10 CFR 20.2206,
20.1502, 20.1208).

,
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OVESTION 395: If an individual is monitored several times during a year by
the same licensee (e.g., during two monitoring periods separated in time), how
should the monitoring period (s) be designated in the annual individual
monitoring report required by 10 CFR 20.2206 (i.e., on the NRC Form 5 or
equivalent)? -Due to the possible limitations in the format and structure in
licensee's computerized occupational dose recordkeeping systems, it seems that
there should be flexibility in meeting the intent of the requirements.
Alternatives might include the following:

(a) Issue one NRC form 5 or equivalent with a single monitoring period
that begins on the first day of the year and ends on the last day of the
year.

(b) Issue one NRC Form 5 or equivalent with single monitoring period
that begins on the first day of the first monitoring period and ends on
the last day of the last monitoring period.

(c) Issue a separate NRC Form 5 or equivalent for each individual
monitoring period (i.e., issue two or more NRC Form 5s for the same
individual in the same year).

Would any or all of these approaches be acceptable in meeting the intent of
the regulatory requirements? Would other approaches be acceptable? If so,
please describe.

ANSWER: All three options are acceptable (option B is preferable) provided
that the separate " monitoring period (s)" in the question fall within the year-
used to demonstrate compliance. 10 CFR 20.2206 requires an annual report of
monitoring for individuals for whom monitoring was required by 10 CFR 20.1502
during that IBE (emphasis added). 10 CFR 20.1502 requires monitoring
sufficient to demonstrate compliance with the limits. The yn r as defined in
10 CFR 20.1003 is the period of time used to demonstrate compliance. Thus,
the time period for reporting under 10 CFR 20.2206 must be the year as defined
in 10 CFR 20.1003 that is used to demonstrate compliance. (Reference: 10 CFR
20.2206).

10 CFR Part 20 Aooendix A - Protection Factors for Resoirators

OVESTION 452: The following questions refer to the selection and use of a
half-mask face piece, as described in Appendix A, " Protection Factors for
Respirators":

a. Footnote "g" of Appendix A states that "this type of respirator is not
satisfactory for use where it might be possible (e.g., if an accident or
emergency were to occur) for ambient airborne concentrations to reach
instantaneous values greater than 10 times the pertinent values in table
1, column 3 of Appendix B...," i.e., the derived air concentrations

(DACs) for inhalation. Is this provision intended to apply to the work
activity in progress for which the respirator is being used, or is it
more broadly applicable to the type of facility or licensed activity?
For example, is the statement intended to exclude the use of a half-mask
face piece respirator at a nuclear power plant? We believe that the use
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of half-mask face piece respirators should be permitted with the same
limitations as are applied to other respirator types because the use of
a half-mask face piece may offer advantages over, for example, a full
face piece respirator in some applications by keeping the overall total
effective dose equivalent ALARA. This would appear to be in keeping
with the intent of 9 20.1703, Use of Individual Respiratory Protection
Equipment, which states that "...the licensee may select respiratory
protection equipment with a lower protection factor only if such a
selection would result in keeping the total effective dose equivalent
ALARA."

b. Footnote "g" requires that "...the mask is to be tested for fit prior to
use each time it is donned..." for the use of half-mask face pieces. Is
a negative pressure test an acceptable method to adequately test the
respirator prior to use? Such a qualitative test method would seem to
be acceptable because it appears that there would be no practical method
to accomplish a quantitative test in the field prior to each use.

ANSWER:

(a) This provision is intended to apply to situations in which the ambient
airborne concentrations are likely "...to reach instantaneous values
greater than 10 times the pertinent values in table 1, column 3 of
appendi:: B. . . " The statement is not intended to exclude the use of a
half-mask face piece at a nuclear power plant or other licensee
facility.

(b) Yes. See NUREG-0041, Section 8.5.2.3, for four acceptable testing
methods for field testing of respirator operation (isoamyl
acetate, irritant smoke, negative pressure test, and positive
pressure test).
(Reference: 10 CFR 20, Appendix A).

10 CFR 20 Accendix B

OVESTION 13: Why was a 2-hour half-life chosen as a time of reference for
noble gases or short-lived radionuclides, as used in 10 CFR Part 20, Appendix
B and its footnotes?

ANSWER: As indicated in Footnote 2 to Appendix B, the radionuclides that have
half-lives of less than 2 hours "might include a significant contribution from
external exposure." "Significant contribution from external exposure" in this ,

footnote means that the contribution to the dose equivalent from external !

irradiation exceeds that from inhalation. . Two hours is the half-life value
below which the contribution to the dose equivalent from external exposure j
exceeds that from inhalation for virtually all radionuclides.

A more detailed explanation is provided below. For a given radionuclide, the
ratio of the dose from external irradiation to that from internal irradiation i

'

(from inhalation) depends on the half-life of the radionuclide, the
characteristics of the radiations emitted in the decay of the radionuclide,
the physical and chemical properties of the radioactive material containing

i
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the radionuclides, and the physiological response of the body to intakes of
this material. However, considering the effect of half-life alone, and in
general, the value of this ratio increases as the half-life decreases. The
Statement from the 1983 Meeting of the ICRP includes the following paragraph: i

In ICRP Publication 30 the values of DAC for occupational exposure
to short-lived nuclides (other than isotopes of noble gases) are <

based on the dose equivalent to organs and tissues as the result
of inhalation. The Commission wishes to draw attention to the
fact that there is an additional contribution to these dose
equivalents from external irradiation. In situations where short-
lived materials are widely distributed in the workplace, this
additional contribution may be greater than that due to inhalation '

by a factor that increases from about I to~ 100 as the half-life of-
the radionuclide decreases from 1 day to 10 min. Such -

contributions should be assessed as part of the external
irradiation.

Actually, for radionuclides with half-lives of roughly 2 hours, /alues of
this factor fall within the range of about I to 10. Thus, for i Nally all ;

radionuclides with half-lives less than 2 hours, the value of Ms factor is-
greater than one. Values of this factor greater than one were niected as
values indicating "a significant contribution from external exposure."
(References: Part 20 Appendix B Footnote 2)

OVESTION 23: Will all of the libraries of reference data and the procedures
for gamma-ray spectrometry software or appendices that contain 10 CFR Part 20
MPCs have to be changed?

ANSWER: Yes.
(Reference: Part 20 Appendix B)

0VESTION 71: The " Class" column of 10 CFR 20 Appendix 8 covers inhalation,
but does not refer to ingestion. When there are two ALIs for ingestion, how
do these relate to the " Class," since they really were based upon the f value

3for gut absorption? (Note: The f value is the fractional uptake from the
3small intestine to blood).

1

ANSWER: The ALIs for ingestion.do not relate to the " Class," which refers to
the retention time in the pulmonary region of the lung. There are two-
situations for which there are two ALIs. for ingestion. One is when the All.is
determined by the non-stochastic dose to an organ. In this case, the organ or
tissue to which the limit applies is shown, and the ALI for the stochastic
limit is shown in parentheses (for example, see. ingestion ALI for beryllium-
10). The other case (and the case presumably in question) is when different '

f values were used to calculate the ' ingestion ALIs. For example,'see the
edtry for cobalt-60, for which the ingestion ALIs are 500 (on the first line)'
and 200 (on the second line). These ingestion ALI values have no relationship
to the corresponding " Class" on the same line (W on the first line and Y on-
the second line). Rather, as explained in Federal Guidance Report h H,

values: fthese different ingestion ALIs are based on two different fl 3=
i
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O.05 for ALI - 500, and f3 - 0.3 for ALI - 200. As shown in Federal Guidance
Report No. 11, Table 3, f, = 0.05 for " oxides, hydroxides and trace
inorganic," and fi - 0.3 for " organic complexed and other inorganics." For
inhalation of cobalt-60, f - 0.05 for both " oxides, hydroxides, halides and
nitrates" (class Y), and "kil others" (class W).

The following information on Federal Guidance Report No.11 is provided for
those not familiar with this document: The title of this report is " Limiting
Values of Radionuclide Intake and Air Concentration and Dose Conversion
Factors of Inhalation, Submersion and Ingestion." The report is subtitled
" Derived Guides for Control of Occupational Exposure and Exposure-to-Dose
Conversion Factors for General Application, Based on 1987 Federal Radiation
Protection Guidance." The report was published by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) as report number EPA-520/1-88-020 on September 1,
1988. The ALI and DAC values in this report are used in Appendix B of the new
Part 20.
(References: 10 CFR 20 Appendix B, Federal GuidaILqa Bgp.qtt. No. 11).

OVESTION 146: The term "not present," which is defined in paragraph 5 of the
Note (concerning mixtures of radionuclides) following Appendix B of the old
Part 20, is not defined in the corresponding " Note" in the new Part 20. Does
this definition from the old Part 20, which indicates when a radionuclide may
be considered as not present in a mixture, continue to apply in the new Part
207

ANSWER: No. Nothing in the old Part 20 (6520.1-20.601) applies in the new
Part 20 (5520.1001-20.2401). This definition of "not present" is not included
in the new Part 20; however, 10 CFR 20.1204(g) stipulates the conditions under
which licensees may disregard certain radionuclides in a mixture when
determining internal dose. See Question 121, and answer, in the third set of
questions and answers on new Part 20 for clarification of 10 CFR 20.1204(g).
(References: Appendix B, 10 CFR 20.1204)

OVESTION 396: The Appendix B tables of the revised Part 20 include ALIs and
DACs for daughter radionuclides ~, in contrast to the Appendix B tables in the
"old" Part 20, which do not include these daughter radionuclides. For
example, ALIs and DACs for rubidium-88 and cesium-138 ar's listed. Are the
listed ALIs and DACs expected to be considered separately with regard to
posting and other requirements in the revised Part 20?

ANSWER: Yes. However, the statements preceding the question itself may
reflect misunderstandings; these possible misunderstandings are addressed in ;

the following discussion. |
|

The Appendix B tables of both "old" and "new" Part 20 do include many I

" daughter radionuclides." The tables of "new" Part 20 include more |
'radionuclides, and therefore more daughter radionuclides, than the tables of

"old" Part 20. Although rubidium-88 and cesium-138 (daughters of krypton-88
and xenon-138, respectively) are not included in "old" Part 20, they do need
to be " considered separately with regard to posting and other requirements..."
of "old" Part 20; the relevant concentrations for rubidium-88 and cesium-138
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are those listed at the end of Appendix B for "Any single radionuclide not
listed above with decay mode other than alpha emission or spontaneous fission
and with radioactive half-life less than two hours." The "old" Part 20 does
include the rubidium-87 daughter of krypton-87 and the cesium-135 daughter of
xenon-135, as well as many other daughters whose parent radionuclides are
listed in the tables. Some very short-lived daughters of long-lived
radionuclides are not included in either "old" or "new" Part 20 (e.g., the
2.55-min barium-137m daughter of 30-year cesium-137).

The tables in Appendix B of "old" and "new" Part 20 are consistent with
respect to treatment of daughter radionuclides in the dose modeling used to
derive the ALIs and DACs listed in the tables. When a listed radionuclide has
a radionuclide daughter, the value in the table for that parent radionuclide
takes into account the dose from the daughter radionuclide produced in the
body from the decay of the parent following intake of the parent (unless a
" submersion" value is listed for the parent). However, the value in the table
for a parent radionuclide does not take into account any simultaneous intake
of the daughter radionuclide. Thus the ALIs and DACs for daughter
radionuclides need "to be considered separately" from their parent
radionuclides "with regard to the posting and other requirements of Part 20."
(Reference: 10 CFR 50 Appendix B).

OVESTION 425: It appears that some of the oral ingestion ALIs in Appendix B
of 10 CFR 20 are sometimes associated with the wrong chemical forms; is this
the case?

ANSWER: No. See the answer to Question 71 (in the second set of questions
and answers under the heading for 10 CFR Part 20, Appendix B), which indicates
that the " Class" column of 10 CFR Appendix B applies to inhalation only; it
does not refer to ingestion. In other words, neither the D, W, and Y classes
nor the chemical forms (compounds) in the " Class" column refer to the
ingestion ALIs. (Reference: 10 CFR 20 Appendix B).

QUESTION 426: Are the noble gas (" submersion") DACs based on a dose of 5 rem
peryearop50remperyear? Is the submersion dose calculated at a depth of

21000 mg/cm or 7 mg/cm 7 |

ANSWER: There is no one particular dose or one particular depth. The method
for calculating submersion doses is explained in Federal Guidance Report No.
11 on pages- 10, 18, 181, and 182. When air concentration is limited by
submersion dose, the DAC for a particular radionuclide is the maximum |
concentration of that radionuclide in air that, for a 2,000-hour exposure, |

will result in a dose that is equal to or less than each of the applicable '

limits (5 rem effective dose equivalent, 15-rem eye dose equivalent, 50-rem
dose equivalent to other organs and tissues, shallow dose equivalent of 50 rem -

Ito the skin). That is, the DAC for a particular radionuclide depends on which
of the applicable dose limits is the most restrictive with respect to the
concentration of that particular radionuclide. The dosimetric model used to.
calculate the DACs considers shielding of organs by overlying tissues and the ,

degradationofthephotonspectrumthroughscatterandattenuatjonbyair. )
The dose from beta particles is evaluated at a depth of 7 mg/cm for skin, and j

i

l
i
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at a depth of 3 mm for the lens of the eye. The worker is assumed to be
immersed in pure parent radionuclide, and no radiation from airborne progeny
is considered. In most cases, the concentration limit for submersion is based
on external irradiation of the body; it does not take into account either
absorbed gas within the body or the inhalation of radioactive decay products.
An exception to the preceding statement is Ar-37, for which direct exposure of
the lungs by inhaled activity limits (stochastically) the concentration in
air. The skin dose is limiting for Ar-39, Kr-85, and Xe-131m; the eye dose is
limiting for Kr-83m. { Note: There are typographical errors in the discussion
of submersion doses on page 10 of Federal Guidance Report No. 11. In the
fifth sentence of the paragraph beginning "Some airborne radionuclides...",
the word " effective" should be added before the words " dose equivalent rate".
In equation (8b), the subscript "E" should be the subscript "T".]
(Reference: 10 CFR 20 Appendix B).

OVESTION 453: Note 2 of Appendix B provides criteria for determining the
appropriate derived air concentration (DAC) for a mixture of radionuclides
where "the identity of each radionuclide in the mixture is not known, but it
is known that certain radionuclides are not present in the mixture." In 9
20.1204, Determination of Internal Exposure, provisions are made to disregard
the concentration of any radionuclide that is less than 10% of its DAC so long
as the sum of the percentages for all of the radionuclides disregarded in the
mixture does not exceed 30%. Can this approach of disregarding certain
radionuclides be applied to the determination of the appropriate DAC, as
outlined in note 2 to Appendix B; in other words, can radionuclides that are
not present in the mixture in concentrations greater than or equal to 10% of
its DAC be disregarded so long as the sure of the percentages for all of the
radionuclides disregarded in the mixture voes not exceed 30%7 This question
is intended to affirm a practical approach to truncating the analysis of
radionuclide mixtures by disregarding radionuclides that are not present or
may only be present in insignificant concentrations relative to other
radionuclides in a mixture.

ANSWER: No. This would be a misapplication of the provisions of 10 CFR
20.1204(g), which applies to the determination of internal exposure under
specified circumstances, not to the choice of~the appropriate DAC for a
mixture. See the following related questions and answers: Question #121 and
answer (in the third set of questions and answers under the heading for 10 CFR
20.1204) which clarifies the meaning of " total activity" in 10 CFR 20.1204(g)
and provides an example of the proper use of this provision of Part 20;
Question #403 and answer (in the fifth set of questions and answers under the

i

heading for 10 CFR 20.2106), which concerns the relevance of 10 CFR
20.1202(b)(3) and 20.1204(g) to a cutoff levels for radionuclides contributing
to the CEDE; and Question #146 and answer (in the fourth set of questions and ,

answers under the heading for 10 CFR 20 Appendix B), which indicates that the
definition of the term "not present" in old Part 20 does not apply to the new
Part 20. (References: 10 CFR 20 Appendix B, 10 CFR 20.1202, 20.1204).

!
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10 CFR 19.12 Instructions to Workers>

OVESTION 95: 10 CFR 19.12 requires training (instruction) of workers who I

enter a restricted area. Do individuals receiving occupational doses in
controlled areas need training? i

!
ANSWER: Yes. They ngad training, but it is not specifically required by 10 '

CFR 19.12 since this section addresses only individuals working in or -

frequenting any portion of a restricted area. The obvious intent of the
training (instruction) requirement of Part 19 is that individuals who are ,

permitted to receive occupational doses within the occupational limits will
receive appropriate training. Although not explicitly stated in 10 CFR Parts

1

19 or 20, individuals who are to receive an occupational dose in any area
should receive appropriate training.
(Reference: 10 CFR 19.12).

OVESTION 422: This question refers to Question 95 in the third set of
questions and answers under 10 CFR Part 19 and Question 81 in the second set

,

of questions and answers under 10 CFR 20.1502. Clearly there is a significant t

population of occupationally exposed persons in unrestricted areas of whom the ;

licensee has no knowledge. Even among their own employees, the licensed ;

operation may be a small segment of ~ the whole organization where license e

management treats the rest of the organization as general public. So
presumably, the general principle of educating occupationally exposed persons
has a dose threshold, e.g., something like the public dose limit; is this '

correct?

ANSWER: No. There is no such threshold. However, the questioner, in the
second sentence of the question, appears to assume, incorrectly, that any dose ;

received by an individual while working, is an occupational dose. [See the ;
discussion of this point in the answer to Questjon 26 (a) in the fourth set of ;

questions and answers under the heading, " Occupational Dose vs. Public Dose."] !

A licensee may have an organization in which most of the workers are members ';
of the public; these workers do not need and are not required to receive the
kind of training (instructions) outlined in 10 CFR 19.12. Workers who do :
receive an occupational dose (and therefore are not members of the public)

,

should receive such training, whether required by 10 CFR 19.12 or not. For !
workers who must receive such training, there is no " dose threshold"; however, !

the extent of the-instruction of these workers should be commensurate with the i

potential radiological health protection problems for these workers. -

(Reference: 10 CFR 19.12). i

i

OVESTION 411: Under 10 CFR 19.12, what is the minimum training that licensees
must provide to visitors who will enter a restricted area (where the
occupational dose limits apply)?

ANSWER: 10 CFR 19.12, " Instructions to Workers," requires ~that training. |
(instruction) be provided to "all individuals working in or frequenting any ;

portion of a restricted area." Frequenting an area means to pay frequent
visits to the area or to be in the area often. Therefore, 10 CFR 19.12 does
not apply to infrequent visitors who will not be working in the restricted |

!

- . _ . - - - . . ._
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area. However,10 CFR 19.12 does apply to visitors or other individuals (a)
who will be working in the restricted area 9r (b) who are expected to be in
the area often. (Thus, 10 CFR 19.12 does require instruction of anyone
working in a restricted area, even if that work is infrequent.) Licensees
have the responsibility to determine which individuals are frequent visitors
and which are not. Although not required by 10 CFR 19.12, in accordance with *

good radiation protection practice, infrequent visitor (s) should be provided
with a trained escort who will provide the visitor (s) with the information
needed for protection from any potential radiological hazards. (Reference: -

10 CFR 19.12)

10 CFR 19.13 Notification and Reports to Individuals

OVESTION 37: Is it necessary to document that employees have been advised of
their annual doses? Is it sufficient to let employees see the results of the
monitoring? Does posting doses on a bulletin board in a common area, each
month, fulfill this requirement?

ANSWER: See 10 CFR 19.13(a), which has not been revised. The licensee must
provide a written reDort to each worker. The licensee may keep a copy of the
report, or other appropriate record, on file to document compliance.
(Reference: 10 CFR 19.13)

OVESTION 421: This question refers to the answer to Question 37 in the first
set of questions and answers under " Conforming Changes: 10 CFR Part 19." I
sincerely hope that the NRC will encourage licensees to simply file a memo to
the effect that these reports were done. Otherwise, the volume of paper will
be ridiculous.

ANSWER: A filed memorandum to the effect that each worker has been advised of
his or her dose in accordance with 10 CFR 19.13(a) is an acceptable way of
documenting compliance with that requirement. Another acceptable way of
documenting compliance is to file copies of the reports provided to employees '

(as indicated in the answer to Question 37). (Reference: 10 CFR 19.13).

OVESTION 377: Are licensees required by 10 CFR 19.13 to report to individuals
the results of monitoring performed but not required under 10 CFR 20.15027 10
CFR 19.13 states that radiation exposure data shall be reported to the
individual, and that "the information reported shall include data and results
obtained oursuant to Commission reaulations. orders or license conditions. as ,

shown in records maintained by the licensee oursuant to Commission
reaulations. From this, it appears that the results of monitoring performed i

but not required by NRC regulations is not required to be reported to j

individuals.

ANSWER: No. The results of monitoring performed but not required by NRC
regulations are not required to be reported to individuals. (References: 10

CFR 19.13, 20.1502).

i
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00ESTION 378: If a worker formerly monitored at the licensee's facility as a "

" declared pregnant woman," requests that her exposure records be forwarded to
her current employer, should- related embryo / fetus dose records also be
forwarded if not specifically requested?

!

ANSWER: No. Regulatory Guide 8.7, Rev. 1, includes the following statement
in Section 3.2. " Licensees should be sensitive to the issue of personal
privacy with regard to embryo / fetus dose. If requested by a monitored woman,
a letter report may be provided to document prior embryo / fetus dose."
Otherwise, the embryo / fetus dose records should not be provided. (Reference: r

10 CFR 19.13, 20.1208). J

00ESTION 409: In complying with the 10 CFR 19.13(c) report request, is it
acceptable to report on a Form-4 dose received in the current year as one -

monitoring period and dose received in prior years as another monitoring
period even if the prior years monitoring period exceeds one year? ,

ANSWER: Yes. However, it should be recognized that this report should
include records of doses received during planned special exposures, accidents, -r
and emergency conditions as shown in the records maintained in accordance with

,

10 CFR 20.2106. If there have been no planned special exposures or ;

overexposures, a statement to that effect should be provided. (Reference: 10 .

CFR 19.13) !
!

OVESTION 454: What is the specific scope of the reports required to be
.

provided to workers in accordance with the various provisions of 10 CFR Part i19.137 The provisions in question are as follows: '

a. Part 19, f 19.13(b) requires that licensees provide reports.to workers
annually of dose as shown in records maintained by the licensee. Is the
monitoring period covered by- this section limited to the preceding year - '

only? This would appear to be the case based on the comments made by
.

the NRC staff in the statements of consideration (56 FR 23386, column 2) !

which states, "a copy of the annual report to NRC could also be given to e

the individual worker to satisfy the revised reporting requirement in 5 - '

19.13..." The annual report referred to is the report submitted in !

accordance with Part 20, 9 20.2206, which is limited to the monitoring. j
period of the preceding year. i

b. If the licensee'provides workers with an NRC Form 5 (or equivalent), I

does the scope of this information fulfill the requirements of Part 19,- '

5 19.13(a) to provide certain information to workers? The purpose-in_ !

asking this question is to confirm that, although 519.13(a) was. not !

revised as a conforming amendment to the revised Part 20, the comments !
made by the NRC (as described in item "a", above) also apply, i.e., "a
copy of the annual report to NRC could also be given to the individual !
worker to satisfy the revised reporting requirement in 6 19.13." If the ;

NRC Form 5 (or equivalent) is not sufficient to comply with i 19.13 (a),_ i
what additional information is required to be provided to the worker? |

r

$

t
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c. Does this provision [i.e., 9 19.13(b)] apply to all workers who were
monitored during the preceding year by the licensee, or only to workers
who continue to be monitored by the licensee at the end of the year?

d. If the workers were given a complete and final dose report at the time
of termination of employment during the preceding year, is an
additional, duplicative report still required to be issued in accordance
with 5 19.13(b)?

e. In providing annual dose reports to workers in accordance with 5
19.13(b), are reports of dose to the worker's embryo / fetus, maintained
in accordance with 10 CFR 20.2106, also required to be provided to the
worker with the report?

f. In providing dose reports to a worker in accordance with 6 19.13(e), at
the request of the worker at the time of termination of employment, are
reports of dose to the worker's embryo / fetus, maintained in accordance
with 10 CFR 20.2106, also required to be provided to the worker with the
report?

ANSWER:

(a) Yes; the monitoring period covered by 10 CFR 19.13(b) is limited to the
previous year. See related Questions 392-395, inclusive, (in the fifth
set of questions and answers in the section headed 10 CFR 20.2206)
concerning reports required by 10 CFR 20.2206 and Questions 37 (in the
first set of questions and answers in the section headed 10 CFR Part 19)
and Questions 377 and 378 (in the fifth set of questions and answers in
the section headed 10 CFR 19.13) concerning the requirements of 10 CFR
19.13(b).

(b) Yes, the scope of the information on NRC Form 5 (or equivalent) fulfills
the information requirements of 10 CFR 19.13 (a) [and 10 CFR 19.13(b).
However, in accordance with 10 CFR 19.13(a), the transmittal of the
information by the licensee to the individual must contain the following
statement (which is not on Form 5): This report is furnished to you
under the provisions of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission regulation 10
CFR Part 19. You should preserve this report for further reference.

(c) 10 CFR 19.13(b) applies to all workers who were required to be monitored
during the preceding year, not just those who continue to be monitored
at the end of the year.

(d) No, an additional duplicative report need not be issued, provided that
it was made clear to the worker that the report he or she was given at
time of termination of employment was a " complete and final report" from
the licensee for that worker for that year.

(e) No, not unless requested by the worker. See the answer to Question 378
(in the fifth set of questions and answers in the section headed 10 CFR |

19.13).
:

(f) Yes, if the worker has requested this information.

:
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(References: 10 CFR 19.13, 20.2106).

10 CFR Part 50

OVESTION 14: Are Design Basis Accident criteria (doses) changed by the new
Part 20?

ANSWER: No, only those conforming changes included in the Federal Register
notice will be effective when the new Part 20 is implemented. Old dose cri-
teria used for Design Basis Accident will retain their original definitions
unless they are specifically changed in a licensing action.
(References: 10 CFR 50 Appendix A, 10 CFR Part 100)

0VESTION 15: Will the reporting criteria of 10 CFR 50.72 and 50.73 have to be
changed?

ANSWER: The necessary changes have been already been made. See " Conforming
Amendments," in the May 21, 1991 Federal Reaister notice on 10 CFR Part 20 et
al. (56 FR 23473). Licensee's procedures may have to be changed accordingly.
(References: 10 CFR 50.72, 50.73)

0VESTION 16: Will the Emergency Action Levels (EAL) as part of the Emergency
Plans have to be changed if based on the old Part 20 methodology?

ANSWER: The EALs are not related to Part 20. Appendix 1 of NUREG-0654
contains the descriptions for the four emergency classifications; unusual
event, alert, site area emergency, and general emergency. Example initiating
conditions are also found in this appendix. No reference is made to the use
or applicability of Part 20 in either the regulations pertinent to emergency
classifications nor in the guidance. In the class descriptions, reference is
made to EPA protective action guide (PAG) exposure levels.

EPA has revised its PAG manual. EPA recommends the use of committed effective
dose equivalent to replace the whole body dose for the plume PAG. The numeri-
cal values for the plume PAG remain the same. It is therefore expected that
the licensees will have to revise, if necessary, their emergency dose calcula-
tion methodology to classify an emergency and recommend protective actions in
order to comply with the revised EPA PAG manual.
(Reference: 50.47, EPA PAG manual)

CUESTION 17: Will QA Category I requirements discussed in Regulatory Guide
,

1.26 h4ve to be changed due to offsite dose requirements of 0.5 rem being |changed to 0.1 rem in the new Part 207
1
,

ANSWER: The new Part 20 does not change the QA Category I requirements. The
0.5 rem bench-mark is for design considerations; therefore, it will likely
remain the same.
(Reference: 10 CFR 50 Appendix B)

!
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M ESTION 20: Pertaining to question 19 below, will 10 CFR 50 Appendix I and
Technical Specifications have to be modified to reflect a total effective dose
equivalent (TEDE)?

ANSWER: Appendix I, and the corresponding Technical Specifications, will not
have to be modified as a result of the new Part 20; however, the staff is con-
sidering whether Appendix I design objectives need to be recast as effective
dose equivalent. (References: 10 CFR 50 Appendix I, Reactor Technical
Specifications)

OUESTION 456: FSARs for Part 50 power reactor licensees typically contain
multiple references to current 10 CFR Part 20 concepts and terminology,
primarily with regard to describing aspects of the radiation protection
program. Updating of these references would be editorial in nature, without
any health and safety benefit, but would nevertheless divert resources from
potentially more significant matters. Additionally, these changes would be
submitted to the NRC as part of the FSAR Update process, involving NRC staff
review, an additional expenditure of resources. May licensees forego such
editorial changes to the FSAR, that have no health and safety significance?
Note that programmatic changes required to implement the revised Part 20 will
still be accomplished through new or revised procedures and training.
Additional clarification of the NRC staff's expectations would be useful for
Part 50 licensees to more appropriately efficiently allocate resources to
their revised Part 20 implementation efforts.

ANSWER: Yes; power reactor licensees do not need to provide updates that are
purely editorial and have no health and safety significance. 10 CFR 50.71(e)
requires each power reactor licensee to update the licensee's FSAR and to
submit the changes to the NRC. The only FSAR changes (resulting from the
revised Part 20) that need to be made are (a) significant changes in
commitments identified in the FSTR regarding the radiation protection program,
(b) changes in the facility described in the FSAR, and (c) changes that
involve an unreviewed safety question or technical specification change
pursuant to 10 CFR 50.59. The NRC stafi' does not expect that implementation
of new Part 20 will result in significant changes to power reactor facilities
or in unreviewed safety questions at those facilities. Changes in reactor
technical specifications are not required by the new Part 20; however, the
staff does expect that some powr reactor licensees will voluntarily request
changes in technical specifications as a result of new Part 20, such as
changes in ESF-related process monitor alarm set points (which may have been
based on the old Part 20). (Reference: 10 CFR Part 50, FSAR).

Power Reactor Technical Specifications

OUESTION 18: For power reactors, the Technical Specification instantaneous
release rate limits are based on old Part 20 doses and concentrations (rela-
tive to an implied 500 mrem /yr limit). Will changes in the Technical Specifi-
cations and 00CHs be required as a result of the explicit 100-mrem /yr limit in
the new Part 207

- - - - - - - _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ . _ _ _ _ - _ - -
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ANSWER: The instantaneous release rate limits for airborne releases will not
be changed because they are imposed on licensees as a control to ensure that
licensees meet Appendix I requirements. However, the instantaneous release
rates for liquid effluents, to the extent that they directly reference Appen-
dix B concentration values, will need to be changed. The corresponding bases
and certain alarm set-points will have to be changed by license amendment.
(Reference: Reactor Technical Specifications)

OVESTION 19: Current computer codes, such as LADTAP and GASPAR, calculate
individual organ doses for comparison against individual organ dose limits in
10 CFR 50 Appendix I and/or Technical Specifications. Will the codes have to
be modified to convert whole body and organ doses to effective dose -

equivalents?

ANSWER: Appendix I is not changed by the new Part 20. Therefore, until
Appendix I is changed, licensees must continue to show compliance with tech-
nical specifications based on Appendix I and expressed in terms of organ and

,

whole body doses. (Reference: Reactor Technical Specifications)

OVESTION 52: Since the technical specification " exemptions" for nuclear
power reactors already apply to locking of high radiation areas, does this
" exemption" continue to apply pursuant to 10 CFR 20.1008(d) if a 45-cm (18-
inch) survey distance is specified (in technical specifications) versus the
rule's 30-cm distance (10 CFR 20.1601(a))?

ANSWER: The provisions of power reactor technical specifications for control
of high radiation areas are not " exemptions" from the regulations. They are
alternative methods of control provided in accordance with the provisions of
10 CFR 20.203(c)(5). Under the new Part 20 these technical specifications
will continue to apply to the control of high radiation areas (but not very
high radiation areas) until they are changed. These technical specifications
refer to a high radiation area as defined in Part 20. When new Part 20 is
implemented, the new definition of a high radiation area, using the 30-cm dis-
tance, will apply. Thus to determine the boundaries of the high radiation
area, the 30-cm (12 ' distance will be used. However, within the bound-
aries of that area t... less-restrictive 45-cm (18-in.) distance specified in
the technical specifications will be used to determine whether the radiation
exposure is less than, equal to, or greater than 1,000 mR/h, the exposure rate
used in the technical specifications to define the degree of control required.
Changes in the technical specifications to be proposed by the NRC staff will
include a change from 45 cm to 30 cm for the specified distance.
(References: 20.1601, 20.1602, Reactor Technical Specifications)

OVESTION 61: Will the annual reports that are required by power reactor
technical specifications (reports that tabulate occupational exposures greater
than 100 mrem /yr according to work and job functions) still be required after
the new Part 20 is implemented.

ANSWER: Yes. There are no plans to change this requirement of the Technical
Specifications. However, the reports on occupational exposures required by

_ _ ._
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the old Part 20 in 10 CFR 20.407 (statistical sumary reports) and 10 CFR
20.403 (termination reports), will no longer be required. These statistical
sumary and termination reports are being replaced by the new " reports of
individual monitoring" rege ad by 10 CFR 20.2206. (Reference: Reactor
Technical Specifications, 10.2206)

,

1

OVESTION 397: After implementation of the revised 10 CFR Part 20, should
nuclear power plant licensees report total effective dose equivalent (TEDE) or
deep dose equivalent (DDE) as the "whole body dose" for annual reports
submitted in accordance with reactor technical specifications and Regulatory
Guide 1.167

ANSWER: Deep dose equivalent. (Reference: Reactor Technical Specifications,
Reg. Guide 1.16).

OUESTION 433: Question 397 (in the fifth set of questions and answers under
the heading for " Reactor Technical Specifications") concerns a reporting
requirement in " reactor technical specifications." Does this question, and ,

the answer provided, apply to non-power reactors?

ANSWER: No. Question 397 and its answer refer to reporting requirements
contained in technical specifications for power reactors, but not in technical
specifications for non-power reactors. Question 397 also refers to Regulatory
Guide 1.16, " Reporting of Operating Information - Appendix A Technical
Specifications," which applies only to nuclear power plants.
(Reference: Reactor Technical Specifications).

OVESTION 455: Part 50 license standard technical specifications define " Dose
Equ1 valent 1-131" as "...that concentration of I-131 (microcurie / gram) which
alone would produce the same thyroid dose as the quantity and isotopic mixture
of I-131, I-132, I-133, I-134, and I-135 actually present..." and "the thyroid
dose conversion factors used for this calculation shall be those listed in NRC
Regulatory Guide 1.109." (a) After implementatlon of the revised 10 CFR Part
20, should licensees continue to use the Reg Guide 1.109 thyroid dose
conversion factors or should they use the thyrold dose conversion factors in
EPA Federal Guidance Report No. 117 (b) Will this be addressed in NRC's
forthcoming generic letter on changes to technical specifications related to

,

the revised Part 207

ANSWER: (a) Licensees must continue to use the thyroid dose conversion factors
(DCFs) that are referenced in their technical specifications (TS). A TS
amendment would be needed to allow the use of other technically acceptable
values. It should be noted that in the absence of such regulatory

,

requirements, the NRC has allowed licensees to use sources of intake-to-dose
conversion factors other than Regulatory Guide 1.109. (b) The use of Federal
Guidance Report No. 11 thyroid DCFs is not planned to be included in the
generic letter on changes to power reactor technical specifications to
incorporate the revised Part 20 but will be addressed in a forthcoming health
physics position document (which will be made publicly available).
(Reference: Reactor Technical Specifications).

I
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Power Reactor Technical Specifications and Materials Licenses

OVESTION 22: Alarm setpoints for many radiation monitors are based on 10 CFR
20 Appendix B concentrations. Will these new changes require numerous ODCM
changes, setpoint change requests, and procedure changes?

ANSWER: Separate answers are provided for reactor and materials licensees
because these answers are somewhat different.

Reactor Licensees: Alarm setpoints for airborne effluent monitors are not
like'y to change. These monitors are typically set up to detect an effluent
concentration which would yield a whole body dose rate of 500 mrem /y or a
thyroid dose rate of 1500 mrem /y (or fraction thereof) in an unrestricted area
on an instantaneoas basis, as required by the Technical Specifications. Since
other limiting conditions are also contained in Technical Specifications to
restrict annual doses to the public to much smaller values than those implied
above, and since short-term operational flexibility is necessary, it is
unlikely that changes would need to be made in the alarm setpoints for
airborne effluent monitors.

Alarm setpoints for waterborne effluent monitors are likely to require change, '

since they are based on 10 CFR 20 Appendix B concentrations, as required by
the Technical Specifications. Because Appendix B concentration values differ
for many radionuclides between the new and old versions of Part 20, liquid
effluent monitor alarm setpoints may have to be changed.

For reactors, the extent of staff involvement and licensee efforts in
adjusting and documenting alarm setpoints will depend on whether the licensee
has implemented NRR Generic Letter 89-01. (References: 10 CFR 20 Appendix B,
Reactor Technical Specifications, NRR Generic Letter 89-01)

Materials Licensees: Area monitor alarm setpoints for most materials
licensees that are currently required to conduct continuous air monitoring
will in all likelihood require change. This is especially true for those
facilities that handle significant quantities of source and special nuclear
material since the new DACs for these types of material are lower or more
restrictive than the old MPCs. It should be noted that for commonly occurring
thorium-232 (Th-232) and uranium 238 (U-238) in the oxide (insoluble) form,
the DACs are lower than the MPCs by factors of 30 and 5, respectively.
Similarly, alarm setpoints for both airborne and waterborne releases for most j
materials licensees would have to be modified. It should also be noted that '

for airborne releases, the allowable concentrations for insoluble Th-232 and
U-238 have been reduced by factors of about 170 and 80, respectively. For
waterborne releases, the allowable release concentrations for soluble Th-232
and U-238 have been reduced by factors of about 70 and 130, respectively. For
these reasons, it is anticipated that numerous procedural changes will have to ;

be made for licensees handling significant quantities of source and special |
nuclear material. !

OVESTION 79: Many existing reactor Technical Specifications require
commercial power plant licensees to provide statistical personnel dose summary

- - - - - - - - - - - _ - - _ _ _ - - - - - - _ - - - _ _ _
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to NRC annually. The old Part 20 contained provisions for such reports, but
no corresponding requirement carried over to the revised rule. Why? :

t

ANSWER: The statement above confuses Technical Specification requirements
with Part 20 Requirements.

Under the old Part 20, power reactor licensees (and other licensees) were
required, by Part 20, to submit both annual " statistical sumary" reports (in
accordance with 10 CFR 20.407) and " termination" reports (in accordance with
10 CFR 20.408). In addition to these two Part 20 reporting requirements,
power reactor licensees are required by their Technical Specifications to
submit annual reports that include a tabulation of workers receiving exposures
greater than 100 mrem /y and their associated collective dose according to work
and job functions.

Under the new Part 20, the statistical sumary and termination reports of the
old Part 20 are eliminated and replaced by a new annual report on the results
of individual monitoring of occupational exposure (10 CFR 20.2206). The new
Part 20 has no effect on the annual report required by Technical
Specifications. There are no plans to change this reporting requirement in
the Technical Specifications.

(References: 10 CFR 20.2206, Reactor Technical Specifications)

Reaulatory Guides - General

OVESTION 12: How will the new Regulatory Guides be used in determining
acceptability of a licensee's implementation of the new Part 207

ANSWER: In determining the acceptability of a licensee's implementation of
the new Part 20, new regulatory guides will be used in the same way existing
guides have been used in determining acceptability of a licensee's
implementation of the old Part 20 in cases in which there is no licensee
comitment to the guide in a license application. As stated in virtually
every guide, Regulatory Guides are not regulations and compliance with them is
not required, unless the guide has been made a specific condition of a
license (a comon practice for materials licensees who are licensed by NRC's
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards). Also, as indicated in
every guide, alternatives to methods described in the guide may be acceptable.
(Reference: Regulatory Guides)

Reculatory Guide 8.7. Rev. 1. Instructions for Recordino and Reportino
Occupational Exoosure Data

OVESTION 451: May the codes "ND' (not detectable), "NR" (not required), and
"NC" (not calculated) be used more generally in the radiation dose data blocks
on the NRC Forms 4 and 5 than is implied by the instructions on the forms?
The purpose in asking this question is to clarify the guidance for filling out
the forms provided in the regulatory position and in the instructions on the
reverse side of the NRC Forms 4 and 5. The Form 5 instructions appear to
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limit the use of the "NR" and "NC" codes to the committed effective dose
equivalent (CEDE) and the committed dose equivalent (CDE), "ND" is not
referenced in the Form 5 instructions, and the NRC form 4 instructions do not
appear to refer to any of these codes. We believe that the references to the
codes in the guidance and instructions on the forms are as examples for
emphasis, and that the intent of the guidance is that "NR" and "ND" are
appropriate for use, as applicable, in any of the dose blocks, and are not
specifically limited for use by the manner in which referenced or described in
the guidance. However, we do note that "NC" may only be applicable to the CDE
(e.g., if the CEDE were less than 1 rem).

ANSWER: Yes. As indicated in the second paragraph of regulatory position 1.1
of the guide, "NR" should be entered in the blocks on Forms 4 and 5 to
indicate the areas for which monitoring was not required and "ND" should be
entered on these forms to indicate "where monitoring was provided but not
measurable [ detectable]". As indicated in regulatory position 2.2 of the
guide, the use of "NC" is appropriate only for items 16 and 18 on NRC Forms 4 ,

and 5 for cases in which the CEDE does not exceed I rem and there are no
overexp sures in any dose category within the monitoring year.
(References: Reg. Guide 8.7, Rev. 1; 10 CFR 20.2104, 20.2106).

Reaulatory Guide 8.25

OVESTION 405: Regulatory Guide 8.25 (Section C.I.7) states that "to determine
whether the concentration exceeds the DAC over the short term, the sample
collection time should not exceed one hour. Shorter sample collection times
may be used if desired, but they are not required."

(a) Does this section mean to imply that the duration of a work zone air
sample should not exceed one hour if it may be used to determine whether an
area needs to be posted or otherwise controlled?
(b) Under what circumstances does this one hour rule apply?

ANSWER: (a) No. The one-hour criterion applies only for sampling used "to
determine whether the concentration exceeds the DAC over the short term"
(emphasis added). (b) The one-hour criterion is guidance; it is not a " rule."
See answer to (a) regarding the circumstances of application. (References:
Reg. Guide 8.25, 10 CFR 20.1902).

Reaulatory Guide 8.36

OVESTION 406: Regulatory Guide 8.36, " Radiation Dose to the Embryo / Fetus,"
(Section C.I.3) states that "the determination of external dose should include
all occupational exposeres of the declared pregnant worker since the estimated
date of conception."(a) If declared pregnant worker has received occupational
dose during this pregnancy while working for a previous licensee, is it
intended that the dose from the previous licensee be obtained and included in
estimating and limiting the embryo / fetus dose for the gestation period? (b)
If this is the intention, what should be done if applicable dose recoros are !
not available because the worker had not declared pregnancy or was not ,

monitored (i.e., was not likely to exceed 10% of a limit) at her previous
,

i

1
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workplace? In the absence of other data, should the previous dose be assumed
to be zero?

Answer: (a) Yes. (b) The licensee should make an effort to make a reasonable
estimate of the dose using other information that the worker and her previous
employer have concerning her exposure. Even when the worker was not
monitored, a well-trained worker and her employer should be able to provide
some information concerning her exposure. (c) No. Neither should it be
assumed to be the maximum possible dose. See answer to question (b).
(Reference: Reg. Guide 8.36).

Reaulatory Guide 1.109

OVESTION 21: Is it time to update Regulatory Guide 1.109 and its corres- ~

ponding codes due to the updated dose conversion factors in the new Part 207

ANSWER: Perhaps, but such an update could only be a partial update at this
time. The full updating could only occur if and when Appendix I is recast as
an effective dose equivalent. The evaluation of whether Appendix I should be
changed is currently underway.
(Reference: Regulatory Guides)

Other Questions

OVESTION 87: Will the numbering sequence of the new regulation be revised
once the "old" Part 20 expires?

ANSWER: No. (Reference: None)

OVESTION 88: Will each NRC region hold orientation meetings for licensees on
the new regulation? When and where might these occur?

ANSWER: There are no plans to hold such orientation meetings. However, the
NRC is providing " orientation" information by publishing Regulatory Guides and
the new y1. old Part 20 comparison in NUREG-1446, by making documented
questions and answers on new Part 20 publicly available, by publishing
information in the NMSS Newsletter, and by NRC staff participation in topical
meetings concerning new Part 20.
(Reference: None)

OVESTION 89: Is it possible to obtain copies of revised NRC " inspection
modules" for inspection for compliance with the new regulation? How may these
be obtained?

ANSWER: All " inspection modules" (inspection procedures in the NRC Inspection
Manual) are available from the NRC Public Document Room, 21201. Street N.W.,
Lower Level, Washington, DC 20555; Telephone (202) 634-3273. Inspection
procedures have not yet been revised to reflect the new Part 20, but will be
revised during 1992.
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(Reference: None)

OVESTIQH 457: Some licensees have established administrative dose control
levels or guidelines, below rr.gulatory dose limits, as a tool to support
supervisory and management ir.volvement in dose minimization. Procedures
commonly describe certain review actions to be taken at successive dose
levels, with a higher level of management involvement at higher dose levels.
If an administrative dose control level or guideline is exceeded without all
of the described actions being taken, but no regulatory limit is exceeded, is
the fact of exceeding the control level or guideline a violation of NRC
regulations?

ANSWER: Exceeding an administrative dose control level or guideline that is
below the limits of 10 CFR Part 20 is not a violation of 10 CFR Part 20. This
is generally true with respect to other parts of the NRC regulations, although
it is subject to exceptions; for example, for medical licensees,10 CFR
35.25(a)(2) specifies requirements for a " supervised individual" including
following "the written radiation safety and quality management procedures
established by the licensee". Such procedures might include administrative
dose control levels or guidelines and failure to follow such procedures could
be a violation of 10 CFR 35.25(a)(2). Furthermore, exceeding an
administrative dose control level or guideline could be a violation of
procedural requirements in the plant technical specifications at a nuclear
power plant or a violation of specific license conditions in a material
license. (Reference: Other).

|
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APPENDIX A

LOCATIONS OF QUESTIONS IN ORDER OF QUESTION NUMBER

The following tables list the questions in order of increasing question
number. For each question, the number of the set of Qs and As in which the
question appeared, and the location within the set (i.e., the heading of the
section in which the question appeared, such as "10 CFR 20.1502..." or "10 CFR
Part 50"), are given.
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'fQues.No. Set Location Ques.No. Set Location
1 I 20.1003 31 2 20.1201 :

,

2 1 20.1201 32 deleted 20.1201
3 1 20.1201 33 1 20.1201
4 1 20.1003 34 1 20.1201
5 1 20.1002 35 1 20.1903 ,

I6 1 20.1201 36 1 20.1906
7 1 20.1101 37 1 Part'19

;
8 1 20.1206 38 1 20.1202 i

9 1 20.1202 39 1 20.2003
'

10 1 20.2104 40 1 20.1003 >

11 1 20.1101 41 1 20.1201 ;

12 2 Reg. Guide 42 1 20.1301
13 1 App. B 43 1 20.1502 -

14 1 Part 50 44 1 20.1502
'

'
15 1 Part 50 45 1 20.1201

16 1 Part 50 46 1 20.1201 i

17 1 Part 50 47 1 20.1204

18 1 Tec. Spec. 48 1 20.1301 ,

19 1 Tec. Spec. 49 1 20.1602
'

20 1 Part 50 50 1 20.1203 ;
a

21 1 Reg. Guide 51 1 20.2104

22 2 Tec. Spec. 52 1 Tec. Spec

23 1 App. B 53 2 20.1902

24 1 20.1206 54 1 20.1502 '

25 1 20.1003 55 1 20.2104 l
26 4 20.1003 56 1 20.2202

27 2 20.1902 57 1 20.1003
,

28 1 20.1302 58 1 20.1008 ,

29 1 20.1302 59 1 20.1208 1

30 1 20.1008 60 1 20.1703

1

#

|

|
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Ques.No. Set location Ques. No. Set Location
61 1 Tec. Spec. 91 3 20.1703

62 1 20.1101 92 3 20.1602

63 2 20.1206 93 3 20.1003

64 5 20.2104 94 3 20.1003

65 2 20.1008 95 3 Part 19
66 2 20.1003 96 3 20.1003

67 2 20.1003 97 3 20.1201

68 2 20.1302 98 3 20.1502

69 2 20.1302 99 3 20.1101

70 none 20.2003 100 3 20.1201
'

71 2 App. B 101 3 20.1202

72 2 20.1302 102 3 20.1203

73 2 20.1004 103 3 20.1302

74 2 20.1003 104 3 20.1302

75 2 20.1502 105 3 20.1301

76 2 20.1204 106 3 20.1301

77 2 20.1201 107 deleted 20.1502

78 2 20.1703 108 2 20.1906

79 2 Tec. Spec. 109 2 20.1206

80 5 20.1003 110 2 20.1206

81 2 20.1502 111 3 20.1301

82 2 20.1502 112 3 20.2105

83 2 20.1204 113 3 20.2104

84 2 20.1208 114 2, 3 20.1502

85 2 20.1902 115 3 20.1701,

|

86 2 20.1202 116 3 20.2101

87 2 Other 117 3 20.2101

88 2 Other 118 3 20.1101

89 2 Other 119 5 20.1003

90 2 20.1701 120 3 20.1208

I

I

s

_ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _
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Ques.No. Set location Ques.No. Set Location

121- 3 20.1204 151 NMSS NMSS

122 3 20.2203

123 3 20.1201

124 3 20.1703

125 3 20.1301

126 5 20.1502

127 4 20.1904

128 4 20.1904

129 4 20.1801

130 4 20.1603 i

131 4 20.1703

132 4 20.1703

133 5 20.1101

134 4 20.1101

135 4 20.1206

136 4 20.1206

137 4 20.1206

138 4 20.1208
|

139 4 20.2104

140 deleted

141 4 20.2110

142 4 20.2104-

143 4 20.2104 i

144 4 20.1003

145 4 20.1702

146 4 App. 8
;

147 4 20.1501
:

148 4 20.1003- |

149 5 20.1003
.

-!

150 5 20.1003

!

i
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Ques.No. Set Location- Ques. No. Set location i

172 6 20.1201 226 6 20.1904 *

175 6 20.1201 227 6 20.1906 :

176 6 20.1201 228 6 20.1906
*

177 6 20.1201 229 6 20.1906

179 6 20.1202 230 6 20.1906

180 6 20.1202
'

191 6 20.1206
.i

192 6 20.1206 i
-

201 6 20.1301

203 6 20.1301
i

204 6 20.1301
'

205 6 20.1301 :

I206 6 20.1301
i

207 6 20.1302
'

:

208 6 20.13021

209 6 20.1501

210 6 20.1501 '

211 6 20.1502

212 6 20.1502

213 6 20.1502 |

214 6 20.1502
'

'

215 6 20.1502

216 6 20.1502 ;

217 6 20.1502 i

218 6 20.1601 j
219 6 20.1601

220 6 20.1602 i

,

221 6 20.1902
.

223 6 20.1903

224 6 20.1903 i

)

i
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Ques.No. Set location Ques.No. Set location

'

371 5 20.2104 401 5 20.2106 !
372 5 20.'204 402 5 20.2106

373 5 20.1601 403 5 20.2106

374 5 20.1703 404 5 20.2106

375 5 20.1502 405 5 RG 8.25

376 5 20.2001 406 5 RG 8.36

377 5 19.13 407 5 20.1001

378 5 19.13 408 5 20.2104

379 5 20.1902 409 5 19.13

380 5 20.1101 410 deleted

381 5 20.1101 411 5 19.12

382 5 20.1208 412 7 20.1003

383 5 20.2206 413 7 20.1003

384 5 20.1301 414 7 20.1201

385 5 20.1601 415 7 20.1201

386 5 20.1702 416 7 20.1208

387 5 20.1702 417 7 20.1302

388 5 20.1702 418 7 20.1703

389 5 20.2001 419 7 20.1801

390 5 20.2104 420 7 20.2104

391 5 20.2107 421 7 Part 19

392 5 20.2206 422 7 Part 19

393 5 20.2206 423 7 20.1602

394 5 20.2206 424 deleted 20.1601

395 5 20.2206 425 7 App. B

396 5 App. 8 426 7 App. B

397 5 Tec. Spec. 427 7 20.1302

398 5 20.1502 428 7 20.2103

399 5 20.2106 429 7 20.1502

400 5 20.2106 430 7 20.1601
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Ques.No. Set Location Ques. No. Set Location ,

431 7 20.1601 461 7 20.1502

432 7 20.2001 '

433 7 Tec. Spec.

434' 7 20.1003

435 7 20.1201

436 7 20.1201 [
437 7 20.1204

438 7 20.1207 e

439 7 20.1208

440 7 20.1208

441 7 20.1208

442 7 20.1208

443 7 20.1208

444 7 20.1502

445 7 20.1502

446 7 20.1502 --

447 7 20.1602

448 7 20.1602 '

449 7 20.1702

450 7 20.1801 t

451 7 R.G. 8.7

452 7 App. A

453 7 App. B

454 7 19.13

455 7 Tec. Spec. |

456 7 Tec. Spec.

457 7 FSAR

458 7 20.1501

459 7 20.1902

460 7 20.1902

r
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1. Rio Algom Mining Corp. 3. SUA-1548
5

2. 6305 Waterford Boulevard, Suite 325 4. March 1, 1997
oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73118 >

5. 40-8964

6. Byproduct, 7. Chemical 8. Maximum posession
source, and/or and/or
special nuclear physical form
material

a. Natural Uranium a. Any a. Unlimited

b. Byproduct b. Unspecified b. Quantity generated
materials as under operations
defined in authorized by this
10 CFR Part 40.4 license,

,

9. ADMINISTRATIVE CONDITIONS

9.1 All notices to NRC required by this license shall be addressed to
Director, Uranium Recovery Field Office.

9.2 Authorized place of use shall be the licensee's Smith Ranch facilities
in converse County, Wyoming.

9.3 Authorized use is for uranium recovery from pregnant lixiviant in '

accordance with statements, descriptions, and representations contained ;
in Sections 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0, 7.0, 8.0 and 9.0 of the licensee's
application submitted by cover letter dated March 31, 1988, as revised
by page changes submitted on May 10, June 30, and August 30, 1988;
February 15, February 28, March 13, March 20, March 28, April 5,
September 30, December 5, and December 10, 1991. In addition, the
licensee shall conduct its activities in accordance with the provisions i

in the following ;

Submittal Date Description

July 13, 1990 Responses to NRC comments and questions,
including aquifer pump-test analyses, and
monitor-well-spacing calculations.

October 4, 1990 Cover letter submitting MILDOS-Area Predictions
of Radiation Dose.

,

April 5, 1991 Letter providing proposal for waste byproduct
material disposal.

May 7, 1991 Cover letter transmitting consulting historian's
report and recommendations, proposing changes to
the mine facilities layout.

July 12, 1991 0-Sand deferral and interim environmental
monitoring plan.

September 3, 1991 Cover letter assigning new Radiation Safety
Officer for the Smith Ranch project.

!

Regardless of the above, the following license conditions shall override
any conflicting statements contained in the licensee's application and
supplements.

|
|

!
,
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9.4 Any significant changes to the State of Wyoming mining permit area
illustrated on Map C-1 of the licensee's March 31, 1988, application
shall require approval by the NRC in the form of a license amendment.

9.5. The licensee is authorized to dispose of waste byproduct material from
the Smith Ranch facility at the Quivira Mining Corp. tailings pile, New
Mexico. In the event this disposal option becomes unavailable, the
licensee is required to notify the NRC within 7 working days of the
expiration date. A new agreement must be submitted for NRC approval
within 90 days of expiration, or the licensee will be prohibited from
further lixiviant injection,

i

Yellowcake and byproduct waste material, other than samples for
research, shall be transferred only to other source material licensees
unless specific prior approval is granted by the NRC in the form of a '

license amendment. The licensee shall maintain permanent record of'all
transfers made under the provisions of this condition.

9.6 Before engaging in any activity not previously assessed by the NRC,
including activities outside the State permit area, the licensee shall
prepare and record an environmental evaluation of such activity. When !

the evaluation indicates that such activity may result in a significant
i

adverse environmental impact that was not previously assessed or that is '

greater than that previously assessed, the licensee shall provide a
written evaluation of such activities and obtain prior approval of the i

NRC in the form of a license amendment. .

9.7 No commercial mining shall commence prior to submittal to the NRC for
review and approval of a disposal plan for byproduct material which may !
exist in the mine water treatment ponds, formerly utilized in the
licensee's pilot project. The submittal shall provide confirming
byproduct characterization data, a disposal plan in accordance.with ,

10 CFR Part 40, Appendix A, and a reclamation schedule. I

9.8 The licensee shall provide buffer zones and construct its facilities in j
accordance with the recommendations made in its historical consultant's i

report submitted May 7, 1991, in order to prevent adverse effects upon
historic and prehistoric resources found in the State permit area. Land ,

disturbance plans and well-field facility design shall be coordinated i
with NRC and the Bureau of Land Management in Mills, Wyoming. |

In addition to the May 7, 1991, submittal, in order to assure that no
disturbance of cultural resources occurs, the licensee shall have an
archeological and historical artifact survey completed prior to
disturbing any areas not addressed in its application date March 31, |
1988. The results of the surveys, an evaluation of site eligibility for j
the National Register of Historic Places, and an analysis of the
project's effect, shall be submitted to NRC for review and approval. No
disturbance shall occur until the licensee has received authorization
from NRC to proceed.

I

In addition, all work in the immediate vicinity of previously j
undiscovered buried cultural resources unearthed during the disturbance |

of land shall cease until approval to proceed has been granted by the !

NRC.

9.9 Release of equipment or-packages from the restricted area shall be in
accordance with the attachment to this license entitled, " Guidelines for
Decontamination of Facilities and Equipment Prior to Release for
Unrestricted Use or Termination of Licenses for Byproduct or Source
Materials," dated September 1984.

9.10 Standard operating procedures (SOPS) _ ball be established for all
operational activities involving radioactive materials that are handled,
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processed, stored or transported by employees. SOPS for operational
activities shall enumerate pertinent radiation safety practices to be -

followed. In addition, written procedures shall be established for
nonoperational activities to include in plant and environmental

imonitoring, bioassay analysis, and instrument calibration. An up-to- |

date copy of each written procedure shall be kept in each area where it '

is used.

All written procedures shall be reviewed and approved in writing by the
RSO before being implemented and whenever a change in a procedure is
proposed. The RST shall document that all existing facility procedures ,

i

are reviewed and approved on an annual basis. 1

9.11 The licensee shall maintain an NRC-approved financial surety *

arrangement, consistent with 10 CFR 40, Appendix A, Criterion 9,
adequate to cover the estimated costs, if accomplished by a third party,
for completion of the NRC-approved site closure plan including; above- 1

ground decommissioning and decontamination, the cost of offsite disposal .

of radioactive solid process or evaporation pond residues, and ground- !

water restoration, as warranted. Within 3 months of NRC approval of a
revised closure plan and cost estimate, the licensee shall submit, for
NRC review and approval, a proposed revision to the financial surety
arrangement if estimated costs in the newly approved site closure plan
exceed the amount covered in the existing financial surety. The revised i

surety shall then be in effect within 3 months of written NRC approval.

Annual updates to the surety amount, required by 10 CFR 40, Appendix A, |Criterion 9, shall be provided to the NRC by June 30 of each year. If ,

the NRC has not approved a proposed revision 30 days prior to the !

expiration date of the existing surety arrangement, the licensee shall
,

extend the existing arrangement, prior to expiration, for 1 year. Along
with each proposed revision or annual update, the licensee shall submit

;
supporting documentation showing a breakdown of the costs and the basis
for the cost estimates with adjustments for inflation, maintenance of a
minimum 15 percent contingency, changes in engineering plans, activities !

,

performed, and any other conditions affecting estimated costs for site -!

closure. The licensee shall also provide the NRC with copies of surety-
related correspondence submitted to the State, a copy of the State's
surety review, and the final approved surety arrangement. The licensee
must also ensure that the surety, where authorized to be held by the
State, expressly identifies the NRC-related portion of the surety and
covers the above-ground decommissioning and decontamination, the cost of
offsite disposal, soil and water sample analyses, and ground-water i
restoration associated with the site. The basis for the cost estimate
is the NRC-approved site closure plan or the NRC-approved revisions to
the plan. The site closure plan, cost estimates, and ane 1 updates '

should follow the outline in the attachment to this license entitled
" Recommended Outline for Site Specific Reclamation and Stabilization
Cost Estimates."

Within 90 days of the issuance of this license, the licensee shall
submit a surety instrument acceptable to the State of Wyoming and_the
NRC, in an amount no less than $7,500,000. This surety shall be written
in favor of the State of Wyoming or the NRC for the purpose of complying
with 10 CFR 40, Appendix A, Criterion 9, and shall be continuously
maintained until a replacement is authorized by both the State of
Wyoming and the NRC. ,

,

9.12 At least 30 days prior to initial well-field and processing plant
testing, the licensee shall assign a radiation safety officer (RSO) to

,

,

the site on a permanent full-time basis.
,

9.13 Any changes to the licensee's corporate organizational structure
illustrated in Figure 9-4 of the March 31, 1988, application, as amended '

f
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by the submittal dated December 10, 1991, shall require approval of the
NRC in the form of a license amendment. In the event key radiation
safety staff are reassigned, their qualifications shall also be reviewed
and approved by the NRC.

9.14 In addition to the responsibilities and qualifications specified in
Chapter 9 of the licensee's March 31, 1988, application, as amended, the
Radiation Safety Officer (RSO) shall be qualified as specified in
Sections 1.2 and 2.4.1 of Regulatory Guide 8.31, "Information Relevant
to Ensuring that occupational Radiation Exposures at Uranium Mills will
be As Low As Reasonably Achievable," dated May 1983. The RSO shall also
receive a minimum of 40 hours of related health and safety refresher
training every two years. '

The licensee shall have a Radiation Safety Technician (RST) assigned
full time to the site who shall report directly to the Plant Supervisor
on matters dealing with radiological safety. In addition, the RST shall
have access to the RSO at all times. The RST shall have the
qualifications as specified in Section 2.4.2 of Regulatory Guide 8.31,
and the responsibilities as specified in chapter 9 of the licensee's
March 31, 1988, application as amended.

9.15 The licensee shall have a training program for all site employees as
described in Section 2.5 of Regulatory Guide 8.31, and as detailed in
Section 9.3 of the licensee's March 31, 1988, application, as amended.

9.16 The licensee is hereby exempted from the requirements of
Section 20.203(e)(2) of 10 CFR 20 for posting areas within the facility,
provided that all entrances to the facility are conspicuously posted in
accordance with Section 20.203(e)(2) and with the words, " CAUTION - ANY
AREA OR ROOM WITHIN THIS FACILITY MAY CONTAIN RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL."

9.17 The licensee shall implement the Emergency Action Plan for Accidents as ,

detailed in Appendix G of the licensee's March 31, 1988, application, as
amended.

10. OPERATIONAL LIMITS, CONTROLS, AND RESTRICTIONS

10.1 The annual throughput shall not exceed an average flow rate of
6000 gallons per minute, exclusive of restoration flow. Annual ,

yellowcake production shall not exceed 2 million pounds.

10.2 Any major changes in the fluid-flow balance or processing plant circuit,
as illustrated and described in Figures 3-2 and 4-3 of the licensee's
March 31, 1988, application, as amended, shall be reviewed by the PSO
and shall be submitted to the NRC for prior approval in the form of a
license amendment.

10.3 The licensee shall maintain effluent control systems as specified in
Section 4.1 of the license application dated March 31, 1988, with the

,

following additions: '

a. Yellowcake drying operations shall be immediately suspended if any
of the emission control equipment for the yellowcake drying or
packaging areas is not operating within specifications for design
performance.

b. The licensee shall, during all periods of yellowcake drying
operations, assure that the manufacturer recommended pressure is
maintained in the heating chamber. This shall be accomplished by
either (1) performing and documenting checks of air pressure
differential approximately every 4 hours during operation, or (2)

,

finstalling instrumentation which will signal an audible alarm if
air pressure differential falls below the manufacturer's '

i

i

,
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recommended levels. If an audible alarm la used, its operation -

shall be checked and documented daily,

c. Air pressure differential gauges for other emission control
equipment shall be read and the readings documented at least once
per shift during operations.

10.4 The licensee shall perform well integrity tests on each injection and
,

production well before the wells are utilized and on wells that have
been serviced. The integrity test shall pressurize the well to
125 percent of the maximum operating pressure and shall maintain !
95 percent of this pressure for 10 minutes to pass the test. If any
well casing failing the integrity test cannot be repaired, the well
shall be plugged and abandoned. During well-field operations, injection
pressures shall not exceed the integrity test pressure at the injection '

well heads.

10.5 The licensee shall utilize sodium carbonate / bicarbonate as the lixiviant
with an oxygen or hydrogen peroxide oxidant. Any variation from this
combination shall require a license amendment.

10.6 The licensee is prohibited from constructing waste water evaporation
ponds prior to NRC review and approval of pond designs and
specifications. Pond design shall allow for sufficient reserve capacity
in the evaporation pond system to enable the transfer of the contents of
any one pond to the other ponds. All retention ponds shall be designed
to meet requirements of NRC Regulatory Guide 3.11, Staff Position Paper
No. WM-8101, and WDEQ.

10.7 The licensee shall maintain an area within the restricted area boundary
for storage of contaminated materials prior to their disposal. All
contaminated wastes and evaporation pond residues shall be disposed at a
licensed radioactive waste disposal site.

10.8 All liquid effluents from process buildings and other process waste ,

streams, with the exception of sanitary wastes, shall be returned to the '

process circuit, or discharged to the_ solution evaporation ponds. All
changes to the liquid effluent disposal plan shall be approved by
license amendment.

10.9 Prior to mining, baseline water quality data for the constituents
identified in Table 5.1 of the application dated March 31, 1988, as
amended, shall be established for each mining unit prior to mining at ,

the following points: (a) all mining zone perimeter monitor wells; (b)
two upper and two lower aquifer monitor welle per mining units and (c)
one production / injection well per acre.

10.10 The licensee is prohibited from conducting well-field installation in
the southwestern part of the State of Wyoming permit area, T35N R74W,
until aquifer characteristics have been tasted, reviewed, and approved
by NRC.

10.11 The licensee is prohibited from commencing aquifer restoration prior to
review and approval of an occupational safety plan addressing the

,

deployment of chemical reducing agents in the processing plant or well
fields.

10.12 For work where the potential for exposure to radioactive materials
exists and for which no SOP exists, a radiation work permit (RWP) shall
be required. Such permits shall describe the following:

a. The scope of work to be performed.

b. Any precautions necessary to reduce exposure to uranium and its
,

t

m
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daughters to levels as low as is reasonably achievable (ALARA).
!

c. Any supplemental radiological monitoring and sampling required '

during and following completion of the work. Nonroutine {maintenance involving exposure of workers to airborne particulates |
of uranium and its daughters shall require the use of continuous j
breathing zone monitoring.

|

The RSO, RST, or their designees shall indicate by signature the review
of each RWP prior to the initiation of the work.

10.13 Any visitor, including contractors, shall be required to register at the
office and shall be given appropriate instruction in the areas of
security, safety, and radiation protection, prior to entering controlled
or restricted areas.

10.14 The licensee shall issue to all site employees, either thermoluminescent
dosimeters (TLDs) or film-type dosimeters which shall be exchanged and ;

read on a quarterly frequency. '

10.15 The licensee shall require that all process and maintenance workers who
work in yellowcake areas or work on equipment contaminated with
yellowcake wear protective clothing including coveralls and boots or i

shoe covers. Workers who package yellowcake for transport shall
additionally wear gloves.

10.16 Eating shall be allowed only in administrative offices and enclosed
,

lunch areas that are separated from the process areas. |
|

10.17 Before leaving the restricted area, all process workers shall shower or L

monitor themselves using a calibrated alpha survey instrument. Meeting '

or exceeding the radiation level of 1000 dpm/100 cm2 shall require
personnel to decontaminate and resurvey themselves. The licensee shall
perform spot surveys for alpha contamination at least quarterly on all
workers leaving the facility. |

10.18 All radiation monitoring, sampling, and detection equipment shall be
recalibrated after each repair and as recommended by the manufacturer,

,

or at least annually, whichever is more frequent. In addition, all
|

radiation survey instruments shall be operationally checked with a 1

radiation source each day when in use.
|

110.19 Effective during the preoperational period of the Smith Ranch project, l

the licensee's 0-sand pilot facility shall remain in stand-by status, in
accordance with the licensee's July 12, 1991, submittal.

,

11. MONITORING, RECORDING, AND BOOKKEEPING REQUIREMENTS

11.1 Flow rates on each injection and recovery well and manifold pressures on,

the entire system shall be measured and recorded daily. During well-
field operations, injection pressures shall not exceed the
integrity test pressure at the well heads.

11.2 The licensee shall perform and document daily visual inspections of the
evaporation pond embankments, fences and liners, as well as measurements
of pond freeboard and checks of the leak detection system. Any time i
6 inches or more of fluid is in the leak detection system standpipes, it I
shall be analyzed for specific conductance and chloride. If action

'

levels for these parameters are exceeded, a pond leak shall be
i

confirmed. The pond level shall be lowered by transferring its contents !

into an alternate cell, and repairs undertaken. j

11.3 Each monitor well shall be sampled and tested for chloride,
conductivity, and alkalinity on a biweekly basis. If two UCLs are
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exceeded in a well or if a single UCL value is exceeded by five standard
deviations or more above baseline monitoring data, the licensee shall
take a confirmation water sample within 24 hours and analyze it for the
excursion indicators. If the second sample does not indicate
exceedance, a third sample shall be taken within 48 hours. If neither
the second or third indicate exceedance, the first sample shall be
considered in error.

If the second or third sample indicates an exceedance, the well in
question shall be placed on excursion status. During excursion status,
sampling and testing frequency shall be increased to weekly for all
monitor wells completed in the same monitored zone for the effected
mining unit.

11.4 The licensee shall establish an effluent and environmental monitoring '

program in accordance with Table 5.3 of the application dated March 31,
1988, as amended.

11.5 During the preoperational period of the Smith Ranch project,
environmental and in-plant monitoring shall be conducted in accordance
with the licensee's July 12, 1991, submittal. All other monitoring
requirements in this license shall be suspended where they differ from
that submittal. Notwithstanding the submittal, the licensee shall
implement the following additions to its stand-by operations:

a. A ground-water bleed rate shall be established in the 0-sand pilot
well field sufficient to maintain flow into the well field from
all directions. Ground-water gradients shall be monitored by
observing water levels monthly in wells OM-1 through OM-5, 0I-1,
OI-2, 01-10, oI-3, and OT-1. Monitoring data with a water-table
map shall be provided in each semiannual environmental monitoring
report.

b. Environmental gamma monitoring shall continue on a quarterly basis
at the downwind and background locations.

c. In-plant gamma surveys shall be completed following completion of
yellowcake precipitation and filter press use, or semiannually,
whichever is more frequent. Airborne uranium monitoring of the
work station and breathing zone shall be conducted on a continuous
basis during filter press operation.

11.6 During commercial production, the RSO, RST, or a trained designee shall
perform and document a daily walk-through inspection of all operating
areas. The inspection's purpose is to ensure that all radiation
protection and monitoring requirements are being followed.

11.7 The licensee shall perform monthly surveys for natural uranium and radon
progeny as shown in Figure 9-2 of the licensee's application dated March
31, 1988, as amended. In addition, the licensee shall conduct spot
surveys to confirm the adequacy of the yellowcake and radon progeny
monitoring plan. If radon or radon progeny concentrations exceed
8 picoeuries per liter (pci/1) or 0.08 working level.(WL), respectively,
sampling shall be weekly until 4 consecutive weekly samples exhibit less
than 8 pCi/1 or 0.08 WL.

The calculation of internal exposure to radon, radon progeny, or natural
uranium shall be based on'a Time Weighted Exposure (TWE) calculation
incorporating a consideration of both occupancy times and average i

airborne working levels or activity concentrations. If occupancy times |

are established as an average for each category of worker, the licensee 2

shall also, by means of a semiannual time study, determine the basis
upon which average occupancy periods are established.

|

i
i
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If any worker reaches or exceeds 25 percent of the maximum permissible
exposure limits as specified in 10 CFR Part 20, based upon a calculated
TWE for the week or the calendar quarter, dependent on the solubility of
the material, the RST shall initiate an investigation of the employee's
work record and exposure history to identify the source of the exposure.
Necessary corrective measures shall be taken to ensure reduction of
future exposures to as low as is reasonably achievable. Records shall
be maintained of these investigations.

11.8 The licensee shall perform quarterly gamma radiation surveys in enclosed
areas at the locations specified in Figure 9-3 of the licensee's
application dated March 31, 1988, as amended. In addition, the licensee
shall conduct spot checks to confirm the adequacy of the gamma radiation
monitoring plan.

11.9 The licensee shall perform monthly alpha contamination surveys of the
facility laboratory and offices and weekly surveys of eating and change -

areas, as specified in licensee's application dated March 31, 1988, as
amended. If samples are analyzed in the facility laboratory, the
licensee shall survey all surfaces used for urine sample preparation
preceding the analyses as specified in Section 3.5 of Regulatory
Guide 8.31.

If the alpha contamination levels exceed those listed in the attachment
to this license entitled, " Guidelines for Decontamination of Facilities
and Equipment Prior to Release for Unrestricted Use or Termination of
Licenses for Byproduct or Source Materials," dated September 1984, the
area shall be decontaminated.

11.10 occupational exposure calculations shall be performed and documented
within 1 week of the end of each regulatory compliance period as
specified in 10 CFR 20.103(a)(2) and 10 CFR 20.103(b)(2). Routine radon
daughter and particulates shall be analyzed in a timely manner to allow
exposure calculations to be performed in accordance with this condition.
Nonroutine samples shall be analyzed and the results reviewed by the RST
within 2 working days after sample collection.

11.11 The results of the sainpling, analyses, surveys, and monitoring, the
calibration of equipment, reports on audits and inspections, all
meetings and training courses required by this license, and any
subsequent reviews, investigations, and corrective actions, shall be
documented. Unless otherwise specified in the NRC regulations, all such
documentation shall be maintained for a period of at least 5 years.

12. REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

12.1 At least 2 months prior to lixiviant injection in each mining unit,
baseline water quality data shall be submitted to the NRC. Upper
control limits (UCLs) and restoration criteria shall be calculated in L

accordance with the licensee's application dated March 31, 1988, as
amended.

a. The submittal shall propose, in the form of a license amendment,
UCLs for chloride, conductivity, and alkalinity in all monitoring
wells for each mining unit.

b. The submittal shall propose, in the form of a license amendment, i|
ground-water restoration criteria for each mining unit.

12.2 The results of effluent and environmental monitoring described in-
Table 5.3 of the license application shall be reported in accordance
with 10 CFR 40, Part 40.65, to the NRC, Uranium Recovery Field Office.
The report shall also include injection rates, recovery rates and
injection manifold pressures.

|

|
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12.3 In the event a lixiviant excursion is confirmed by ground-water
monitoring, NRC shall be notified by telephone within 24 hours and by
letter within 7 days from the time the excursion is confirmed. Upon
confirmation of an excursion, the licensee shall immediately implement
corrective action. An excursion is considered concluded when the
concentrations of excursion indicators are below the concentration
levels defining an excursion for three consecutive weekly samples.

12.4 A written report shall be submitted to the NRC within 2 months of
excursion confirmation. The report shall describe the excursion event,
corrective actions taken and results obtained. If wells are still on ,

excursion at the time the report is submitted, injection of lixiviant
within the well field on excursion shall be terminated until the
excursion has ceased and the affected aquifer has been remediated.

,

12.5. In the event that evaporation pond standpipe water analyses indicate
that a pond is leaking, the NRC shall be notified by telephone within
48 hours of verification. Standpipe water quality samples shall be
analyzed for the leak parameters once every 7 days during the leak
period and once every 7 days for at least 2 weeks following repairs.

.

A written report shall be filed with the NRC within 30 days of first
notifying the NRC that a leak exists. This report shall include j
analytical data and describe the mitigative action and the results of
that action.

12.6 The licensee shall maintain a log of all significant solution spills and
notify the NRC by telephone within 48 hours of any failure which may
have a radiological impact on the environment. Such notification shall
be followed,.within 7 days, by submittal of a written report detailing i

the conditions leading to the failure or potential failure, corrective
actions taken and results achieved. This requirement is in addition to
the requirements of 10 CFR Part 20.

.

12.7 Three months prior to commencing ground-water restoration in each well
field, the licensee shall submit a restoration plan to the NRC. The
restoration plan shall have a goal of returning all affected ground-
water constituents to baseline levels on a mining-unit average basis.
The licensee shall be required to demonstrate baseline conditions are
not achievable in order to apply any alternate standard of performance.

,

12.8 The licensee shall submit a detailed decommissioning plan to the NRC for
review and approval at least 12 months prior to planned final shutdown
of mining operations.

12.9 The licensee shall perform an annual ALARA audit of the radiation safety
program which shall be conducted by the RSO or other authorized
individual with equivalent qualifications, in accordance with
Section 2.3.3 of Regulatory Guide 8.31. A report of this audit shall be
submitted to the NRC within 60 days after conducting the audit. The
report shall include detailed summaries of the analytical results of the
radiological surveys. In order to evaluate the ALARA objective, the
licensee shall, at a minimum, review the following records: (a)
Bioassay results including any actions taken when the results exceeded
action levels in Table 1 of Regulatory Guide 8.22, " Bioassay at Uranium
Mills," dated' January 1987; (b) Exposure records of external and
internal time-weighted calculations (TWE); (c) Safety meeting minutes,
attendance records, and training program records; (d) Daily inspection
log entries and summary reports of the monthly reviews; (e) In-plant
radiological survey and monitoring data, as well as environmental
radiological effluent and monitoring data; (f) Surveys required by
radiation work permits; (g) Reports on overexposure submitted to NRC,
MSHA, or the State of Wyoming; and (h) Reviews of operating and
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monitoring procedures completed during the period.
1

The audit shall also address any noticeable trends in personnel
exposures for identifiable categories of workers and types of I

activities, any trends in radiological effluent data, and the )
performance of exposure and effluent control equipment as well as its )
utilization, maintenance, and inspection history. Any recommendations 1

to further reduce personnel exposures or environmental releases of I

uranium or radon and radon progeny shall be included in the report.
1

12.10 The licensee shall implement a urinalysis program as outlined in 1

Revision 1 to Regulatory Guide 8.22, with the following additions:

a. Baseline urinalysis shall be performed for all permanent employees
prior to their initial assignment at the facility.

b. Any time uranium in urine reaches or exceeds an action level of
15 micrograms per liter (pg/1) for any worker, the licensee shall
provide documentation, in the annual ALARA audit, to the NRC
indicating what corrective actions have been performed to satisfy
the recommendations of Revision 1 to Regulatory Guide 8.22.

Any time an uranium action level of 35 g/l for two consecutive
urine specimens or 130 pg/l for any one specimen is reached or
exceeded, the licensee shall provide documentation within 30 days
to the NRC indicating what corrective actions have been performed
to satisfy the recommendations of Revision 1 to Regulatory
Guide 8.22.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Date: Ramon E. Hall, Director
Uranium Recovery Field Office
Region IV

|
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